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ABSTRACT 

This study examines Horace's influence on Louis MacNeice, which has been neglected 

so far in the scholarship on one of the most important English-language poets of the 

twentieth century. MacNeice wrote much literary criticism involving Horace throughout 

his career, made some verse translations of the Roman poet's Odes, and wrote several 

original poems inspired by Horace. Horace's influence is important for a full 

understanding of MacNeice's poetry, particularly in terms of technique, approach, and 

subjects. Moreover, MacNeice's literary criticism and translations of Horace prefigure 

recent scholarly perceptions in these areas, and his 'Horatian' poems often shed new light 

on the poems by which they were influenced. 
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NOTE ON THE TEXT 

All quotations fiom Horace's poems follow F. Klingner, ed., Q. Horatius Flaccus : 

Opera, 3d edn. (Leipzig, 1959), and all quotations %om MacNeice's poems follow E.R. 

Dodds, ed., The Collected Poems of Louis MacNeice &ondon, 1966; pd edn. 1979, with 

correction of misprints). It is expected that the reader will have a copy of the latter at 

hand while reading this thesis. 

The English translations of Horace in my text have been chosen for their literal 

accuracy. In some cases, fairly literal verse translations have been supplied, but most 

translations are literal prose translations based on those in The Loeb Classical Library, 

viz., C.E. Bennett for the Odes md Epodes' and H. Rushton Fairclough for the Satires, 

EpistIes, and A rs poetica. 



CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

A. Horace ard MacNeict! 

The Roman poet Quintus Horatius Flaccus or Horace (65-8 B.C.), and the Irish poet 

Louis MacNeice (1907-63) were separated in time by some two thousand years and lived 

in differing lands and climates as well as within differing social, political, and economic 

structures. The two nevertheless have much in common due to Horace's influence upon 

MacNeice's poetry and criticism. The recipient of a classical education in England at 

Sherborne and Marlborough College, MacNeice earned a classical scholarship to Merton 

College, Oxford, taking First Class Honours in both 'Moderations' and 'Greats'. He then 

became a lecturer in classics at Birmingham University and, later, at Bedford College, 

London. In 1940 he quit teaching to become a feature writer and producer for the British 

Broadcasting Corporation. but never lost his affection for the classics, particularly 

Horace. Indeed. this study will attempt to prove that Horace's poetic craft and content 

had a profound impact upon how MacNeice developed as a poet and critic throughout his 

life. In addition, MacNeice's 'Horatian' poetry and criticism can often shed new light on 

its mentor and inspirer, Horace himself. 

MacNeice began reading Horace at an early age. A letter iiome dated July 26, 

192 1 (during his last session of junior school at Sherbome), relates that at a school prize- 

giving he 'got a Horace.' In a letter home of the next year (at Marlborough) he writes : 



we have just got 100 Best Latin Poems in the Class Vth. They consist mostly of 
Horace. Today we are doing three about political matters.' 

And in 1938, remembering the writers who shaped his poetic development in his student 

days, MacNeice wrote that 

as a boy I liked the glitter of Horace - 0 fons Bandusiae splendidior vitro - and 
admired his tidiness, realizing that English with its articles and lack of inflexions 
could hardly ever equal Horace either in concentration or in subtlety of word- 
order.' 

This study will devote a chapter to each of three different areas where the 

relationship between Horace and MacNeice is most perceptible, i.e., Chapter 2 : 

MacNeice's literary criticism involving Horace; Chapter 3 : MacNeice's translations of 

Horace; and Chapter 4 : MacNeice 's own 'Horatian' poetry. Chapter 2. on literary 

criticism, will explore critical perceptions on Horace fiom ancient times until MacNeice's 

coming of age in the 1930s. dealing primarily with MacNeice's 'dialectic of opposites' (a 

remedy for earlier scholars' confirsion over the seemingly irreconcilable two-sidedness of 

Horace's persona and the apparent formlessness of his poems), and with Horace's 

originality (which MacNeice affirms but most earlier scholars had denied). 

I Quotcd in W.T. McKinnon, .-lpoilo '.s Rlmnde J Dreant : .4 Stuck ffthe Poet? ($Louis ,Ilrrc,Veice ( 197 1 ). 
77. 
' Jfodern P o e q  : .4 Personal Essa-v ( 1938.2"' ed, 1968). 19. It is interesting that MacNeice has here 
chosen the first Line of Horace Odes 3.13 from which to quote. since this is the very poem which AY. 
Campbell's firace : .-I Sew Interpretahon (published in 1924. while MacNeice was still at Marlborough) 
singled out as unsuccessful. fatally-flawed. even disgusting and brutal. and one of the chief instances of 
why moderns cannot easily admire Horace. As I shall show later. MacNeice was often at odds with his 
forebears and contemporaries regarding the appreciation of Horace. 

As for 'glitter'. the classid scholar E.R Dodds. who had hired MacNeice at Birmingham notes 
in his autobiography. -tlissrng Persons ( 1977). 1 18, that MacNeice 'was a mrur who took a sensuous &light 
in the appearances of the world the glittering swfaces of things'. Moreover. for his volume of petr~ .  The 
Earth Compels ( 193 8). MacNeice had chosen as an epigraph lines 193-94 fiom Euripides' Flippo!vtus : 

which Jon Stallworthy translates as : 'We are all manSestly all obsessively in love with this thing that 
glitters on the earh ' 



MacNeice's criticism involving Horace is not to be found in any single article, 

review, or book devoted to Horace, however. It must instead be gleaned fiom various 

incidental remarks made by MacNeice in articles and book reviews on other subjects but 

this is made easier by the fact that a substantial portion of MacNeice7s articles and book 

reviews are included in two volumes edited by Alan Heuser : Selaed Li~erary Criticism 

of Loiris M d e i c r  ( 1987) and Selected Prose of Lotis MucNeicr (1 990). MacNeice also 

wrote three full length critical studies which are often useful, viz., Mdern  Poetry : A 

Prrso~~ai Essay ( 1 93 8), Tht. Poetry of K B. Yents ( 1 94 1 ), and C'arierirs of Porable ( 1 965, 

published posthumously). 

Chapter 3, on MacNeice's translations of Horace, will first examine MacNeice's 

general theories on translation and then examine the three of his translations of Horatian 

odes which were included by his literary executor E.R. Dodds in The C'ollrcted Poems of 

Lorris MacNeice ( 1966) : Odes 1.4,2.3, and I .  1 I .  All three translations are not only 

faithful to MacNeice's theories on translation. but faithful to Horace, and they stand as 

English poems in their own right. 

Finally. Chapter 4 examines MacNeice's original, 'Horatian' poems. Two of the 

poems that MacNeice wrote over the years use Horatian tags or 'mottoes' upon which to 

build a personal poem, vir., 'Circe' (193 l), the subtitle of which, '. . . vitreamque Circen'. 

quotes Horace 0de.s 1.17; and 'Tam Cari Capitis' (1 946), which quotes Odes 1.24 as well 

as taking on its subject matter, i-e., the lament for a deceased ~riend.~ The quotation 'Tarn 

cari capitis' is also the basis for a part of Section MX of MacNeice's long poem Alrtrcrnt~ 

Joun~ai (1938). and I shall examine the relevant part. In addition to having been 



influenced by Horace, 'Circe' offers new ways of looking at Odes 1.17, and the 'Tam cari 

capitis' works are interesting examples of how MacNeice subverts Odes 1.24 in order to 

come up with something new. 

MacNeice also used an Horatian tag from Odes 4.1 1, 'age iarn meorum I finis 

amorum', as the epigraph to his volume of poems, Solstices (1961)' and I shall examine 

how it strongly colours several of the poems there, most notably 'Apple Blossom' and 

'Solstice'. 

MacNeice's radio script for the BBC called 'Carpe Diem' ( 1956), made up of 

translations, paraphrases, and original. but Horatian, English poetry, will not be examined 

in this study since it is unavailable to the general public. but a shon outline is given, 

dealing mainly with how it prefigures MacNeice's poem 'Memoranda to Horace' (fiom 

irhr Bunting Perch ( 1963). his last book of poems). 'Memoranda to Horace' itself. a long 

poem in five parts, uses quotations (e.g.. 'aere perennius' fiom Odes 3.30 and 'lusisti 

satis' From Epistles 2. t), paraphrases. and allusions to various other poems as well as to 

scholarly problems concerning Horace. MacNeice throughout makes some insightful and 

personal remarks about Horace and also some about his relationship with the Roman 

poet. 

Horace himselCbegins some poems (e.g Ocks 1.9.1.18.1.37.3.12) with lines almost Literally translated 
from the archaic Greek lyric poet Alcaeus and uses these 'mottoes' to serve as springboards for his own 
da.elopments. 



B. Modern Horatian Scholarship in ~nglish" 

The Horatian scholarship of the twentieth century has been much devoted to 

reconsidering Horace as a poet, tentatively at first, but with increasing numbers and 

confidence since MacNeice's first pronouncements in the 1930s. An invaluable work for 

the state of Horatian scholarship at the time of MacNeice's student years is A.Y. 

Campbell's Horace : A New inierpretatiori ( 1924). The first chapter of this book deals 

with how Horace was seen in a senerally unfavourable light by the Romantics and by 

many of MacNeice's contemporaries, and how Horace lacked such virtues as structure or 

comprehensiblity. Campbell wished to re-evaluate Horace as a great poet and has some 

sood insights into the poetry, while largely eschewing the tendency of earlier scholars to 

read Horace's poetry as autobiography. This last point is notable because Horace's self- 

presentation in his poems should be seen rather as a manufactured literary self-image 

based on tradition and other elements than as autobiography. In essence. Horace does not 

necessarily write as Horace, but chooses a persona which is pertinent to the genre he is 

writing in. (Those interested in Horatian biography should see the cautious reconstuctions 

in Jacques Perret's Horace ( 1 959), translated from the original French into English by 

Bertha Humez in 1964. and Peter Levi's Horace : A Lfle (1997), a work designed for the 

general reader.) Campbell's work, however, is marred by seeing Horace's poetry as 

overtly moralistic and by its adherence to a bizarre theory of cycles among genres in 

ancient literature. Despite these problems his approach stimulated a number of his 

successors, notably L.P. Wilkinson in Horace a& his Lyric Pwlry  (1  945, 2nd ed. 195 1). 

Much of this section is indebted to two earlier surveys of modem Honliaa scholarship : C.L. Babmck 
'Carminu opmsa : Critical Approaches to the 'Odes' of Horace. 1945-1975'. .LW iC; I1.3 1.3 ( 198 1). 1560- 
L6 1 1: and S.J. Harrison 'Some Twentieth-century Views of Horace, in S.J. Harrison ed. Homage to 
frorace : -4 Bimilkenary Celebration (1 995). 1 - 16. 



This book itself is a good introduction to the Odes and Epodes, rescuing these works 

from the common mistaken emphases on political / patriotic or sombre elements as well 

as from the misreading of Horace as a lightweight hedonist. Wilkinson stresses the formal, 

aesthetic and purely personal pleasure to be had in Horace and also provides useful 

sections on poetic technique, translation, and influence. 

The next major work in English, and essential reading for any Horatian scholar, is 

Eduard Fraenkel's Horace (1957). Fraenkel treats the Horatian corpus selectively, 

perhaps idiosyncratically and unevenly, the focus being to remove those critical traditions 

with which Fraenkel disagrees and let Horace speak for himself. (Unfortunately, Fraenkel 

often falls into the fallacy of reading the poems as Horatian autobiography.) As a work of 

critical Historicism, the political and historical aspects of Horace's work are given 

greatest emphasis, and Fraenkel combats those, like Ronald Syme in Thr Roman 

Revolrtiior~ (1939), who saw Horace as a constrained propagandist merely espousing the 

ideals of the dictatorial emperor Auguaus. Instead, Fraenkel argues that Horace's praises 

of the benevolent rule and reforms of Augustus were genuine convictions. (In recent 

years R.O. A.M. Lyne has tilled in the gaps left by Fraenkel's work by writing on 

Horace's personal and erotic poems in The Latit? Love Poets : From Cat~d/i~s to Horace 

( 1980), and has revived the debate on Horace's political poems it? Horace : Behitid the 

Public Poetry (1  999, which sees Horace as a reluctant and compelled propagandist of 

the imperial regime. ) Fraenkel ' s book also studies Horace's relationship to his Greek and 

Latin predecessors, his originality, the structure and arrangement of his books, and the 

conviction that each poem is a self-contained unit. This last conviction is notable for its 

foreshadowing of the principles of the New Critics who followed him. 



Two of these New Critics, indebted to Fraenkel and Wilkinson (but more careful 

as regards reading Horace's poems as autobiography), are responsible for the next two 

classic works, viz., N.E. Collinge, The Stntct~re Of Horace 's Odes (196 I) and Steele 

Commager, 7he Odes ofHorace : A Critical Study (1962). The first attempts 'to find 

sense - and beauty - in the design of the Odes. Its preconception is that the same general 

theory of formal analysis may with profit be applied to the words which convey Horace's 

thoughts, to the thoughts which make up his poems, and even to the whole poems which 

build up his corpus. " (Another roughly contemporaneous book concerned with structure, 

this time of the oft-neglected Epdes ,  is R.W. Carmbba's somewhat speculative The 

Epucles of Horace : A Stic& in Poetic Arra~rgemrrrt (1 969). The EpoJrs also received a 

much needed commentary in 1995 by D. Mankin.) Commager's The Odes of Horace. 

meanwhile, urges the reader to 4 v e  up looking for clear meanings and systematic 

philosophy in Horace. and instructs him or her in yielding to the sounds, figures, tone. 

emotional colouring, and mood of the poems in order to share Honce's characteristic 

vision. Another work of the time heavily indebted to Commager (and Wilkinson) is M. 

Owen Lee's Word, Socr~~da~~d imag t .  b~ the Odes of Horace (1969)- which places 

emphasis on Horace's poetics and artistry. 

Three classic works on specific aspects of Horace's oeuvre other than the whole 

corpus or only the Odes intervene at this point : C.O. Brink's comprehensive three- 

volume commentary on Horace's Epistles Book 11 and the Ars p t i c a  entitled Horace on 

Poetry ( 1 963-82); Nial l Ruddy s The Satires of Horace : A Sfc~dj ( 1 966); and M. J. 

McGann7s Sfudies in Horace 's Firvr Book of Episrles (1969). Brink's three volumes 

explore the language, meanings, and structure of the literary epistles on a massive scale, 

' N.E. Collingc. The Strucfure ofHorace k Odes ( 1 % 1). viii. 



with particular (though perhaps overstressed) attention to Horace's borrowings from 

Greek rhetoric, literary theory, and philosophy. In more recent years his work has been 

capably summarized and varied in Rudd's commentary on Epistles Book IT and Episrlr to 

the Pisones (Arspwticcr) (1989) and R.S. Kilpatrick's The Poetry of Criticism : H m e  

Epistles I1 mtd A rs pwrica ( 1 990). 

Rudd's 7;he Satires of Horace : A Stzrdy provides a basic introduction to, cultural 

and historical setting of, and running commentary on all the Sutires. Rudd is also very 

useful in disentangling Horace's often difficult train of thought, and provides important 

information on the persons mentioned in the poems. His work on the C%tires has been 

extended in two commentaries fiom 1 993, viz., P.M. Brown on Sutfres / and F .  Muecke 

on Satires 2, and by Kirk Freudenberg's The Walkirg MI IS^ : Horace on the Theory of 

Satire (1 993). which links Horace's works to Roman popular drama, Hellenistic popular 

moralizing, and Callimac hean aesthetics. 

M.J. McGann's Stzrdies hi Horace 3 First Book of Epistles provides an essential 

guide to the philosophical background of that book, but is controversial for arguing that 

Horace's eclectic philosophy of Epicurean, Stoic, and other elements is merely a form of 

tolerant Stoicism. Much of the recent criticism of the first book of Epistles has been 

absorbed in R. S. Kilpatrick's The Pwny of Frirndrhip : Horace Epistles I ( 1  986), and a 

new commentary was published by R.G. Mayer in 1994. 

Another classic work is David West's Reading Horace (1967), a small-scale but 

thought-provoking book designed to correct the critical misapprehensions of Horace and 

to provide guidance to students and scholars alike for the appreciation and enjoyment of 

select epistles and odes of Horace. This book is particularly strong on analysing the 



imagery and thought-sequence of various passages in Horace's oeuvre. West later 

returned to Horatian scholarship with Odes I : C a p  Diem (1995), a running 

commentary designed for students and containing some new insights overlooked by 

previous scholars. 

1967 also saw the publication of two important studies by J.K. Newman : 

A ligr~stz~s and the New Poetry and The Cottcept of Yates ir1 Aligr~statz Poetry. (The latter is 

a slightly augmented chapter IV of the first.) Newman argues in the first work that the 

Augustan poets and their Latin predecessors were both heavily influenced by Hellenistic 

writers, Horace particularly by Callimachus. Newman also establishes in both his books 

that, with official connivance, the Augustan poets (most prominently Horace and Virgil) 

modified the old word vates to mean 'seer and spokesman' and, during the first part of 

Augustus' reign. used it intensely of themselves in distinction from the less elevated word 

pmta. 

Next comes Gordon Williams' Truditio~z a d  Originality in Romr P o e q  ( 1 968)- 

a controversial but important work also issued in an abbreviated and simplified form as 

+fie Na~r~re of Ruman Portry ( 1970). Williams7 work explores how the Latin poets fiom 

Ennius to Horace used and modified their Greek and Latin predecessors to the point of 

creating something original. Horace is given pride of place and all his genres figure 

prominently in the book, although some poems are left out and some are only considered 

briefly or in part. Williams also wrote a survey pamphlet, Horace (1972), dealing with 

the then-present state of study of Horace's works, and a short but stimulating running 

commentary on The Third B w k  of Horace 's Odes ( 1969). 



Major new English commentaries on the Odes were soon to follow in the form of 

R.G. M. Nisbet and Margaret Hubbard's A Commentmy on Horace : Odes B w k  1 (1970) 

and Odes Book 2 (1978)' which are particulary strong on marking the Greek and Latin 

sources (both poetry and prose) of Horace's poems as well as in illuminating the genres, 

tradition, and personae in which they are written. Another recent commentary is Kenneth 

Quinn's The Odes (1980)' a lesser undertaking than Nisbet and Hubbard but useful for 

offering some different views than those critics and for treating all four books of the Odes 

in one place. And in 1986 the last book of the Odes without its own commentary was 

given one in the running commentary of M.C.J. htnam's Art~jiccs ojEfernity : A 

('ommenfury on Horace 's Furrrth B w k  of Odes ( 1 986), which stresses Horace's artistry. 

imagery, and emotional colouring. 

Other recent books include a mixed collection of studies by D.R. Shackleton 

Bailey, A Pro@ of Horace ( 1982), which is somewhat of an introduction to and carehl 

biography of Horace. As betits perhaps the foremost Latin textual critic of the present 

day, there is also a major stress on interpretative and textual difficulties in this book 

which renders it very usehi to other textual critics. Two structural studies of Odrs 1-3 

have also arrived in recent years, extending the work of Collinge (see above) to the whole 

collecb~io~t of odes rather than to single, isolated odes. These are M.S. Santirocco, UniV 

aid Design in Horace S Odes ( 1 986), and D.H. Porter, Horace 's Poetic .lotrrey : A 

Reudi~irrg of Odes 1-3 ( 1 987), which both argue that the order of the first three books of 

the Odes is a complex design of the poet, with each poem relating to those which precede 

and succeed it in a logical and unified manner. Finally, there is a study on Horace's 

humour (particularly the evasive and often misunderstood humour that is Horatian irony) 



by P.J. Connor, Horace 's L y r c  Poetry : Thr Force of Hlmour (1987), and a study 

analysing the different forms of Horatian rhetoric (though largely ignoring political 

rhetoric) by Gregson Davis Pofyhymnia : The Rhetoric of Horatian Lyric Discocrrse 

(1991), which are perhaps the two new works that have been most enthusiastically 

greeted by Horatian critics. 

C .  C'riricism ort MacNeice 

MacNeice would have appreciated many of the works on Horace listed above, 

particularly those dealing with the persona, structure, and originality in Horace (see 

chapter 1 beiow), and would have been pleased to see his fellow poet reconsidered in a 

more positive light than previous generations had seen him. As for criticism on his own 

work. MacNeice too has had champions and detractors. Concerning the latter, one 

common critical tack has been to marginalize him as just another Thirties poet 

surrounding W.H. Auden. Most of these critics have a problem easily fitting MacNeice 

into any type of 'Thirties School' or 'Auden Group', however. As Samuel Hynes notes, 

in The Atrden (ierreratioir (1977), MacNeice was the most isolated, and the least political 

of the poets of his generation: he was never involved in movements, remaining outside 

the political-literary cohorts of the period; and he did not appear in either New Sipatcues 

or New (incntry, which were the two most important (and manifesto-like) anthologies of 

'Thirties poets' actually published in the 1930s.~ It i s  also interesting to note that Auden 

did not consider a Thirties 'group' to have ever existed,' and the other major figures 

' Hpes. 333. 
See a 1365 letter fiom Auden to the author quoted in B.K. Bhattachqya FKH. ,-luden and the Other 

Oxford Group of Poets ( 1389). 256. where Auden says : 'Beware of thinking in terms of schools or groups. 
This labelling is the invention of the j o d s t s .  Every writer. if he is a genuine one. is unique. and what 



surrounding him, viz., C. Day Lewis and Stephen Spender, did not think of MacNeice as 

one of their own. For example, Day Lewis' 'Postscript 1936' to A Hopefor Poem (1936) 

saw MacNeice's fmms (1935) as 'a new element in contemporary verse . . . a return to 

the ideals of poetic integrity and artistic individ~alisrn';~ and Spender's (somewhat 

negative) review of Poems stated that 'MacNeice's poetry is difficult to 'place', which 

means that it is impossible for a contemporary to criticise it." 

Books containing material on MacNeice such as Francis Scarfe, Ailden undAfer 

( 1 942). Samue 1 H ynes. The A lrder~ Gerzerntiotr : Liferutlire and Politics b r  E I I & ~  i t 1  rhe 

1930s ( 1977), B.K. Bhanacharyya, Aiide!z anJ the Other (hr/ord Grm~p of Poets ( 1989), 

and Michael O'Neill and Gareth Reeves. Audetr, MacNeice, Sperlder : The Thirties 

Poetry (1992), reflect this emphasis on MacNeice's writings From the Thirties alone and 

unfairly overshadow him with Auden. 

MacNeice's association with Auden and other English poets, his Protestant 

upbringing in Ulster. and his English schooling and residency have also led to a general 

neglect of this Irish poet in critical studies and anthologies of Irish poetry. Despite this, 

MacNeice is still. after Yeats. the most written about Irish poet in the world - if not in 

Ireland. Dillon Johnston's study, Irish Poetry ajler Joyce ( 1985; 2" ed. 1997), giving 

MacNeice major treatment in the company of seven other Irish poets, and the Irish poet 

Paul Muldoon's anthology, The Faber Book of Coni~emporary Irish Poetry ( 1986), giving 

aritcn of an epoch havc in common is thc l u s t  important thing about them. It so happened that Day Lewis. 
MacNcicc. Spender and myself were and still arc personal f r i e d  (MacNcicc. unfortmtely. has died). but 
if you read us careMly you will see how different our sensibilities were from the start.' 
P Day Lewis. 80. 

.Vrw LLrse 17 ( 1935). 17. See also his remembrances of the Thirties and the poem *Seeing Louis 
MacNeice Stand Wore Me' in The Thirties and.4Jer : Poety, Politics, People (1978). 18-2 1,233-34. 
265-66, and Auden's poem 'The Cave of Making (In Memoriam Louis MacNeice)'. in W.H. Aia&n 
Collecred Poems (ed E. Mendelson 1976, 199 1). 69 1-96. 



MacNeice pride of place with Patrick Kavanagh, have finally begun to redress 

MacNeice's neglect in his home country. 

Along with marginalization and neglect have been some strongly negative 

reviews &om earlier days. For example, a long (anonymous) review of MacNeice's 

(bNected Poems 1925-48 in me Times Literary Sllpplenrwt, October 28, 1949, entitled 

'A Poet of our Time', concludes that MacNeice's poems 'show a small talent and a 

limited achievement, with few signs of possible further development. ' Moreover, shortly 

after MacNeice's death. a severely critical review by Stephen Wall appeared in the 

Review 11-12 (1964); entitled 'Louis MacNeice and the Line of Least Resistance', it 

derided MacNeice's achievement as a poet and as a writer for radio. These and other. 

more generous, critiques, such as G.S. Fraser's essay 'Evasive Honesty : The Poetry of 

Louis MacNeice' in C'ision and Rhetoric : St~~dies in hfden~ Poetry ( 1959), concentrate 

on how MacNeice supposedly hid behind a faqade, employed technical virtuosity in place 

of inspiration, and lacked a philosophical core. In addition. a generally positive 

estimation of MacNeice by Walter Allen also includes the belief that there 

is no obvious development in his poetry. The verses in his second volume, Poems, 
which made his reputation, are as good as anything he ever wrote. What he did in 
the thirty years that followed was to go on writing poems that were often as good 
but were scarcely different in kind. lo 

Thankhlly for MacNeice's reputation, there are contrary assertions to all these 

detractions. Auden, for example, has said that MacNeice's later poems 'show an advance 

upon his earlier, are more certain in their craftsmanship, brilliant thou& that always was, 

and more moving.'" T.S. Eliot, MacNeice7s editor at Faber and Faber, wrote that 

I" Introduction to MacNeice's LLfodeern Puen?/ (2** ed. 1%8). xi. 
' 'Louis MacNeice : A Memorial Admess'. in T. Brown and A Reid eds.. nnte Was -4 w# : 7he herorid of 
Lotcis ilfac;Peice ( 1974). 8. 



MacNeice's volume Autumn Jmnuzi (1938) is so moving because it is so honed2 In his 

definitive biography of the poet, Louis MacNeice (1995), fellow poet Jon Stallworthy 

agrees, and adds that no poet of the Thirties is more truthful when the truth is unflattering 

and likely to be unpopular. l3 Moreover, William T. McKinnon 's Apollo 's Blended 

D r m  : A Strrdy of rhe Poetry ofLortis MacNeice ( 197 1 ), Terence Brown's Louis 

~VfaccNce : Sceptical CSsion ( 1  979, and Edna Longley's Louis MacNeicr : A Study 

(1988) all argue convincingly for a philosophical depth in MacNeice's poetry, while 

Robyn Marsack's The Cave of Making : Thr Poetry of Lorris MacNeice ( 1982) argues for 

an inspired, poetic depth. 

Other major work on MacNeice includes a festschrift by Terence Brown and Alec 

Reid eds.. rime Was Away : 13re World of Lotris MacNeice ( 1 974) in which critical 

essays supplement personal recollections of the poet by friends and relatives; Barbara 

Coulton's Lottis MacNeice itr the BBC ( 1980). a biographical and critical study of the 

work for radio; as well as a very impottant and enlightening contextual study by Peter 

McDonald, Loiris MacNeice : The Poet in his (bltexts ( 199 1 ). 

D . C'riticism on Horoce mid MacNeice 

The relationship between Horace and MacNeice has not been dealt with by Horatian 

scholars. Even with the rise of comparative literature studies in recent years, this is still 

the case. One recent book edited by Charles Martindale and David Hopkins, Horace 

Made N w  : Horatim ir?frt~ences on British Wkiiingfrom the Remisw~~cce to the 

Twe~itieth Cemtry (1993), does not mention MacNeice at all. Similarly. two recent books 

" Quoted in l. Slallworthy. Louis .lfacANece ( 1995). 25 1. 
'%sclllworthY (1995). 25 1. 



of Horatian poems translated into English, viz., Horace in English (ed. D.S.  Came-Ross, 

1996) and Horace : The Odes in English Verse (ed. Antony Lentin, 1 997) do not contain 

any translations by MacNeice, although MacNeice is ranked in the introduction to 

Lentin's book as one of Horace's 'imitators' along with such stellar English poets as 

Sidney, Raleigh, Campion, Marvell, Cowley, Swifi, and ~ 0 ~ e . l '  

Perhaps MacNeice's neglect in Horatian studies is carried over from the 

marginalization and undeserved bad press he has often received in English studies. J.K. 

Newman, for example, does not mention MacNeice in his chapter entitled 

'Alexandrianism in Modem English Poetry, in A~gzcstrcs and the New Poetry ( 1967). 

Instead, after having discussed T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound as learned, cosmopolitan, and 

metaphysical poets (attributes which MacNeice shares with them), Newman, seemingly 

ignoring MacNeice altogether, says that 

[One] mistake made by critics who are still romantics at heart is to breathe a sigh 
of relief when the Thinies come round and we move away from all this religion 
and metaphysics which makes the English uneasy and get onto more ordinary 
ground in poetry - society and politics. The mistake is shown by the fact that the 
only one of these Thirties poets who still appears as a major figure is the one who 
has become progressively more involved with religion and metaphysics, W.H. 
~ u d e n .  '' 
Writers on MacNeice, not surprisingly, have been more concerned with the 

relationship between him and Horace, however. C. Day Lewis noticed the similarity 

between the two poets as early as 1936 and Geoffrey Grigson in 1938. l6 Moreover, in the 

largely negative Times Literary Suppleme,* review of MacNeice's Collected Poems 

1925-48, the reviewer states : 

I4 Lentin. xliii-xliv. 
15 Newman 446. 
16 Day Lewis in the 'Postscript 1936' to-4 Elope for Puetty (1936). 82, and Grigson in a review of 
MacNeiceTs poems in New bLrse (summer 1938). 17. 



it seems likely that a sense of tradition and a familiarity with classical models 
have contributed to a certain urbanity of NacNeice's] manner, especially to an 
attempt at Horatian ease in the discussion of familiar events and activities. 

Similarly, Walter Allen describes MacNeice7s poetry as 'heightened conversation' and 

compared it to that of Horace, Pope, Dryden, and Auden.17 Auden himself said of 

he is perhaps the only poet today whose work is directly in the classical tradition. 
Both as a person and as an artist, the first descriptive adjective he su ests to one 
is 'Elegant', and the first writer of whom one is reminded is Horace. fF 

And, in the seventh stanza of his 'Memorial Stanzas for Louis MacNeice', George Barker 

has this to say : 

Thus I would like to hope 
The ironic Horatian 
Ode that in its scope 
Looks no longer than 
A pocket telescope 
Taught your verse to scan 
The dying skies of Europe 
With the eye of a man. '' 

Press, Smith, McKinnon, Coulton, Marsack, Heuser, Stallworthy, and others all say a few 

things about the stylistic. philosophical, and biographical relationship between Horace 

and MacNeice, but never at great length. Many of these comments will show up in the 

following chapters, but the much more left unsaid will be in part explored by this present 

study. I also hope that some new ways of looking at Horace will come out of this study, 

because a classic as long-established as Horace has lasted not only because other times 

and cultures can relate to him, but also because he says new things to each generation. 

Finally, since MacNeice 'is coming to be regarded more and more in England as second 

" Introduction to MacNeiceTs Jfodern P u e q  ( 1968). w-.mi: d xiv. 
18 MacNeice entry for G o h  Bodr Mart's 20' Anniversary Catalogue. &We Are the Moderns'. quoted in 
R Marsack The Cave of-Cfabng : The Poetp of Louis :ClacNeice (1982). 142. 



only to Auden among the poets of his generation',20 and is coming to be studied more and 

more, what Northrop Frye said of Marvell and Pope might also be said of MacNeice : 

Marvell and Pope not only imitated Horace but transmitted him, so that any 
course which teaches them and ignores Horace operates like a dentist who 
extracts a tooth and leaves the root sticking in the jaw." 

Poern, 104. No. L (1964). 1-3. 
M.H. Mrams et aL. eds.. rite .Vorton -4nthology of English Literature. 6& edn (1993). 2 : 2274. 



CELAFTER 2 : MACNEICE'S HORATIAN CRITICISM 

A. A Dialectic of Opposites 

Critical opinion concerning Horace up to the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  when MacNeice came of age, often 

held the Roman poet to be self-contradictory and inconsistent. A.Y. Campbell, in his 

Horace : A New i~iierpretarion (1924), had done much to refute this opinion, but it was 

still present in the Thirties for MacNeice to contend with. These seemingly contradictory 

and inconsistent aspects in Horace derive from what various critics have seen as an 

irreconcilable two-sidedness in the poet's persona as well as to the apparent formlessless 

of many of his works, the latter being the result of Horace's penchant for abrupt 

transitions within a single poem. This chapter will examine various critical views on 

Horace from ancient times up to the 1930s as well as the correctives of MacNeice which 

often have foreshadowed modem criticism of Horace. 

Horace himself was weli aware that readers in his own time often preferred some 

genres of his work to others. In Epistles 2.2.58-64, he writes 

denique non omnes eadem mirantur amantque : 
carmine ~LI gaudes, hic delectatur iambis, 
ille Bioneis sermonibus et sale nigro. 
tres rnihi convivae prope dissentire videntur 
poscentes vario multum divers palato : 
quid dem? quid non dem? renuis quod tu, iubet alter; 
quod petis, id sane est invisum acidumque duobus. 

(After all, not all men admire or like the same things. You delight in the lyrics 
[i.e., Horace's Odes], another takes pleasure in the iambics [i-e., Horace's 



E m s ] ,  and yet another in Bion's satires22 [i.e., Horace's Safires], with their 
caustic wit. It seems to me much like three guests who disagree : their tastes vary, 
and they ask for widely different dishes. What am 1 to give them? what not? You 
refbse what another orders; what you seek is, to be sure, sour and distastefbl to the 
other two.) (tr. H.R. Fairclough, adapted) 

This preference of readers for different genres continued into posterity. The 

appreciation of Horace in the Middle Ages, as a whole, was decisively in favour of the 

more 'moral' hexameter poems, the Satires and Epistles, over the less practically 

'valuable' lyric poems, the E m s  and 0~le.s.'~ With Petrarch and the Renaissance 

preference shifted to the lyrics and the hexameter poems took a back seat; indeed, when 

the Romantic Age reacted against the classicism of its predecessors and those 

predecessors' models such as Horace, it was primarily the lyrics that the Romantics found 

fault witha2.' Horace had never claimed high poetic merits for his hexameter poems,25 and 

these resultingly escaped the brunt of Romantic censure. The lyrics, however, in which 

Horace did claim high poetic merit,26 were often dismissed by the Romantics as unpoetic 

and unmoving: Goethe said that Horace was 'without any genuine poetry, especially in 

the and in Childe Harold, IV.lxxvii, Lord Byron voiced the typically Romantic 

.I* 

-' Bion, a Grcek phiIosopher of the early third centuq B.C.. was fmous for his biting wit. His name 
rcprcscnts Satirc in gcncnl. including Horacc's own Sermonrrs. or Sarires. although thcsc contain only a 
minimum of thc sal niger rcfcrrcd to. 
23 Scc Campbcll(192.C). 10 and n and IOff. for Honcc's subscqucnt fate untii thc twcnticth ccntq. Out of 
1289 scattered quotations from Homcc in thc Middlc Agcs. lcss than onc-frful ruc from thc lyric p m s .  
Also cC. Dantc. Infirno. Canto 4.89. whcrc. describing Horacc. Dantc calls him 'Orazio satiro' ('Horacc thc 
satirist'). 
'' Nearly all of Walter Savagc LYdor's comments on Horacc. for c.mple. negative or olhenvir. arc 
conccrncd with the Odes and Epotles. Scc A. L a V o ~ c  Ruoff. 'Waltcr Savagc Landor's Criticism of 
Homcc'. .-lrion 9.2-3 ( 1970). 189K 

Scc Satires 1.4.3942. where Horacc tslkcs thc conventional Roman stance on satire-writing : 'First I will 
tdcc my own namc from the list of such as I would allow to bc pocts. For you would not call it cnougfi to 
round off a vcrsc. nor would you count anyone poct who writcs, as Q. lines more akin to pose' (tr. H.R 
Fairclough). He goes on to ex?end this uapoeticism to other writers of satire and to comedy. which is also 
' prose-talk' in metrical form (cf. Epist. 1. LOf.). He does claim the name of poet in the lyrics, however : e-g.. 
Odes 4.6.30: for other claims to high poeticism see the first and last poems of the first three books of Odes 
(published simultaneously). 1.1 d 3.30. 
'%e previous note. 
Y - Quoted (and translated) in TE. Page, ed., Q. florati F!acn Opera (18%). -w. 



view of not liking Horace because he cannot 'feel' the lyric poetry. Nevertheless, unlike 

most Romantics, Byron also realized that his view is a personal, subjective one, and, as a 

result, it does not necessarily depreciate Horace's achievement : 

Then farewell Horace; whom 1 hated so 
Not for thy faults, but mine; it is a curse 

To understand, not feel, thy lyric flow; 
To comprehend, but never love, thy verse. 

The preference or dislike for a particular genre was extended to the kind of 

persmiae that Horace adopted in his poems. Two disciples of the nineteenth century 

Horatian editor Peerlkamp are a case in point : Gruppe said that 'Horace is Horace only 

in his Odes;' and Lehrs that 'the real Horace is never found in his odes. "' Other scholars 

have noted that the dichotomy is not so much one of genre, but that it is present in all 

Horace's works and consists of a contrast between public and private, urban and rural, 

Stoic and Epicureah grand and plain. etc. One group holds that the public column is the 

lasting and important one and the private column consists of ephemeral ~r~igue: the other 

says that the public column is written to order, strained and artificial, and that Horace 

only reveals himself in the private column. 29 

Of course, there have also been those who do not like Horace in miy of his genres 

or personae, one notable example being R.Y. Tyrrell. In his Latin P w n y  (1 895), Tyrrell 

B Campbcil( 1924). 10. 

'' See N. Rudd 'Horace'. in E.I. Kc-. ed. Thr Cambridge Hisrow of Cfa~sicaf Literature, L hlume 2 : 
Latin Lirerature (1982). 385ff. Rudd critiques the dichotomy and shows how the two aspects of Horace 
may be reconciled by synthesizing them It is interesting to note that Honce himself was aware of the 
dichotomv in his poetic persona. CE, Satires 2.7.22E. where in a supposed dialogue between Horace and 
his slave haws. the later assails Honce for being inconsistent : praising the virtuous days  of old but 
unwilling to have lived in them pining for the counfq when in the city and vice versa. pretending to have 
little regard for dinner parties but eagerly nrshing off to them when imited. etc. 



raised another complaint against Horace (which was also at that time commonly applied 

to the Greek lyric poet ~indar,)' who was one of Horace's chief models) : 

No reader of the Odes, however careless, can have failed to notice the 
extraordinary difficulty of discovering in them anything like a connected train of 
thought.) ' 
Campbell was aware of this opinion and noted that the abrupt transitions of 

thought and subject in many of Horace's poems are responsible for the confhsion; 

Horace, said Campbell, 'will pursue a subject steadily for some twenty lines, and then in 

a moment he will seem to be talking about something which has almost no connection 

with it.'32 As an example. Campbell instanced Odes 3.17, addressed to Aelius Lamia, and 

translated : 

'Aelius, whose nobility is From ancient Lamus - (since it was from him, so we are 
told, that the Lamias of old days took their name, and the whole race of their 
children's children whose memory lives in archives; yes, the founder to whom 
you trace your origin is he who is said to have been the first who mled the city of 
Formiae and the Liris where it swims on the shores of Marica - even so far spread 
his realm) - to-morrow, a storm descending from the East will strew the forest 
with a carpet of leaves and the shore with useless sea-weed, unless my soothsayer 
deceives me - the old crow who prophesies rain. Whilst you may. house your 
wood in the dry. To-morrow you will be treating your genius with wine and a two 
months7 porker, with your household freed from their tasks. ' 

Commenting on the ode, Campbell wrote : 

From the ancestry of Aelius Lamia to dry faggots and a sucking pig! What is the 
point? and where is thepoetry? Not, why do peo le think it a good poem? - 
perhaps they don't; but why was it written even? P3 

'' For a diswsion of Pindvic criticism from the early nineteenth antury to the 1960s. of which the major 
topic was arguing for or against unity in Pindar's ocics. see D.C. Young, 'Pindaric Criticism'. in W.M. 
Cai&r IT1 and J. Stem cds., Pindaros und BakchyIides ( 1 970). 1-95. It is now bclievcd that Pindar's odes 
are d i e d  but not according to any one single thought. symbol. etc.. that most earlier scholars who argued 
for unity tried to impress upon the poems. 
'' TymlL 192-3. 
'' Campbell (1924). 5. 
" h i d .  4-5: his solution that Horace is 'advising the blue-blooded scion of an old Roman family to make 
preparations for giving himself a good time'. appears at 1 1 I: cf. 22 1. 



These questions themselves are somewhat beside the point. Horatian poetry is not 

so much about point, but is rather to be enjoyed, to quote M.O. Lee's book title, for the 

total impression conveyed by the Words, Scn~nds md images that make up a poem, and 

no one could deny Horace's mastery in these respects (though Campbell's unpoetic 

translation does not convey much of this mastery). Nevertheless, abrupt transitions have 

often suggested to readers the notion that an Horatian ode is formless and disunified. 

Similarly, noted Campbell : 

There seems to be no limit to the gulf of thought or mood which may exist 
between the end of one of his [i.e., Horace's] poems and its commencement. He 
will begin by telling us how perilous an ambition it is to copy Pindar, and end by 
a specification ofthe bull-calf which he is going to sacrifice in honour of Caesar's 
homecoming.. . He will begin by cursing the nameless wretch who planted a tree 
that nearly fell upon him, and end by imagining how Orion in the lower world is 
so charmed by the singing of Alcaeus that he forgets to hunt.. . Of the very ode in 
which he prays that his beloved Tibur may be the retreat of his old age, he devotes 
the second half to the praises of Tarenturn, and declares that to him it 'smiles' 
more than all the corners of the earth. [etc.13" 

Campbell himself disagreed with those who consider Horace disunitied and 

endeavoured to prove the unity of Horace's poems throughout his book. Indeed, he felt 

that the form of an Horatian ode is its distinguishing feature; all the odes 'are constructed 

more carefblly, more skilhlly, and more often perfectly, than perhaps any other poems 

that were ever written. ' The problem lies with those who are accustomed to lyrics having 

only one theme upon which the poet 'rings incessant changes' and then ends the poem in 

the same mood as it began. Horace's unity is not to be found in such circular constructs; 

his poems are more like parabolas.'J 

In contrast to modem critics, Suetonius, who wrote in the early second century 

A.D., does not seem to have had a problem understanding Horace's abrupt transitions. In 

- - 

3.1 [bid. 7. 



his Vita Horati, Suetonius dismissed as spurious some elegies in his own possession that 

were attributed to Horace because they are 'obscura, quo vitio minime tenebatur' 

('obscure, which was by no means one of his faults'). But by the third century Porphyrio 

already knew of early critics who dealt with Horace's abrupt transitions by regarding 

them as the beginnings of new poems. Accordingly, many poems were split into two, 

among them E e e s  2 and 9 at lines 23 and 27 respectively, Odes 1 .7,3.3, and 3.24 at 

lines 15, 17, and 25 respectively, and Epistles 1.15 at line 26. Peerikamp too, in the 

nineteenth century, 'repaired' huge chunks of Horace's text by wholesale transpositions, 

rejections, and emendations where he thought that the text had lapsed in logic or taste? 

Finally, there is the Romantic poet Walt:i Savage Landor. Ezra Pound, in his 

1930 article 'Horace', said that 'almost no Englishman save Landor has ever written a 

line of real criticism' and that 'Landor was almost unique in examining specific passages 

of verse to see whether they were well or ill written or if they could be improved7." but 

Landor was not at all a whole-hearted admirer of Horace. Landor's character Messala in 

his story 'Tibullus and Messala' (1853) probably reflects the author's own view of 

Horace, when Messala says : 'Many of his Odes are so light, so plafil, so gracehi, that 

nothing is comparable to them in the literature of Greece'; but Landor also tried to 

'repair' Horace, making revisions in words and phrases in many poems, deleting the first 

stanza of Odes 3.5 as 'better without', the last stanza of Odes 1.23, and four stanzas of 

Odes 1.2 and 4.4, as well as extensively criticising Odes 1 .4.j8 Concerning this Iaa ode, 

Landor considered Horace's use of 'canis' in 'canis albi~mt '  (line 4) redundant, 

3S Ibid. 6-7. 
56 bid. 20-2 1 : S. Commger, The Odes of Horace : -4 Cn'tica/ Shr& ( 1962). 58. 
37 Indrion 9.2-3 (IWO). 178. 
js See RuoK in M o n  9.1-3 ( 1970). 189ff. 



pejoratively deleted lines 7-8 as 'stuff, and angrily remarked that the abrupt transition of 

'Pallida Mors' in line 13 'has nothing to do with the above! ' As A. LaVonne Ruoff 

notes : 'Evidently, Landor feels that the poem lacks an explicit logical transition between 

the coming of spring (lines 1 - 12) and the brevity of life (lines 1 3 t ~ .  )' . 39 

MacNeice, who translated Odes 1 -4 and included it in Tht. Emrh Compels ( 193 8), 

doubtless felt differently about the ode than Landor did? MacNeice's views were 

probably more in the line of Steele Commager (who postulated his view in 1962) : 

Behind the Ode is nothing more than the familiar correspondence between 
nature's cycle and man's life.. . The logic of the Ode becomes clear once we sense 
the tentative correspondence between spring and youth, death and winter.. . 
Horace found it an easy step from the progress of the seasons to the equal 
progress of man's life, culminating in paIIi& Mors. The abruptness of line 
thirteen acts as a kind of shock treatment, forcing us to recognize that in the midst 
of life we are in death? 

Like Campbell and Suetonius before him, MacNeice does not seem to have found 

the dichotomies or abrupt transitions in Horace incomprehensible or obscure, and his 

many obiter dicta on Horace reveal this. One of the earliest obiter dicta, a solution for 

those who do find Horace difficult, comes from his essay 'Poetry To-day' ( 193 5). in the 

midst of discussing posterity's penchant for wrongheaded 'one-way thinking' which 

'affects to put dead poets in their place; to tell us their real significance and cancel out 

their irrelevances', such as 'the self-contradictory' aspects in their poems, MacNeice 

notes that 

We fail to appreciate a great poet like Horace because we don't let him puzzle us; 
to indicate the concreteness of Horace, as of Mr Yeats, we should need a dialectic 
of opposites. 42 

39 lbid, 197. 
" This was the only translation of my poet tbao MacNeice included in a volume of his own poetry the 
translations included in his Collected Poem (1966) were akki by the editor E.R Dodds. 
'" Cormaagn (L%2), 267ff.; see there for hn&r amlysis, a contenth that the 'abnrpmar is more 
apparrmthanreai...TheOdeisMtuponc;aefulantitheses.* 
In k Heuser. ed, Selected Litermy Criticism of LouishimNeice (1987). 13. 



This 'dialectic of opposites' can be seen in another essay written the next year, 

'Sir Thomas Malory.' An earlier writer on Malory had suggested that the character of 

Lancelot in Malory's Le Morte d 'Arthur is inconsistent, for Lancelot at one point 

condemns paramours, yet is himself 'the very embodiment of adulterous 

MacNeice did not see this inconsistency as a flaw, but preferred to think that Malory 

could see two sides of a question, that he could feel with Lanceiot in his love as 
well as in his preaching.. . this not too conspicuous vacillating between two or 
more worlds is something which, whether it is due to skill or accident, is greatly 
to be desired in novels because it represents.. . the bitter dialectic of o p p i t e s  
which makes humanity." [Italics mine] 

MacNeice's tutor at Oxford was a neo-~e~elian,"' and Alan Heuser notes that the 

phrase is an allusion to G. W. F. Hegel's grandiose dialectical system of opposites in three 

phases - Logic (thesis), Nature (antithesis), Mind (synthesis), in Encykiopddie der 

philosophischen Wissenschafrn in Gmmhsse (Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical 

Scie,~ces in Outline, 18 17) - and not to Plato's dialectic of testing an argument through 

the 'art of conversation'." 

[n the essay 'Experiences with Imagesy (1949) MacNeice states that his own 

'basic conception of life' is 'dialectical (in the philosophic, not in the political sense)' and 

notes : 'Hence my fairly frequent use [when writing poetry] of oxymoron, the phrase 

which concentrates a paradox.7'" Thus his poetry has 'tended to swing to and fio between 

descriptive or physical images . . . and f i e  de mieur metaphysical, mythical, or mystical 

images. "* Later, he described his 1952 volume of poetry, Ten Bunn merings, as 'ten 

-- 

a E. V i .  .LIaIoy (1929), chap. 6. and App. 3, quoted in MacNeice's article. 
* In A Heuser. ed (1987),51. 
4s L. MacNeice. The Sfrings Are False : An Unjnished Autobiogra& (d E,R Dodds, 1965). 125. 
56 Heuser, p 51, n. 29. 
in A Heuser, ed (1987), 156 and n 

*%id 



long poems which were experiments in dialectical structure'" and said that, of the poet 

Dylan Thomas' two great dramatic assets one was 'his dialectical view of life.'50 

From all this praise for and self-identification with the 'dialectic ofopposites' that 

MacNeice applied to Horace, one can conclude that MacNeice felt Horace to be a great 

poet, but also a generally misunderstood one; MacNeice, picking up on Horace's 'two- 

sidedness', or dichotomy, was obviously well aware that earlier critics thought Horace to 

be self-contradictory and inconsistent. However, a 'dialectic of opposites' applied to 

Horace's poetry could enable these critics to better appreciate Horace by synthesizing the 

dichotomy of his poems and personae, viz., the lyric with the hexameter poems, and the 

public with the private, the urban with the mral, the Stoic with the Epicurean, and the 

grand with the plain personae.5' 

MacNeice doubtless would have wished this same 'dialectic of opposites' to be 

applied by critics to his own poetry. He was aware of 'inconsistencies' in his own 

and, for his 1953 volume of poetq, Autumn Sequel, he used a quotation from Walt 

Whitman's 'Song of Myself as an epigraph : 'Do I contradict myself7 / Very well then I 

contradict myself.. . ' It is worth noting that Whitman's poem continues with the line : '(I 

am large, I contain multitudes)', and just as there are many 'multitudes' of selves in 

Whitman, so are there also many in Horace and MacNeice; what is needed to understand 

them is a dialectic of opposites. 

Concerning the apparent formlessness of Horace' s poems, MacNeice tossed off 

these obiter dicta in a review of Gilbert Norwood's P i n a h  (1946) : 

" In 'Louis MacNeice Writes.. . [on C.'isitm.onsjl. ibid, 2 1 1. 
In 'Round and About Milk Wood'. ibid, 187. 

'' See p. 20 and n. 29 above. For later echoes in Horatian SCboWp of the need to 'synthesize' Horace, 
see B. Otis, 'The Relevance of Horace', in Arion 9.2-3 (1970). fJ6ff.: Rudd (1982), 385ff. 



The habit of using Greek and Latin classics as tag-books has too often obscured 
the architechtonic virtues of the originals. Where even Horace's odes have not 
been credited with structure, it is not surprising that people should think they are 
getting the quintessence of Pindar by running their tongues round detached 
phrases.. . [But Pindar] was a highly conscious artist and certainly intended each 
single ode to be a unity; the question for us is where does this unity lie." 

The implication is that Horace's Odes do indeed have structure, that the quintessence of 

Horace, as of Pindar, is not in detached phrases, and that Horace too was a highly 

conscious artin who intended each ode to be a unity. It is important for us to look for the 

unity in Horace, and not, as Peerkamp and Landor had done, to split poems into two 

where abrupt transitions occur or make emendations or deletions according to personal 

taste. j4 

In Odes 4.2, Horace himself had first disavowed his ability to write in the grand 

style of Pindar and then employed such a style, so MacNeice's comparison of Horace to 

Pindar is not surprising or unwarranted. It recurs in MacNeice's Modern Poetry (1938), 

along with remarks on the nature of the 'true' or 'real' Horace whom Lehrs did not find 

in the Odes, as well as with the problem (mentioned by Campbell) of regarding Horace's 

lyrics as one regards the simple one-theme lyrics of most other poets : 

[At about the age of fourteen or fifteen] I began reading some of the 'Odes of 
Horace', who also would be disallowed as a poet by many modem critics and is 
sometimes even disallowed by name. 'It does not ring true' people say of him as 
they say of Villon. What should be remembered is that the attitude in Horace, as 
in many Latin poets, is something consciously applied - one more convention 

I' See. for e q I e .  the headnote to Autumn Jmnta/( 1 938). 
" In A Heuser . ed (1987), 133. Cf. Commager ( 1 %2), 273, referring to Odes 1.9. but equally appopiate 
to all the odes : 'What is important is that we attend to the poet's voice as he speaks, a voice that is evoking 
certain feelings, not pescri'bing categories of thought The Ode's meaning is not Ilefined by what we figure 
out when we have finisbed with it, but by our momentary responses as we read The poem moves by a 
sequence of moods rather than by strictly logical steps, and its fluid effect escapes any paraphrase to remain 
with the verse itself, with the progression of sounds colors. and images. These, and not some gnomic tag 
~weextract.constitutethemorafrmiverse~Horaceopensuptous' 
j4 For modaa works which m e r  Horace's saoctlae, see RW. cambe, The Epodes of Horace : d Stud) 
in Poetic Arrangement (1969); Collinge (1% 1); Commager (1%2), 50-98; D.H. Porter, Horace 's Poetic 
Journey : A Readng of Odes 1-3 ( 1987): and M S .  Sanhcco. Uniw and Design in Horace 's O&s ( 1986). 



within which the poet has to work. People misunderstand Horace because they 
miss the grain of salt and because they demand of him the directness and 
simplicity of a purely lyrical poet, whereas Horace is a contemplative poet writing 
odes which have something of the involved pattern of Pindar, though on a much 
smaller scale. 55 

In effect, Horace is a complex poet and his personality in the Odes is an applied 

persona. This persona need not be the same every time, or perhaps it might be used 

ironically, i.e., with a 'grain of salt ', in some instances and not in others, and herein is an 

explanation for much of the so-called inconsistency throughout Horace's oeuvre. Nor 

should it be thought that a single personality or persona cannot be self-contradictory or 

inconsistent. After all, people are often self-contradictory and inconsistent; they are not 

monolithic, so why should poets be? In The Poetry of KB. Yeats (1941) MacNeice 

offered an argument along these lines which could almost have been written by Horace 

himself : 

It may be objected that . . . the lyric poet must speak only as himself, and nothing 
but himself. I would reply to such an objector : 'That is just where you are crazy. 
You are suffering from the bugbear of the puritanical book reviewer who 
demands that any one poet should be all the time a specialist, confined to his own 
sphere (the reviewer allocates the sphere), and all the time self-consistent. Ifa 
poet has been labelled serious he must never be frivolous. If the poet has been 
labelled 'love-poet', he is taken to be declining if he shows the Latin quality of 
'salt'. If on the other hand the satirist starts writing fiom the heart, he is guilty of 
sentimentality. But the poet should not bother with this Procrustes who has to live 
by his bed. 'So I am to speak only as himself,' the poet might say, 'my whole self, 
and nothing but myself? If you know what my whole self and my only self is, you 
know a lot more than I do. As far as I can make out, I not only have many 
different selves but I am often, as they say, not myself at all. Maybe it is just when 
1 am not myself - when I am thrown out of gear by circumstances or emotion - 
that I feel like writing poetry. I suggest that you read what Keats wrote in a letter 
about the poet's personality. I suggest even that you should study your own 
personality and consider whether fkom day to day you have consistently the same 
moods or even the same ideas - that is, the same self, and that, even if you have, 
you should consider, firstly, whether it would be possible to convey all those 
moods and ideas in any one poem, and secondly, whether any one mood or idea 
can be valuably expressed more than once with exactly the same emphasis.' My 



poet's arguments are, of course, sheer truisms, but are worth repeating because 
critics are such fools." 

MacNeice7s 'grain of salt' point (and the 'dialectic of opposites') recurs in a 

favourable review of 'The Oxford Book of Light Verse' (19381, consisting of poems 

chosen by W.H. Auden. MacNeice here writes that 

Many of the finest works of art are a conscious or (more often) unconscious 
compromise, the outcome of a dialectic of opposites - heroics tinctured with the 
grain of salt or satire leavened with sympathy; witness the Odes of Horace or 
Villon' s ~estament ." 

In the same review MacNeice noted that the poems in Auden's collection had 

something in common which distinguishes them from Matthew Arnold's poetry 
of 'high serio~sness."~ This is not to say that many of these poems are not serious 
(Aristophanes after all was a serious writer), but their seriousness is not, like that 
of Milton or Shelley, regularly on the high horse; it is less rarefied, less pure, less 
self-conscious, and therefore more congenial to the ordinary individual or to any 
one individual's ordinary m~rnents.'~ 

What is appealing to the 'ordinary individual7 was obviously not appealing to Arnold, 

however. In his essay 'On the Modem Element in Literature7, Arnold had this to say 

about Horace : 

Horace wants seriousness.. . the men of taste, the men of cultivation, the men of 
the world are enchanted with him; he has not a prejudice, not an illusion, not a 
blunder. True! yet the best men in the best ages have never been thoroughly 
satisfied with Horace. If human life were complete without faith, without 
enthusiasm, without energy, Horace, like Menander, would be the perfect 
interpreter of human life : but it is not; to the best, to the most living sense of 
humanity, it is not; and because it is not, Horace is inadequate. Pedants are 
tiresome, men of reflection and enthusiasm are unhappy and morbid; therefore 
Horace is a sceptical man of the world. Men of action are without ideas, men of 
the world are Wvolous and sceptical; therefore Lucretius is plunged in gloom and 
in stem sorrow. So hard, so impossible for most men is it to develop themselves 
in their entireness; to rejoice in the variety, the movement of human life with the 

% The Poew of W.B. Yeats, 156. 
In A Heuser, ed. (1987). 100. 

58 h o l d ' s  a h i o n  for poetry in Study of Poetry' (1880). " In A Heuser. ed (1987), 99. Coaamiag MacNeice's opinion on the poet as an ordiaay iadiviw and, 
as a result, the imprtaua of relating to other ordinary individuals see his Modem Poetry ( 1938). 



children of the world; to be serious over the depth, the significance of human life 
with the wise! Horace warms himself before the transient f i e  of human animation 
and human pleasure while he can, and is only serious when he reflects that the fire 
must soon go out : 

'Damna tamen celeres reparant coelestia lunae : 
Nos, ubi decidimus -' 

'For nature there is renovation, but for man there is none!' - it is exquisite, but it 
is not interpretative and f~rtifyln~.~'  

MacNeice did not agree with Arnold's premises for great poetry, nor did he agree with 

Arnold's estimation of Horace. In MDdem Poety, he writes : 

The lighter sides of the human animal should be represented in verse as well as 
his 'high seriousness'. But as his lighter elements are themselves alloyed, to 
varying degrees, with seriousness, poetry can show every kind of blend of 
lightness and seriousness. Some intensely serious poetry has a streak of lightness 
in it, while there is little 'light verse' which has not a serious undertone, however 
tiny. Thus many of the Odes of Horace could be classed as light verse, yet it is 
difficult to den that they are serious, that they reflect a serious and sincere 
attitude to life. X 

.4lthough he does not use the term, MacNeice is again arguing for a 'dialectic of 

opposites', in this case, a blend of light and serious. 

From the above comments it becomes apparent that MacNeice, like most readers 

of Horace since the Renaissance, is primarily a devotee of Horace's lyric poetry. 

However, in Modem Poetry he states : 

Modem critics have been too exclusively concerned with the lyric. Some have 
even suggested that no long poem can be all poetry because a poem is essentially 
a crystal unit. This is nonsense. Chaucer is poetry; the Odyssey (though Colonel 
Lawrence denied it) is poetry; even the Epistles of Horace are poetry.62 

1n E h q s  in Criticism. Third Series ( 19 10). 80-82. 
a 178-9. For Horace's Lighter sides see P. Cormor, Horace S L-wic Poetry : 13re Force of Humour (1987). 

178. Inckkdfy, the 273 reviewer of MacNeice's Collected Pwms 192548 seems to h e  thought that 
Horace's epistles were poetry, but, concerning MacNeice's poem 'Letter to Gnham and Anna', said : 
'k Mr. MacNeice really suppse that trivia like the 'Letter to Graham and A m '  have any sort of 
likeness to the Epistles of Horace?' 



More recently, the sections devoted to Horace's Epistles in Fraenkel's Horace (1957) and 

Gordon Williams' Tradition and O r i , i t y  in Roman Poetry ( 1  968) have done much to 

promote the idea that the Epistles are artistic and poetic creations, but, as David 

Armstrong laments in the special Horace issue which he had assembled in Arion 9.2-3 

( 197017 

the influence and the interest [of the contributors to the Arzon issue, indicative of 
Horatian scholarship in general, has] seemed so largely to center round the Odes, 
with occasional references to the youthful Epodes and Sennones [i-e., the mires ,  
which Horace himself called Sennones, or ' ~ a l k s ' ] . ~ ~  

Indeed, it is Horace himself who is somewhat to blame for the Episties' low 

reputation as poetry. Ln Epistles 1.1.10, he states : 'nunc itaque et versus et cetera Iudicra 

pono' ('and so now I lay aside my verses and other toys') in order to take up philosophy. 

But from the context it can be discerned that Horace has not given up on poetry 

altogether, he has merely stopped writing lyric poetry. The Epistles were begun after 

Horace had completed the fira three books of his odes (the last ode, 3.30, expressly 

declares that Horace has now 'finished a monument', 'exegi monumenturn'), and he no 

longer wants to be 'shut up in the old school' ('antiquo me includere ludo', Epist. 1.1.3)' 

viz., that of lyric poetry; he is now old and has changed from what he was when young 

('non eadem est aetas, non mens7, Epist. 1.1.4); 'now what is right and fitting is my study 

and my pursuit [of philosophy], and to that I am wholly given. I am putting by and setting 

in order the stores on which I may some day draw' (Epist. 1.1.1 1 - 12) (tr. H.R. 

Fairclough, adapted). 

'The Two Voices of Horace', 9 1. 



T.E. Page, an admirer and editor of Horace, offered the common turn of the century view 

on Horace's originality, still the orthodox one in MacNeice's day : 

he does not exhibit great powers of imagination. He is not a great creative poet; 
there are few new ideas in the 

That Horace is not creative because there there are no new ideas in the Odes is perhaps 

missing the point, however. Horace did not doubt his own originality, particularly in his 

lyric poetry, but he did not consider this originality to be one of having new ideas. In the 

Wires Horace notes that he had retined the excesses of that genre and put a fine touch of 

craftsmanship upon it, hitherto lacking (e.g., 1.10.68ff ); and Rudd remarks that a book of 

verse epistles like Horace's was a novel treatment of a genre primarily written in prose, 

as was Horace's Ars p t i c a ,  a poem on poetics.65 Moreover, in Episrles 1 -1  9.2 1 ff , 

looking back upon his lyric achievement, Horace wrote : 

libera per vacuum posui vestigia princeps 
non aliena meo pressi pede. qui sibi fidet, 
dux reget examen. Parios ego primus iambos 
ostendi Latio, numeros animosque secutus 
Archilochi, non res et agentia verba Lycamben. 
ac ne me foliis idea brevioribus ornes, 
quod tirnui mutare modos et m i n i s  artem : 
temperat Archilochi musam pede mascula Sappho, 
temperat Alcaeus, sed rebus et ordine dispar, 
nec socerum quaerit, quem versibus oblinat aais, 
nec sponsae laqueum famoso carmine nectit. 
hunc ego, non alio dictum prius ore, Latinus 
volgavi fidicen. iuvat immemorata ferentem 
ingenuis oculisque legi manibusque teneri. 

(I was the first to plant free footsteps on a virgin soil; I did not walk where others 
trod. Who trusts himself wit! lead and rule the swarm. 1 was the first to show to 
Latium the iambics of Paros [i-e., in the Epodes], following the rhythms and spirt 
of Archilochus, not the themes or the words that hounded Lycambes. And lest you 

61 Page (18%), m. 
65 RUdd (1982), 3708 



should crown me with a scantier wreath because I feared to change the measures 
and form of verse, see how d i k e  Sappho moulds her Muse by the rhythm of 
Archilochus; how Alcaeus moulds his, though in his themes and arrangement he 
differs, looking for no father-in-law to besmear with deadly verses, and weaving 
no halter for his bride with defaming Him [i-e., Alcaeus], never before 
sung by other tips, I, the lyrist of Latium, have made known [i-e., in the Odes]. It 
is my joy that I bring things untold before, and am read by the eyes and held in 
the hands of the gently born.) ( a. R R  Fairclough, adapted) 

Thus, Horace's originality was to have been the first to use the Greek spirit and metres of 

Archiiochus, Sappho, and Afcaeus in the Latin language; his themes and poetic content, 

however, were his own, as original as Sappho and Alcaeus had been in their own 

adaptations of Archilochus. Similarly, in Odes 3.30.13- 14, Horace had stated that he had 

been 'the first to adapt Aeolian song to Italian measuresy ('princeps Aeoliurn cannen ad 

Italos / deduxisse modos'). What he really means is Italian 1 Latin song to the Aeolian 

metres of Sappho and Alcaeus, but the hypallage serves to suggest that 'his Latin carmen 

has a Greek delicacy and finish, and the m d i  originated by the Greeks will hereafter be 

thought of as Latin - indeed, as H~ratian.'~' 

Ezra Pound granted that 'there is a definitely Horatian art. Apart from Catullus he 

was the most skillful metrist among the Latins7, and that in Horace's verbal arrangement 

'the pleasure [to be had by the reader] is sensuous, a dilettantism, a specialty that can 

affect only the connoisseur of good writing.' However, he also said : 

Horace is a liar of no mean pomposity when he claims to have been the first to 
bring in the 'Aeolic modes', for Catullus preceded h i d 8  and Catullus wrote 
better Sapp hics. Catullus fiankl y translated one poem and frequently improves on 
Greek style. Horace lifts passages; incorporates lines; I doubt if he improves on 
Alcaeus. 

-- 

a A reference to NeoMe and her hther Lycambes, who were assailed by Archilochuq d. W d .  6.13. 
M.O. LAX. Word. Sound and Image in the Odes of Horace ( l%9), 15. 

" Landor M &a. and without the rhetoric pointed this out. See Rw& indrlon 9.2-3 (1970), 194. 



Both Catullus and Ovid add something to world poetry, something which 
is not in the Greek poetry that has come down to us. Horace at his best is 
sometimes more, sometimes less than a tran~lation.~~ 

Pound's estimation of Horace's poetic (de)merits is arguable, and he missed Horace's 

meaning when he suggested that Horace took credit for Catullus' innovation. In addition 

to the fact that Catullus had appropriated Aeolic metres for a mere four poems (Horace 

had done four books of Odes, predominantly in Aeolic metres), what Horace primarily 

means by 'first' is the first in having adapted Greek lyric for Italian, national purposes.70 

Catullus had not done the same; he ' M l y  translated' or wrote personal poems. Horace, 

however, often assumed in his poetry the roles of votes7' and wcerdos, a 'priest' of the 

Muses who wrote for the Roman state, particularly as an educator of the young. For 

example, in Odes 3.1.1-4, espousing the merits of simplicity over the womes of luxury, 

Horace begins : 

Odi profanum vuigus et arceo; 
favete linguis. cannina non prius 
audita Musarum sacerdos 
virginibus puerisque canto. 

(I hate the uninitiate crowd and keep them far away. Observe a reverent silence! I, 
the Muses' priest, sing for maids and boys songs not heard before.) (tr. C.E. 
Bennett) 

Thus Horace's songs are both national, which no Roman had yet attempted in 

lyric poetry, as well as original, 'not heard before.' Quintilian, writing in the first century 

A.D., also noted that Horace was 'varius figuris et verbis felicissime audax' ('varied in 

69 'Horace'. in -hion 9.2-3 (1970), 178-9. 
70 J.K. Newman, Augustus and the New P o e ~  (1%7), 343. 
" For the concept of votes ;lad Horace's -011 of the role, see Newman (1%7), I0 lK cf. E. R Dodds' 
personal recollection of W.B. Yeats and MacNeice in his autobiography (1977), 57 : 'with the psiwe 
exception of Louis MacNeice, Yeats is the only poet I have known or encountered who locked just like he 
was. a poet - no mere rhymester. but a vates. a p e t  in the W, ancient, mgant  meaning of the term. He 
behaved like the consecrafed priest of a mystezy - the mystery of words, which alone are certain good' 
Also see 1 14- 17 for more of Dobds' recollections of MacNeice. 



figures of speech and felicitously daring in language'). Having 'new ideas' is not the only 

mark of originalityn, nor should it be seen so, as MacNeice well knew. In a review of 

Maurice Bowra's Imp~ration and P w b y  (1 95 5)' MacNeice writes : 

Two of the more interesting chapters in Sir Maurice's book deal, respectively, 
with Horace and Walter Pater, two writers who today are out of fashion or, as Mr 
Jarrell's enemies the portentous critics would put it, no longer Importantn.. . As 
for Horace (who was a great writer)" it is refreshing to find a critic surmounting 
those Romantic prejudices against him which most critics have by now 
surmounted in regard to the English Augustans (not but what Horace is far more 
romantic than Pope). But I wish Sir Maurice had tried to analyse more deeply 
Horace's 'originalit '. He is original - but not according to most twentieth 
century definitions. 75 

Many still remain unconvinced concerning Horace's originality, thinking that his 

poetry is merely a collection of commonplaces decked out in fancy padding. In John 

Heat h-Stu b bs' fictional book Artoritrs (London, 1 973, for example, the critic Phy 11 idulus 

(a thinly disguised caricature of the critic F.R. Leavis) makes this statement : 

It was said that Augustus found Rome brick and left it marble - something 
analogous happened to poetry in the same generation. One may happen to prefer 
brick. Marmoreal is a term that has been applied to the Odes of Horace. If this 
style be marble, it is a veneer which does not serve to conceal the writer's 
essential commonplaceness of mind - a commonplaceness which infuses likewise 
the whole corpus of his epistles." 

Similar to this is N.E. Collinge in 196 1, concerning Odes 1.1 1 (an ode which MacNeice 

had a special affection for, tntnslating it once in 1956 for his radio script 'Carpe Diem' 

and again c. 1963) :77 

Horace does no more than say cmpe dem in a series of aphorisms piled up in an 
almost Gilbertian manner." 

? For morr on Honce's origwhy, see Rudd (1982). 375ff.. and the sections on Horace in G. Williams. 
Twitition and Originality in Romm Poetry (1968). 
"3 It was not until 1957. with the arrival of Fraenkei's influential Horace. that a major renewal of serious 
scholarly interest in Horace cKx;urred 
-' MacNeice had just st that arlrcd was not a great writer. 
'' Jn Heuser. ed, (1987), 205-06. 
'6 Quoted in C. h k t d a l e  and D. Hopldm. edr., Horace Made New ( 1993), 2. 

E.R DOddS conjectures tbe date in The Collected P o e m  of Louis Ltf~iVeice  (1966), SSOn 



These are the sort of views which MacNeice criticises in his essay 'Experiences 

with Images' (1949). Here MacNeice begins by noting that, in discussing a poem, a critic 

must first assume that a poem is about something, i-e., a primary thing, and that the poet 

reveals this primary thing 'by the the parading of secondary things which illustrate it [i.e., 

images].' Nevertheless, he points out that this distinction between primary and secondary 

is a distortion usually arrived at by rationalization after the event, for it is almost 

impossible to explain or define exactly what any one poem is 'about'. At this point he 

turns to Latin poetry for an illustration and, in light of Quintilian's remark on Horace 

('varius figuris et verbis felicissime audax'), when MacNeice is here referring to 'Latin 

poetry', he doubtless has Horace in the front rank of his mind : 

The presumption that one can put one's finger on these primaries [i.e, that a poem 
is about something] has very, very often led critics astray - hence their 
unwarranted contempt for so much of Latin poetry; the critics who take the Latin 
poet at his face value and assume that he begins with a set theme and then 
proceeds merely to illustrate it or decorate it with similes or mythological 
allusions fail to see that these latter are really the main point of the poem or, to put 
it differently, that the apparent theme is the mere occasion for the birth of 
something new, something achieved through the redeplo ing and reshuffling of 
myths or images or, as often with these Romans, cliches. XI 

David West's specific response to Collinge on Odes 1.1 1 is similar : 

criticism is sometimes made against passages where the common theme means 
less than Horace's original variations on it.. . So too, in this poem, in lines 3-5 the 
bare idea 'treat every day as though it were your last' is very common, but here it 
is set against the superb image of the sea, not wearing out its own strength by 
being hurled upon the porous stones that litter the volcanic shores of the belly of 
Italy. This puts human life in its place ... Equally, at the end of the poem, it is not 
enough to recognise the stock Epicurean aphorisms . . . Part of the pleasure of 
poetry lies in recognising and exploring for oneself resemblances presented by the 
poet. Horace sees life as a sprawling branch, 'Don't worry about the h r e  and 
you'll get more out of the present'. But he is also saying, 'Prune hard and you'll 
g a  more hi t ' .  Similarly his advice to Leuconoe is to enjoy today and not 

.- . 

:B Collinge ( 1 % I), 68. 

79 In Heuser. ed., 1%. 



postpone any pleasures till tomorrow. But he is also making me think of the 
danger of leaving ripe h i t  on the tree for one night, of the dews and winds and 
the wild beasts that lay in wait.. . The image is there in the Latin, clear to see and 
rich in its suggestions, yet because it is not often seen, the miserable critic has to 
lumber along behind, holding up a pretty selection from the ragbag of his own 
responses, just to show the sort of thing Horace could do for his contemporaries 
and can do for 

Thus, it is the 'veneer' of Latin poetry, the similes and allusions illustrating the subject of 

the poem, which are very often the most important aspects of the poem. The poet's 

originality and the reader's pleasure can ofien be sought in how imaginatively the poet 

recreates commonplaces and c~iches.~' 

Again. MacNeice himself would probably have liked to have been judged by 

these standards in many of his own poems. In such a poem as 'Homage to Cliches', for 

example, he displays a fondness for using and twisting cliches; sometimes this results in 

banality, but often it gives the reader the intended quality of surprise and new way of 

looking at thingsm 

80 Reading Horace ( 1%7), 62-63. 
81 See aIso Commager ( 1%2), 68ff. 
" CT.. Marsadc (1982). 44. where she notes that MacNeice's use of clichks has literary sanction in the use 
of similes aud allusions as the main point of the poem by Lacin poets. and ihac these are a Linguistic 
equivalent of the subject-matter, also 6. the trish poet Derek W o n  in 'MacNeice in England and Lreland'. 
in Brown and Reid eds. ( 1974), 1 14- 15 : remarking on the critic kin Hamiiton's estimation tbat MaK:Neice 



CHAPTER 3 : MACNEICE'S TRANSLATIONS OF HORACE 

Friedrich Nietzsche was a Protestant and a northern European who yearned towards the 

south and the Mediterranean. In Beyond Goaland Evil, he said that the south is 'a great 

school of recovery for the most spiritual and the most sensuous ills.' Moreover, his 

preference was for Roman rather than Greek culture : 'We do not feml fiom the Greeks : 

their mode is too foreign, it is also too unstable to operate imperatively or 'classically'. 

Who would ever have learned to write fiom a Greek!' Concerning these remarks, Charles 

Tomlinson notes that 'It is as a writer that Nietzsche is speaking, and when he says of the 

Greeks, 'they cannot be to us what the Romans are', the Roman he particularly thinks of 

is   or ace. '83 

MacNeice, who was also raised in the north as a Protestant, felt a certain kinship 

with Nietzsche and in his autobiography he remarks that, while a student at Oxford, he 

had been 

delighted . . . by Nietzsche's Birth of Tragedy, though I know it to be perverse and 
historically upside-down. It made the Greeks seem much more human because it 
made them as gloomy as the modems and as orgiastic as D.H. Lawrence. 'Up 
Dionysus! ' became my slogan.84 

Additional 1 y, remembering his school days at Marlborough, MacNeice notes that during 

his last year there he looked more and more to the Mediterranean in his imagination, and 

'loved the surface but lacked the core'. Mahon says that, in his reading of MacNeice. 'the d a c e  war the 
core. Like Horace. he was pro found& superficial. ' 
" 'Some k p t s  of Horace in the Twentieth Century', in Marthrlale d Hopldas. eds (1993), 244. See 
W e r  below. 
" The SningsAre Folse (l%5), 110. 



that his reading and character predisposed him to 'the Latin countries' rather than to 

Greece : 

Of the Mediterranean countries Greece, on paper, came first. But only on paper; I 
was tired of being told how the Ancient Greeks were so well ordered, so rational, 
so immune to the vulgar craze for size, while secretly I thought that their 
architecture - which of course I knew only £tom photographs - suffered from the 
lack of archesmg5 What 1 really wanted was the Meditemean proper - or 
improper - where people lay about all da under magnolia trees or something, 

82 drinking Lacrima C hristi and Calabrian wines, being witty at the world's 
expense and waiting for a night of love." 

Lying about under trees, drinking wine, and being witty while waiting for a night of love 

are topics found often in Horace (e.g. Epod. 2, Sat. 1.5, Odes 1.17, 2.3,2.7,2.11,4.12, 

etc.), and it was probably Horace's poetry, at least in part, that inspired these fantasies of 

MacNeice's. As was quoted above (p.2), remembering his first year at Marlborough 

MacNeice was later to say : 

As a boy I liked the glitter of Horace - 0 fons Bandusiae splendidior vitro - and 
admired his tidiness, realizing that English with its articles and lack of inflexions 
could hardly ever equal Horace either in concentration or in subtlety of word- 
order." 

And in a 1945 article, 'The Elusive Classics', MacNeice notes that translators must 

almost always compromise with the deficiencies and capabilities of languages : both the 

language they are translatingfrom and the language they are translating into. For 

example, 

where the Latin language almost calls for certain things to be said in it, the 
English language will sometimes hardly allow them to be said; this especially 
applies to Horace and Virgil.' What is the translator to do when confronted with 
such poets whose literal - or prose - meaning counts for little in proportion to 
their total - or poetic - meaning? This latter meaning is brought out in the original 

A r c h  were first exploited on a regular basis by the Romans. 
Calabria is a region of southern Italy. 

87 Ibid, 229-30. 
" ,\foctPm Paeby ( 1938), 19. 



by all kinds of formal subtleties to which in English verse we can do no more than 
approximate.89 

These remarks on Horace's language and word order are another echo of Nietzsche, this 

time from the section on 'My Indebtedness to the Ancients' in Nietzsche's The Twilight 

Up to the present 1 have not obtained from any poet the same artistic delight as 
was given me from the first by an Horatian ode. In certain languages [as in 
MacNeice's English or Nietzsche's Geman] that which is obtained here cannot 
even be hoped for. The mosaic of words in which every word, by sound, by 
position and by meaning, diffuses its force right, left, and over the whole, that 
minimum in the compass and number of signs, that maximum thus realised in their 
energy, - all that is Roman, and if you will believe me, it is noble pm excellence. 
All other poetry becomes somewhat too popular in comparison with it - mere 
sentimental loquacity.g0 

Odes 1.5 is a good example of this 'mosaic of words' : 

Quis rnulta gracilis te puer in rosa 
pehsus liquidis urget odoribus 

grato, Pyrrha, sub antro? 
cui flavam religas comam 

simplex munditiis? heu quotiens fidem 
mutatosque deos flebit et aspera 

nigris aequora ventis 
emirabitur insolens, 

qui nunc te fruitur credufus aurea, 
qui semper vacuam, semper amabilem 

sperat, nescius aurae 
fallacis miseri, quibus 

intemptata nites : me tabula sacer 
votiva paries indicat uvida 

suspendi sse pot enti 
vestirnenta maris deo. 

" In Heuser. ed. ( 1983, 124. 
9o Quoted in C. Tomhson, *Some Aspects of Horace in the Twentieth Century'. in M m h l e  and 
Hopkins (1993), 244. 



Here the word order often conveys meaning, a sort of 'visual equivalent of 

onornatop~eia'.~~ For example, in the fmst stanza, 'gracilis . . . puer' surrounds or presses / 

embraces ('urget') 'te', while 'multa . . . in rosa' surrounds both of them. Moreover, 

Pyrrha is inside a pleasant cave in 'grato, Pynha, sub antro'. English, because it lacks 

inflections, can not even hope to achieve such an effect without creating doggerel, as 

Antony Lentin's word for word rendering of the first stanza illustrates : 

What many slim you boy in rose 
Drenched with liquid presses odours 

pleasant, Pyrrha, within grotto 
to whom yellow you tie back hair.92 

A famous example of a translator trying to approximate the 'mosaic of words' of 

Odes 1.5 is in John Milton's version, 'rendered almost word for word without rhyme 

according to the Latin measure, as near as the [English] language will permit' : 

What slender youth bedew'd with liquid odours 
Courts thee on roses in some pleasant cave, 

Pyrrha, for whom bind'st thou 
in wreaths thy golden hair, 

Plain in thy neatness? 0 how oft shall he 
On faith and changed Gods complain : and seas 
Rough with black winds and storms 
unwonted shall admire : 

Who now enjoys thee credulous all gold, 
Who alwayes vacant alwayes amiable 

Hopes thee; of flattering gales 
unrnindfull. Hapless they 

To whom thou untry'd seem'st fair. Me in my vow'd 
Picture the sacred wall declares t'have hung 

My dank and dripping weeds 
To the stern God of Sea. 

91 Commager ( 1 %2), 53. 
the mtmcbicm to Horace : The 0th in Engiish Verse (1997), .w. See also Commags (1%2), 5 1-3; 

Lee (1 %9), 10- 1 1, D. West, Horace Odes I : Carpe Diem (1995), 25-27. 



Confronted with this, Commager asks : 'Who is credulous? Who is all gold?'93 For 

although Horace's Latin, through its inflected system of cases, clearly marks out the 

youth as 'credulous' and Pymha as 'all gold', a reader of Milton could not be certain of 

this unless he also had Horace's text before him. Concerning the last stanza, Commager 

echoes both Nietzsche and MacNeice : 

English, with its articles and greater reliance on explanatory prepositions baffles 
so direct an effect [as Horace's]. The necessity for words like 'in', 'to', 'the', and 
'of clutters any clear pattem, while to retain the emphatic me and the terse 
sequence of words we are forced to such awkwardnesses as Milton's 'me in my 
vow'd picture'. In the Latin, moreover, no adjective falls in the same line as the 
noun it modifies. The words are rather 'suspended', as it were, like the clothes to 
which Horace refers. We realize that he has not so much described a scene as 
created one, and that the 'temple wall' wilton's 'sacred wall'] is the page it~elf.'~ 

MacNeice made his own theories on translation clear in a number of articles 

written over the years, most notably 'Translating Aeschylus' (1935), a review of Gilbert 

Murray's translation of Aeschylus' The Seven Against Thebes; 'The Elusive Classics' 

(1945), a review of R.C. Trevelyan's translations of Virgil's Eclogues and Georgics; and 

'Blood and Fate'( 1962)' a review of Robert Fitzgerald's translation of Homer's Odyssey 

and of Christopher Logue's P a ~ c l e i a ,  an adaptation of Book XVI of Homer's llid.'' 

The first article is a rather negative review of Murray's translationM : Murray 

lacks 'technical virility' and MacNeice's own literal linafor-line translation of a chorus 

from Aeschylus' play seems to him 'even as a whole, to be both better English and more 

Aeschylean than Professor Murray's.' MacNeice concludes that a translation should start 

93 Commager ( 1962), 5 1. 
94 bid, 52. 
9s All hcluQd in Hewer. ed. (1987), 7-10, 124027,234-37, mpctively. 
% UacNeice was working on his own bandation of Aeschylus' Agmemnon (1936) when he wrote this 
article. 



from the original language, 'preferably line for line. Diction and rhythm will then 

differentiate. ' 

The next article, not surprisingly, praises Trevelyan's choice of a line-for-line 

translation in his Eclogues as well as his avoidance of 'false diction, stunting, and 

obviously wrong forms'. MacNeice also notes that in the Georgics, although giving up 

the attempt at a line-for-line translation, Trevelyan 'rightly . . . varies his rhythms, 

inverting the stresses or inserting extra syllables.' However, 'these variations -to my ear 

- do not come naturally', and, for both works MacNeice finds fault with Trevelyan's 

'shambling' metrics which do not show the 'mastery of movement' characteristic of 

Virgil. On the whole Trevelyan's translations are 'worthwhile' but 'not great' because, to 

MacNeice, Trevelyan 'lacks two things - creative power and the poetic sense of touch.' 

MacNeice also suggests in his review of Trevelyan's translations that 'A verse 

translation, ideally, should be what Dr Johnson demanded of Wit : 'at once natural and 

new'. Mr Trevelyan lacks that novelty which will make an old theme live for a modem 

reader.' In the next review, 'Blood and Fate', MacNeice qualifies this sentiment by 

objecting to those translaton who confine Homer 'to the ordinary language of twentieth 

century men' by leaving out such things as stock epithets, proper names, and repetition, 

which are all basic characteristics of Homer. Concerning Logue's book, MacNeice notes 

that this is an empathetic adaptation of Homer, but not a 'translation'. Concerning 

Fitzgerald's translation, he notes that it flows pleasantly, is 'readable - which is the fist 

virtue in a translator', and has good diction. However, MacNeice did not particularly 

favour Fitzgerald's 'five-stress basically iambic line', his 'occasional divagations into 



lyrical forms', his chapter titles, or his approximations when rendering Homer's stock 

epithets. Moreover, 

I think it would have helped if he [vit, Fitzgerald] had attempted a line-by-line 
translation, keeping wherever possible the word-order of the origiaal; this kind of 
puzzle holds the translator up but, perhaps just because of that, a by-product can 
be that tautness which is so easily lost in translating a long poem. 

MacNeice extends his (mostly technical) theories on translation to his own 

translations of Horace. The three collected by E.R. Dodds in MacNeice's Coliected 

Poems are all line-for-line, metrically accomplished, and, to this reader, faithful to the 

word and spirit of Horace. Perhaps for the benefit of 'twentieth century men' who might 

not understand the significance, MacNeice often leaves out proper names in his 

translations, but for the most part he more than lives up to the standards he sets for other 

translators. The following examinations of his translations of Odes 1.4, 2.3, and I .  1 1 will 

be primarily devoted to how successfiil MacNeice has been as a technical translator. 

A. 'Solvitur A cris Hiems ' (Odes 1.4) 

Solvitur acris hiems grata vice veris et Favoni 
trahuntque siccas machinae carinas 

ac neque iam stabulis gaudet pecus aut arator igni 
nec prata canis aibicant pruinis. 

iam Cytherea choros ducit Venus irnminente luna 
iunctaeque Nymp his Gratiae decentes 

alterno t e r n  quatiunt pede, durn gravis Cyclopum 
volcanus ardens visit oficinas. 

nunc decet aut viridi nitidurn caput impedire myrto 
aut flore, terrae quem ferunt solutae. 

nunc et in umbrosis Fauno decet immoiare lucis 
seu poscat agna sive malit haedo. 

pallida Mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabemas 
regumque turris. o beate Sesti, 



vitae summa brevis spem nos vetat inchoare longam; 
iam te premet nox fabulaeque Manes 

et domus exilis Plutonia; quo simul mearis, 
nec regna vini sortiere talis 

nec tenerum Lycidan rnirabere, quo calet iuventus 
nunc omnis et mox virgines tepebunt. 

MacNeice included his translation of Odes 1.4 in his volume of poems The Emth 

Compels (1938). It fits in well with other poems of 'melancholy rornar~ticisrn'~' in the 

volume such as 'Christmas Shopping' and 'June Thunder' (which, incidentally, were 

written in Sapphics, Horace's second most common metre in the Odes), 'Passage 

Steamer', 'Sand in the Air', 'Homage to Cliches', and the particularly Horatian 'Sunlight 

on the Garden', which is much concerned with the passing of time and the inevitable 

death of all things. 

Concerning the original ode, Ezra Pound singled out its first line in his 1930 

article on Horace : 

The single line : 

Solvitur acris hiems grata vice veris et Favoni 

has a week's work in it for any self-respecting translator, and needs inspiration on 
at least one day of the seven, yet people have had a mania for translating the 
whole of   or ace.^^ 

It is not known how long MacNeice took to make his translation of Horace's ode, but he 

was certainly inspired. Reviewing MacNeice's The Earth Cornpis when it was first 

published in 1938, fellow poet Geoffrey Grigson had this to say : 

I do not know what will happen to MacNeice [in his progress as a poet], or to you, 
or to meyW but I repeat (to some friends also who disagree with me) that I believe 

'F E.E. Smith Lois iCfmNeice ( 1970). 60-6 1. 
" InAn'on 9.2-3 (1970), 181. 



there is no other poet in England who is such a good writer. . . And for good 
writing I would pick out from 7??e Ermh Corn@ these poems, C-c&$ergus, 
The Sunlight on the Garden, the very beautihl translation of Horace Odes 1.4, the 
Ecloguefrom I c e i d ,  Now that the shapes ofmist, the EpiIogue, and the brilliant 
virtuosity of Bag-pipe Music. All these are pleasurable, well-written, well-shaped, 
and moving. They are all interesting. They are all written more skiffilly than Mr. 
MacNeice would have written a year ago. l w  

Additionally, John Press said in 1 965 that MacNeice ' s translation of Odes 1 -4 

demonstrates his brilliance and sureness of touch when translating a congenial 
poet. He evokes with utmost delicacy the coming of spring sketched so vividly 
and economically by Horace [quotes first stanza of MacNeice' s translation]. 
And he manages to endow the weighty Horatian commonplaces about the coming 
of death and the transitoriness of wordly pleasure with a resonance and an 
evocative melancholy that somehow combine the plangency of modem Romantic 
verse with the clarity and grave precision of classical antiquity [quotes stanzas 4- 
5].1°' 

The dialectic of opposites in the ode is probably one of the main reasons that 

MacNeice was attracted to and chose to translate it. At first Horace detaiis the coming of 

spring and the life, activity, and celebration which come with it. At line 13, however, he 

switches gears, for amidst all this life, death is still lurking; death, which comes to all and 

at possibly any time. Consequently, as the Epicureans believed, one should not plan too 

much for the h r e  but instead enjoy the present, for there will be nothing more to enjoy 

after one is dead. M.Owen Lee describes Horace's ode in these terms: 

every year, nature dramatizes the human life cycle, but with an important 
difference : life and warmth return to the earth, but man sees no second spring. 1.4 
is as much concerned with life and death as it is with spring and winter. But the 
ratio spring : winter : : life : death is not immediately established. It is introduced 
by antithetic images - atterns of freedom : bondage, warmth : cold, green : 
white, light : darkness. r02 

" Cf. Horace Odes 1. i 1.1-2 : 'Tu ne quasiens, scim nefa* quan mihi. quem tibi I Soem di dederint ' 
Earlier in the article Grigson had noted of MxNeice : 'perhaps MacNeice thinks of himself as something 
of a Horace exiled in the wrong age.' It is interesting that MacNeice later chose to translate Odes 1.1 1 on 
two separate d o n s  i.e., in 1956 and 1963 (see below). 
100 New Verse (Summer 1938), 1%. 
101 Louis itfaclYeice (l%S), 222-3. 
'02 Lee ( 1 %9), 66. 



The ode is written in Fourth Archilochian metre,lo3 i-e., a greater Archilochian 

(asynartete combination of a dactylic tetrameter and an ithyphallic) followed by an 

iambic trimeter catalectic. Since Horace describes the cycle of seasons in currents and 

countercurrents of imagery in this ode, the cycle rhythm of a dactylo-trochaic reversed in 

a shorter iambic trimeter catalectic seems especially appropriate. l" The first two lines 

may be scanned in this way : 

MacNeice does not use this metre in his translation, but he does seem to anempt an 

approximation in an iambic hexameter followed by a iambic pentameter. Especially in 

the first four feet of his hexameters MacNeice often varies the metre with dactyls or 

spondees so as to suggest the varied pattern of dactyls or spondees which make up a 

- - 
dactylic foot in Horace (a dactylic foot can be either - " or ), and usually ends the line 

with an ithyphallic, as Horace had done. He also varies his iambic line with spondees 

and trochees so as to suggest the variation in Horace's iambs (which can be either - - - 

o r w - - -  ). It should be noted, however, that MacNeice7s metres are based on stress accent 

( - equals a stressed accent and an unstressed one105) rather than on the syllable quantity 

( - equals a heavy syllable and a light one) which determines Horace's metres. With this 

in mind, the first two lines of MacNeice's translation may be scanned in this way : 

Wintsr t6 spring : thG west wind melts the fii3zen riincofir 
The windlass drags ti5 sea the thirstyv hiill 

'03 As most scholars term it: RG.U Nisbet aad M Hubbard .4 Convnenrmy on Horace : Odes Book I 
( 1970) however. term it Third Archdochian 
'04 Ibid, 68. 
'05 Stressed accents are usually symbolized in English scansion as ' a d  m i t r e s d  as - but here and 
throughout bithis lhesis. stressed accents will. for convenience, be symbolized as '. 



A drawback of MacNeice's metre, however, is that it does not have Horace's diaereses in 

the first and third lines of a stanza where the dactyls give way to trochees (e-g., the split 

at vice / veris'"). As a result, MacNeice misses Horace's effect in which the last three 

feet of odd (and even) lines 'answer' each other in duplicate metrics, e.g., line 1 : 'veris et 

7 I07 Favoni' is metrically answered by (and, here, 'rhymed' with) line 3 : 'aut arator igni . 

tn these lines MacNeice dws employ a similar device by using metrical sameness and 

alliteration in his last two feet: 'frozen rancour' with ' f i e  to ploughman', but he does not 

do this throughout. Nevertheless, MacNeice further compensates for his deficiency by 

end-rhyming the second and fourth lines of his stanzas, an effect not employed by 

 ora ace. lo* 

MacNeice's translation, in addition to being line-for-line (albeit with the 

occasional enjambent), is also quite faithfbl in accurately translating Horace's poem 

without losing the 'poetic' content. Indeed, sometimes he enhances the poetry, as we 

shall see. 

An analysis of the translation reveals that, in the first stanza, the first line is more 

literally rendered by C.E. Bennett (who was not competing with MacNeice, but does 

provide a roughly contemporary and literal prose version of the Odes) as 'Keen winter is 

breaking up at the weicome change to spring and the Zephyr' than by MacNeice's 

'Winter to Spring : the west wind melts the Frozen rancour'. In the second line MacNeice 

makes Horace's plural nouns and verb singular and adds 'to sea' by way of explanation 

loti The text of Horace's ode as printed in Klingner. ed, Q. Horutius Fiaccus : Operu (1959) and in my tun 
above leaves a .  extra space after the dactyls end so that the reader can see where these diaereses are 
without first having to scan the verse. 
'07 Lines 17 and 19 are another sdldag example, where 'quo rimul mearis' is answered by 'quo caler 
iuventus'. 



whither 'the thirsty hull' is dragged. In the third line MacNeice reverses the subjects and 

indirect objects so as to obtain the internal rhyme of 'Byre' and 'fire', the latter being 

placed at his makeshift 'diaeresis'. And at the fourth line MacNeice eschews Horace's 

repetitive 'nor are the meadows longer white with hoary frost' (tr. Bennett) for the poetic 

rendering : 'The field removes the frost-cap from his skull.' It should be noted, however, 

that in Horace the repetiveness of imagery is less relevant here than the sound pattern, 

e.g. the alliteration of 'nec . . . canis albicant pruinis', 'nee . . . canis albicant', or 'prata . . . 

pruinis'; the assonance of 'prata &s albicant'; the internal rhyme of 'canis . . . pruinis', 

etc. 

In the first line of the second stanza MacNeice drops Horace's 'already' and 

transfers 'moon' to the next line, where it 'hangs' there, as it were. In this stanza he also 

clearly marks out for the non-classical reader 'the busy Fire-God' for what might be more 

literally translated as 'blazing Vulcan'. Unfortunately, the text he was using for his 

translation, perhaps T.E. Page, had read the second word of line 8 as 'urit'. This 

rendering is only given in inferior manuscripts, and most editors read the word as 

'visit',lQ9 thus Bennett's 'blazing Vulcan' who 'visits the mighty forges of the Cyclopes' 

is a more accurate translation than MacNeice 's busy Fire-God who 'stokes his red- hot 

mills in volcanic places.' 

MacNeice's third stanza does not offer any startling additions or subtractions to 

Horace's ode, the anaphora of 'nunc' in lines 9 and 11 being matched by MacNeice's 

- -  -- - 

'" Howwet. there are. as Lee ( 1962) 67K. notes. internal rhymes in lines 2 and 4. i.e.. siccar .. . cariaar 
and m a s  . . . p u b s ,  s-pattems in lines 6 and 8, i.e.. Nymphis . . . decenta and ardens . . . o f f i k  as well 
as in hes 1. 3. and 5. i-e., hiems, stabulis, chom. 
109 e.g, Klingner (1959), Nisbet and HuWard (1970), K. @inn, Horace : The Odes (1980), West ( 1995). 
Nisbet and Hubbsrd (1970), 66, note : 'The variant urit would mean 'burns down' and could not refer to 
£iring the firmacces; it does not deserve the slightest consideration' D.R Shackleton Bailey had acce@ed 



anaphora of 'Now' in lines 9 and 10, while Horace's 'Faunus' is clarified to 'the 

woodland god.' In the first line of the fourth stanza, however, he misses Horace's heavy 

alliteration that suggests Death knocking at the door : 'pallida Mors aequo pulsat pede 

pauperurn tabernas. ' ' l o  MacNeice's 'Equally heavy is the heel of white-faced Death on 

the pauper's / shack' is not nearly as powerfbl, although the rendering 'white-jked 

Death' is even more of a personification than Horace's 'pale Death'. In line 14 

MacNeice renders 'o beate Sesti' as '0 my dear', and for preserving the caffida iunctum 

noted in the quotation below from R.O.A. M. Lyne, Bennett is better with 'Despite thy 

fortune, Sestius'. For line 15 Bennett has 'life's brief span forbids thy entering on far- 

reaching hopes', but MacNeice is better with 'The little sum of life forbids the ravelling 

of lengthy 1 Hopes', with 'hopes' spilling onto the next line, a gesture that seems to wish 

for hopes to indeed be lengthy, as it were, though it is known they cannot be : for 'Night 

and the fabled dead are near / And the narrow house of nothing.' Here 'are near' does not 

quite catch the flavour of 'te premet', i.e., 'will oppress you7, which Nisbet and Hubbard 

note as 'not inappropriate with Manes; the d, inferi were oppressive." ' I  

MacNeice's 'narrow' was probably meant in the sense of 'poor' or 'meagre', as 

'narrow house of nothing' suggests. As R.O. A.M. Lyne explains, Horace's phrase 

'domus exilis Plutonia' is 

A neat cailida iunctura, an oxymoron via a bilingual play on words. Pluto by his 
Greek derivation is the rich god. [nhoir-roq means 'riches, wealth, abundance' in 
Greek.] Rich in (say) souls he may be, but to us the house of death is poor, 
meagre, &lis. This iunctura then finher works with beate Sesri, 'blessed 

the emendation 'vexsat' but is refuted in West's 'Cast Out Theory : Horace Odes 1 .I and 4.7'. CI-cuf 
.4ssoczation Presi&ntiaf Ad&es 1995.3ff. 
" O Quinn (1 980), 129 wtes that 'Some hold that the ancients kicked at dmn ianead of knocking; xnore 
Likely. kicking was w e d  for imperious demands of entry; CK Sot. 1.1.10 'Sub gaLli canturn consultor ubi 
ostia prlsat-. 
' * Nisbet and HuWard (1 970), 69. 



Sestius'. Beatus is commonly used of people blessed with material wealth - 
which will be of no service to Sestius in the 'meagre 1 rich' house of death. 'I2 

Bennett renders the last sentence : 'As soon as though com'st thither, no longer 

shalt thou by the dice obtain the lordship of the feast, nor gaze with wonder on the tender 

Lycidas, of whom all youths are now enamoured and for whom the maidens soon shall 

glow with love.' MacNeice misses some of this but has the nice substitution of 'past 

whose lintel' for 'as soon as thou com'st thither. ' The most curious rendering, however, 

is MacNeice's 'You will meet no wine like this' for Horace's 'nec regna vini sortiere 

talis7. MacNeice's version does not translate 'regna' ('lordship'), and he may have 

misconstrued 'talis' ('by the dice') as 'talis' ('such'), thereby producing his 'like this'."' 

B. 'Arqumn hfemeno ' (Odes 2.3) 

Aequam memento rebus in arduis 
servare mentem, non secus in bonis 

ab insolent i temperatarn 
laetitia, moriture Delli, 

seu maestus omni tempore vixeris, 
seu te in remoto gramine per dies 

festos reclinatum bearis 
interiore nota Falerni. 

quo pinus ingens albaque populus 
umbram hospitalem consociare amant 

ramis? quid obliquo laborat 
lympha kgax trepidare rivo? 

huc vina et unguenta et nimium brevis 
fiores amoenae ferre iube rosae, 

durn res et aetas et sororum 
fila trium patiuntur atra. 

cedes coemptis saltibus et dorno 

' " Horace : Behind the Public Poetry ( 1995),66n 
' I 3  I owe this last peraption to Dr. Robert Schmiel. 



villaque flaws quam Tiberis lavit, 
cedes et exstructis in alturn 

divitiis potietur heres. 

divesne prisco natus ab Inacho 
nil interest an pauper et infima 

de gente sub divo moreris, 
victirna nil miserantis Orci : 

omnes eodem cogimur, omnium 
versatur urna serius ocius 

sors exitura et nos in aeternum 
exilium inpositura cumbae. 

MacNeice's translation of Odes 2.3 comes From his radio script 'Carpe Diem' (1 956). 'I4 

Like Odes 1.4, Odes 2.3 is a poem with Epicurean sentiments, and this was doubtless 

part of its appeal to MacNeice. Here Horace recommends equanimity in both hard times 

and good for death does not discriminate; nevertheless, he continues, one might as well 

enjoy oneself while there is time and not worry about accumulating wealth : one cannot 

retain wealth beyond the grave and rich and poor alike must die when their lot comes up. 

MacNeice also might have liked this poem for its particularly beautiful poetry. 

T.E. Page, writing on the third stanza of Horace's poem, had this to say : 'if the last seven 

words are not poetry, it would be hard to say what is. '' l 5  
Taking his cue from Page, M.O. Lee analyses these seven words (and the rest of 

the stanza) and finds much justification that it is indeed 'poetry' and cannot be translated. 

For example, the last six words wonderfully set forth an extended chiasmus : 'obliquo7 

going with 'rivo', 'laborat' with 'trepidare' and 'lympha' with 'figax', which an English 

translation could never hope to reproduce. Additionally, the alcaic metre which Horace 

114 For an outline of 'Caqe Diem'. see below. ' w. Lee (1%9), 598.. later e.qxu&xI on this and his remarks on the whole stanza arc recapitulated in 
my f 'o l lo~g  paragram 



has chosen for the ode gives an effect of struggling, like the water in the stream, to the 

release of the fourth line. MacNeice, who chose to translate the poem in loose iambic 

tetrameters (except for the first two stanzas, which consist of two lines of iambic 

tetrameters followed by another two of iambic trimeters), is not able to approximate this 

effect. 

There are also onomatopoeic effects in Horace's ode which are unachieved by 

MacNeice. For example, the second line 'umbr(am) hospital(em) consociar(e) amant' 

'intermingles', as it were, by its elisions; the whispering 's' sounds in the forest picture 

suggests the wind in the trees, and the liquids '1' and 'r' predominate in the description of 

the stream; and there is also the 'splash' of fugax pepidare in line 12. 

One effect that MacNeice does manage to approximate is enjambing the word 

'shade' from the previous line (although in Horace it is actually the 'boughs', not the 

'shade', that overhangs) so that the forest shade visually seems to 'overhang', as it were. 

His is also a very musical version, with much assonance, e.g., 'pine . . . why . . . why . . . 

winding', 'towering' . . . silver . . . intermingle', 'they . . . shade . . . way', 'do . .. do . . . 

through', 'cantering . . . banks'; and alliteration, e.g., 'pine . . . poplar', 'why . . . why . . . 

way . . . winding', 'cantering waters'. 

Finally, Lee notes that landscape for Horace is not some external object for 

inspiration (as it was for the Romantics) or inspection (as it was for the Epicureans); it is 

nature's mirror of his own life. Horace's landscapes are inscapes, where consociare 

amunt and laborut ... pepidare make the water and trees almost human. These questions 

are an imaginative language for 'Why do we love', 'Why do we struggle', 'Has our life 



any meaning at all', and the lines are great poetry because they ask the profoundest of 

questions beautifidly. l6 

In the first stanza MacNeice renders Horace's 'arduis' as 'crooked', in the sense 

of 'difficult', but Quinn7s 'steep' better picks up the contrast with 'aequam'. 'I7 MacNeice 

also repeats the verb 'preserve' and makes it an imperative, thus rendering the sentiment 

even more emphatic than Horace's. And again, as in his translation of Odes 1.4, 

MacNeice drops the proper name, in this case Dellius, a man who was noted for having 

often changed sides in the civil wars of the period. ' ' * 
The second stanza is a rather fiee translation, the phrase 'string of doldrums' 

being a nice re-working. Bennett renders more literally : 'whether thou live always sad, 

or reclining in grassy nook take delight on holidays in some choice vintage of Falernian 

wine.' In the next stanza, for metrical and musical reasons, MacNeice has 'silver' for 

'alba', but this word is usually translated as 'white' 

The fourth stanza is translated by MacNeice as 

Here is the place for wine and pefime 
And the too fleeting bloom oft  he rose 

While Time and Chance and the black threads 
Of the three Fates give chance and time. 

Here he has translated 'res' as 'Chance"lg, a somewhat unique translation, since other 

editors and translators usually render 'res' as 'wealth' or 'circumstances'12o (Campbell 

has 'Fortune' which is close, but still different). He has also added the reversal 'give 

chance and time' at the end in place of Horace's sole 'allow'. The use of 'Chance' would 

Lee (1%9). 6061. 
"' Quinn (1980), 201. 
' I 8  See Nirbct and Hubbard (l978), 5 1E 
'I9 In Odos 1.11 MacNeice translates .aetas7 as 'time', so it is chougbt that he das here also. 

N i t  and Hubbafd ( 1 978). 62. 



seem to be a reminiscence of Dante's description of Democritus in the lnfemo Canto 

IV. 136 : 'Democrito che ' 1 mondo a caso pone' ('Democritus, who ascribes the world to 

chance'), and there are indeed Democritean elements in this ode.12' Nor is it unlikely that 

MacNeice would have seen this : MacNeice had enjoyed Dante since at leas his days at 

~ a r l b o r o u ~ h ~ ~ ~  and certainly knew Democritus from his philosophy-intense university 

days. 

In first line of the sixth stanza MacNeice again omits the name reference and 

substitutes 'If rich and of ancient lineage', thereby achieving an approximate effect, as is 

the case in line 24's substitution of the 'Reaper' for 'Orcus'. In line 22 MacNeice repeats 

the phrase 'no odds' ('nil interest'), making the statement doubly emphatic, and, in line 

23, his 'you lived your life in the foulest slum' is more pointed than Horace's 'infima de 

gente sub divo rnoreris', albeit losing the phrase 'sub divo', i-e., 'beneath heaven'. 

In the final stanza MacNeice's 'our lot is rattled like dice' explains Horace's 'our 

lot is tossed about in the urn9. lZ3 This last stanza is also one of Horace's most dazzling 

soundscapes, with 'omnes . . . omnium', and many '-ur' and '-er' sounds. Moreover, the 

last syllable of line 27 elides into the next line (a 'hypermetric'), and this is a device only 

rarely employed by Horace (and impossible to duplicate in English). The fact that it is the 

word 'aeternum' ('eternal') elided into 'exilium' ('exile') makes for a very chilling 

effect. 

"' e.g, 'per dies festos ... ' in line 6. See N i i  and Hubbard (1978), 57. citing Democxitus frs 230.232. 
la The SlringsAre Fdse (1%5), 81. 
I1 Page (18%). 247. explains the reference in Horace : 'The d e n t  method of drawing lots was by writing 
the names on pebble$ which were then cast into an urn which was shaken about (versattrr) until one lot 
leapt out (exire). Hence in G[ree)k naAw (a lot), h m  rraAAw 'to shake." 



C . 'Carpe Diem ' (Odes 1.1 1) 

Tu ne quaesieris, scire nefas, quem mihi, quem tibi 
finem di dederint, Leuconoe, nec Babylonios 
temptaris numeros. ut melius, quidquid erit, pati. 
seu pluris hiemes seu tribuit Iuppiter ultimam, 
quae nunc oppositis debilitat pumicibus mare 
Tyrrhenum : sapias, vina liques, et spatio brevi 
spem longam reseces. durn loquimur, fugerit invida 
aetas : carpe diem quam minimum credula postero. 

MacNeice's translation of Odes 1.1 1 comes from a manuscript, perhaps written in the 

summer of 1963. E.R. Dodds notes that 'A different, less satisfactory, version was used 

[by MacNeice] in radio programmes, October 8&, 1956 [a programme of the same 

oarne,'Carpe Diem'], and March 24h, 1963 [a programme on Latin poetry].'"4 Once 

more, this is a poem with the kind of Epicurean sentiments MacNeice enjoyed in Horace. 

Here Horace advises a girl not to blasphemously investigate her and Horace's 

horoscopes, as it is better to accept whatever happens; moreover, whether life be long or 

short, one should concentrate on enjoying the present, for death could come at any time. 

Horace's ode is in Fifth Asclepiadic metre. A notable feature of this metre is its 

marked diaereses after the 6m and 1 oh syllables, which give a rapid yet emphatic 

movement to the verses and suitably reinforce the fleetness of time motif in this particular 

ode.!25 Horace's advice in the ode also progresses from negative to positive, and from 

perfect subjunctive to present subjunctive to present imperative, thus gradually and 

indirectly making the reader feel the increasing urgency of 'carpe diem'. 

Most of Horace's expressions in the ode neatly fill a choriarnb, e.g., scire nefa, d' 

dederznt, ur melius, qt~tdqiid erit, set4 t r ih i t ,  vina l ipes,  durn loquinnrr, c a p  diem. 

The CoNected Poem of Louis hfacdYeice ( 1966), 5 5 0 ~ .  
Lee (1969). 72. 



qumn m i n i m ,  and some choriarnbs are adeptly filled out by single words, e.g., 

quaesieris, Leuconoe, as well as the powerhl oppsitis hbilitat pumicibus in line 5 .  12' 

MacNeice is not quite so fortunate, but several of his expressions fill up a choriarnb too, 

e. g., Leuconoe, seek to inquire, what shall wise, envious time, gather the day. while 

fitting the word 'Mediterranean' into this difficult metre is a masterful stroke. For, in this 

translation, MacNeice actually produces a version in the exact same metre (based on 

stress accent rather than syllable quantity) with only occasionally an extra unstressed 

syllable or substitution. Line 1 ofHorace7s ode (which is scanned exactly as the 

following lines) may be scanned in this way : 

TB n5 quabsiefis / scire ni?fas / qu6m tibi qutm mihi 

while MacNeice's translation of the whole poem may be scanned thus : 

W n6t, LeiicijnaE, I seek ti5 inquire I what is forbidden, what 
End the g6ds h&ve assigned 1 to you dr ti3 me; I n6r di, yoti miiddl5 with 
Astr6lbgicH1 numbers. 1 Whgt shiill &rise I c o a t  ti3 yofir biilbce if 
G8d maks d6wn t6 yoii mare 1 wntLrs - Br perhaps 1 h-s vky' 6ne is the 
Last which n6w 6n the r6cks / we&s oiit the fierce / M&iit&riini%n 
Sea; biit be Mse h d  h&ve wine, / wine 6n the bobd, / pane t6 B minimum 
LBng-drawn hopes. While wi chP, I Cnviofis time 1 threatens ti3 give Cis thb 
Slip; s6 gathsr the day, / never &I inch I triisting fitiirity-. 

As regards deviations from Horace's metre, the second syllable in the second and third 

lines of MacNeice's translation should be stressed, and his 'to' after the first diaeresis in 

the second line, as well as the '-ers' before the first diaeresis in the third line, are extra 

unstressed syllables. Additionally, in the fourth line, per- of 'perhaps' is an extra 

unstressed syllable (the whole word could, however, be elided so as to be pronounced 

' praps'), and in the sixth line the second word, 'be', is an extra unstressed syllable. All in 

all, however, the achievement is virtuosic. 



The fidelity to the actual words of Horace is very high, especially since MacNeice 

was very tightly bound to a metre much less favourable to English than to Latin. In the 

third line he renders 'Babylonian numbers' as 'Astrological numbers7, which helps to 

clarify the significance of the phrase since 'Babylonian numbers' refers to the 

calculations of the Chaldean astrologers. MacNeice7s 'What shall arise count to your 

balance', however, is more literally rendered by Bennett as 'How much better to endure 

whatever comes. ' 

In line 5 'oppositis . . . pumicibus' is more literally rendered by David West as 'on 

the pumice stones opposing it', while MacNeice has aptly added the adjective 'fierce7 and 

rendered Horace's 'Tyrrhenian Sea' more broadly as the 'Mediterranean I Sea'. In line 6 

MacNeice has 'have wine' for 'strain the wine' and adds the phrase 'on the board' to 

neatly fill up a choriamb. 

The last two and a half lines were rendered by David West, in 1967, as : 'Be 

sensible, strain the wine128 and cut back your long hopes to a short term. As we speak, 

miserly time has flashed past. Harvest the day and leave as little as you can for 

t~rnorrow."~~ However, in 1995 he emended his translation to incorporate two phrases 

present in MacNeice7s version (though it is not known if he had read MacNeice). Thus 

'Be sensible' was emended to 'Be wise' (although he notes that this 'is too solemn, but 

I Y  bid. 72. 
" AS Nisbet and Hubbard ( 1970). 140 4 1 (with references), note : "The ancients removed the sediment 
hrn wine by pouring it through either a strainer of metal or rush (colum) or a hen bag (saccus). . . This 
process often took piace just before h e  actual drinking.. . Seciimnt could be removed not only by straining 
but by leaving the wine standing.. . This method avoided the bad effects of straining But Horace 
recommends immediate conslrmprion; it is trw that the wine may impnwe if you Ieave it standing, but you 
may not be there to drink i t  Epicurean distrust of the morrow could not be e-upressed more vividly-' 
'" West (l%7), 58. 



less likely to be ihriating to Leuconoe than the more common version 'Be sensible'), 

and 'miserly time' was emended to 'envious time'."' 

West's 'Harvest the day', however, is a much better translation of 'carpe diem' 

than MacNeice's 'Gather the day'. As West noted in 1967 : 'reseces is a metaphor from 

tree pruning',131 and he sheds light on the rest of the passage thus : 

The literal sense of spot0 brevi spen longam reseces is not dormant. The phrase 
has normally been thought of only in its metaphorical reference to life, and, so 
taken, its syntax has caused great puzzlement. But taken in its literal sense of 
cutting back a long branch to a short stem it is nothing like so difficult.. . The 
reader, alerted to this image from viticulture, will find carpe diem qumn minimum 
credula pstero so obviously applicable to this subject that he will interpret this at 
two levels, 'enjoy the day, trusting as little as possible to tomorrow', and 'pick the 
grapes on the day they ripen, and leave as few as possible for the day 

"O West (1995), 51. 
13 '  West (1%7), 59. 
13' bid, 61. 



CHAPTER 4 : MACNEICE'S HORATIAN POEMS 

A, 'Circe ' 

Horace : Odes 1.17 

Velox arnoenum saepe Lucretilem 
mutat Lycaeo Faunus et igneam 

defendit aestatem capellis 
usque meis pluviosque ventos. 

inpune tutum per nemus arbutos 
quaerunt latentes et thyma deviae 

olentis uxores mariti 
nec virides metuunt colubras 

nec Martialis haediliae lupos, 
utcumque dulci, Tyndari, fistula 

vailes et Usticae cubantis 
levia personuere saxa. 

di me tuentur, dis pietas mea 
et Musa cordi est. hic tibi copia 

manabit ad plenum benign0 
ruris honorum opulenta cornu. 

hic in reducta valle Caniculae 
vitabis aestus, et fide Teia 

dices laborantis in uno 
Penelopen vitreamque Circen. 

hic innocentis pocula Lesbii 
duces sub umbra, nec Semeleius 
cum Marte confundet Thyoneus 

proelia, nec metues protervum 

suspecta Cyrum, ne male dispari 
incontinentis iniciat mmus 

et scindat haerentem coronam 
crinibus inrneritamque vestem. 



(Swift Faunus often changes Lycaeus for pleasant Lucretilis, and wards off from my 
goats the fiery heat and rainy winds. Harmlessly through safe thickets the roaming 
consorts of the rank he-goat hunt the hiding arbutus and thyme. Nor do the kids fear 
green snakes or wolves, [the favourites] of Mars, when once, 0 Tyndaris, sloping 
Ustica's valleys and smooth-worn rocks have echoed with Faunus'] sweet pipe. The 
gods are my protection; to the gods both my devotion and my muse are dear. Here rich 
abundance of the glories of the field will flow to the full for you fiom a bounteous horn. 
Here in a secluded valley you will escape the dog-star's heat, and sing on Teian lyre of 
Penelope and glassy Circe, [two women] enamoured of the same man. Here you will 
quaff bowls of Lesbian wine beneath the shade, nor will Semele7s child Thyoneus [i.e., 
Bacchus], engage in broils with Mars. Nor, watched with jealous eye, will you fear the 
wanton Cyrus, lest he lay rude hands on you, a partner ill-suited to his cruel ways, or lest 
he rend the garland clinging to your locks, or your unoffending robe.) (tr. C.E. Bennett, 
adapted) 

In August 193 1 MacNeice wrote a poem entitled 'Circe', subtitled '. . . vitrearnque 

Circen.' The subtitle is a quotation from Horace Odes 1.17.20, but a surface reading of 

MacNeice's poem with the entirety of Horace's ode seems to suggest no other links 

between the two poems. It is as if MacNeice was attracted by the image of 'glassy Circe' 

and lifted this image completely out of the context of Horace's ode. Having done so, he 

was inspired to write an entirely different poem. 

If one accepts the common interpretations of Horace's ode, this is a valid opinion. 

However, deeper inspection of MacNeice's poem may also suggest a different reading for 

Odes 1.17, and serve to link the two poets' poems more closely than may have been 

thought before. To begin this deeper inspection, let us first examine two interpretations of 

MacNeice7s 'Circe'. 

The f irs  interpretation, by W.T. McKinnon, is actually about another poem called 

'Circe' (a forerunner to the 193 1 poem), that MacNeice had published in his school 

magazine, The Midburian, June 24, 1925.L33 McKinnon reads this 'Circe' as expressing 

'the temptation to leave the world, and the need to resist this.' The goddess Circe is 



tempted to leave the world but, in MacNeice's words, 'put away the thought of flight' 

and, £iom a sense of duty, returned to her 'Brute beasts', albeit sadly.'" 

The second interpretation, by Peter McDonald, concerns the 193 1 poem. 

McDonald reads the poem as concerning 'the pursuit of the self by fixing oneself 'with 

relation to the past.' This, argues McDonald, 'often suggests for MacNeice images of 

petrifaction or sterility' as in the first line of 'Cuce' : 'Something of glass about her, of 

dead water'. McDonald goes on to say that 'the pursuit of the self in 'Circe7 ends with a 

recognition of distance and intangibility' and, to support this, quotes the last paragraph of 

the poem : 

Be brave, my ego, look into your glass 
And realize that that never-to-be-touched 
Vision is your mi~tress."~ 

As fbrther support, McDonald evidences some passages from page 13 of 

MacNeice's semi-autobiographical novel, RorcnJaboiut Way ( 1  932, published under the 

pseudonym Louis Malone). In this novel the main character, Devlin Urquart, has a dream 

which shows him 'his own life's lady', whom he chases 'round a clump of yews'136 only 

to find that 'She was beautifid and white but only a stone statue.'13' 

Perhaps MacNeice's 193 1 'Circe' might best be analyzed as a combination of 

McKimon7s and McDonald's readings, i.e., a pursuit of the self, a temptation to leave the 

'" I have not seen the text for this poem. so must rely on Mdhnon's account ' McKinnon ( I  97 L), 9 1 and n4. For the image cf. Shak- Julius Caesm. Act Aft Scene U : '0 
judgment, thou art fled to brutish beasts. / And men have lost their reason!'. Incidentally, the title of 
MacNeice's autobiography, me Shr'ngsclre False. also comes from Shakespeare's play, Act IV Scene lIL 
' 35 P. McDonald Louis .&f~~:Neice : The Poet in his Contexts ( 199 I), 63. 
" The 'clump of yews' is a cemetery image for MacNeice. See McDonald (199 1) for an analysis of 
MacNeiceTs poem 'Sleep', 63. 'Smothering yew trees' also appear in MacNeice's 1947 d o  play The 
Dark Tower. 
'" McDonald (199 I), 63. 



world to find the self, and the need to resist this temptation. Let us examine the whole 

poem. 

First of all, the poem is prefixed by the quotation from Horace, 'vitrearnque 

Circen', which can be loosely translated as 'glassy Circe', while the meaning 'glittering 

Circe' is no doubt present as well.'38 According to Nisbet and Hubbard, 

ancient glass was more exotic and sinister than the modem product. The 
characteristic glass known to Horace was the mould-pressed miliefioti ware of 
various colours and complicated decoration; glass-blowing was not invented till 
some years after his death and colourless glass two centuries later ... Though 
millefiori glass was translucent, it was complex, distorting, and enigmatic. vitream 
suits the/emme fatale in the dark wood.13g 

But this is only partially correct. The millefiori glass Nisbet and Hubbard speak of was 

indeed common among the Romans, often being used to make bowls, but glass-blowing 

was invented in thefirst century B.C. (Horace died in 8 B.C.), and in the next century 

Pliny the Elder stated that the most highly valued glass among the Romans was 

'colourless and transparent, as closely as possible resembling rock crystal' (Natural 

History 36 .198 ) . ' ~  Perhaps this colourless and transparent glass was also the favourite in 

Horace's day, and it is this glass to which vitream refers (though complex, distorting, and 

enigmatic millefiori seem more suited to Circe, as we shall see). 

Nisbet and Hubbard also mention that others have associated the epithet 'vitream' 

with the sea. One such commentator was T.E. Page, whose editions of the Odes ond 

Epodes (1 895) and the complete works (1 896) were the most widely used editions in 

English schools since their publication through to MacNeice's school days and beyond,14' 

' 38 Nisbet and Hubbard (1 970). 224. 
139 md 

'" See the 'glass' entry in S. Hornblower and A Spawforth, edr. The Oxfird Clusicd Dictionary, 3" eQ1. 
(Oxford and New York 19%). See also M. Newly and KS. Ehinter. Roman Glass : Two Centuries ofArt 
and Invention (1 99 1). 
14' See Quirm (1980), mii. 



and with which MacNeice was doubtless familiar. In Page 'viaearn' is annotated as 

'glassy green7, and compared to the phrase 'vitreo ponto' fiom Odes 4.2.3. As Page 

says, 'All sea nymphs are represented as of the colour of sea water; cf caemla muter 

Epod. 13.16 of Thetis.' 

Circe herself was a goddess who lived on a remote island and turned Odysseus' 

men into swine in Homer's Odyssey, Book X. Although she was outwitted by Odysseus 

into changing them back, she subsequently managed to persuade Odysseus to stay with 

her for a time as her lover. In addition, Circe was the daughter of the Oceanid Perse and 

also had a love-affair with the marine deity Glaucus. Although Nisbet and Hubbard deny 

any justification for regarding Circe herself as a lady of the sea, they note that 

it is quite possible that Horace has conflated the attributes of Circe and the sea 
nymph Calypso (cf Prop. 3.12.3 1 'thalamum Aeaeae flentis fbgisse puellae7, 
1.16.17 n.); strictly speaking it was the latter who shared Penelope's love for 
Odysseus. So Plutarch makes Odysseus refuse immortality from Circe, not 
~a~ypso .  

So, before we even get into MacNeice's poem we are potentially confronted by 

several moods : exotic, sinister, complex, distorting, and enigmatic, as well as by images 

of glittering and glass, a femme fatale, and the sea. MacNeice picks these up in his first 

sentence : 

Something of glass about her, of dead water, 
Chills and holds us, 
Far more fatal than painted flesh or the lodestone of live hair 
This despair of csystai brilliance. 

Who is 'her'? we may ask. The next sentence, speaking of the 'error' of Narcissus which 

'enfolds and kills us' as we are 'Dazed with gazing on that unfertile beauty I Which is our 

own heart's thought', suggests that 'her7 is a reflection of oneselc a mirror, and the 



pursuit of the self. Narcissus' error, of course, was to see his own reflection in a pool of 

water. And then, so enraptured by his own beauty as seen in the pool, his 'own heart's 

thought', Narcissus could not tear himself away fiom the reflection, yet neither could he 

kiss it or possess it; it was only a reflection after all, an 'unfertile beauty' and certainly 

incapable of sexual reproduction. 

There is also an element of misanthropy in the Narcissus story. Narcissus spurns 

Echo as a lover, but is enraptured by himself; or, as MacNeice sees it, Narcissus is alone 

in the wilderness pursuing his 'self at the expense of Echo and the rest of the world. 

MacNeice's next lines : 'Fled away to the beasts / One cannot stop thinking', in effect 

mean that 'fled away fiom society, one cannot stop thinking about oneself, about the 

choice one has made to abandon the world, about the wisdom of this decision, etc.' And 

there can be an irony in fleeing society to pursue the self, for 'Timon kept on finding 

gold', i.e., one might finally attain the means ('gold') to succeed in the society that one 

has left but still be unwilling to return because one is intent of finding the self, 

'bewitched' by Circe, as it were. 

The stoly of Timon of Athens, a man who was known by Plato and Aristophanes, 

is told in Plutarch's Lijr of Antory 69-70 and in Lucian's dialogue Timor~, Or the 

Misanthrope; Shakespeare later made the story into a play, Timon of Athens. It is 

Shakespeare's version that MacNeice probably had in mind here, as the word 

'importunate' in 'Circe' is a word that frequently recurs in Shakespeare's play.t43 In 

Shakespeare Timon, once a prosperous humanitarian in Athens, fdls on hard times and is 

I -13 See. for e.-. Act U Scene I where a Senator says to a servant. 'Get on you cl* and haste you to 
lord Timon; / Irnporfune him for my monies' and again, 'Get you gone : / Put an a most importunate 
aspem / A visage of demand' In the next scene Timon's steward says to Timon's creditors : 'Please you, 



pursued by creditors, and all his friends desert him in his hour of need. Because of this 

Timon retreats to the wilderness and becomes a misanthrope, and while in the wilderness 

he finds a great store of gold. But instead of using the gold to pay off his creditors and 

return to society, Timon gives portions of the gold away to whores, thieves, and a general 

who is hostile to Athens; for with gold these people might better concoct schemes to the 

detriment of Timon's hated city. 

MacNeice continues : 

In parrot-ridden forest or barren coast 
A more importunate voice than bird or wave 
Escutcheoned on the air with ice letters 
Seeks and, of course, finds us 
(Of course, being our echo). 

The image of the parrot-ridden forest probably represents modem, mechanical 

civilization as MacNeice saw it. The parrot is also a major symbol in MacNeice's long 

poem A ufunzn S e p f  ( 1953) where it represents 'repetition, boring and meaninglessy, I" 

in such lines as 'The cage is ungilded, the Parrot is loose on the world / Clapping his trap 

with gay but meaningless wings'. In Attnrmn Seqziel MacNeice also displays affection for 

those, like the poet Dylan Thomas, who 'throw the Parrot's lie / Back into its beak.' In 

turn, the 'Barren coast' in 'Circe' is doubtless meant to recall the removes of civilization 

such as Circe's island. Thus, both in the midst of civilization and outside of it, 'our echo', 

which is a more 'importunate voice' than either other people or nature, 'seeks us', i.e., the 

self seeks us. Finally, the phrase 'ice letters' probably means that our echo seeks us 

silently within the mind, cE Autzimn Sequel Canto Kt : 'the silences of ice.' 

gentfernen. / The time is mageeable to this hsiness : / Your importunmy cwse till after dinner.' [All 
italics mine] 
'" J. Montague. 'Despair and Delight'. in Brown and Reid, eds. (1974). 126-27. 



The problem remains, however, as Narcissus had discovered, that one cannot 

possess the self. So : 

Be brave, my ego, look into your glass 
And realise that that never-to-be-touched 
Vision is your mistress. 

The poem ends on a pessimistic note. One is compelled to flee the world and seek the 

self, but finding the self only leads to an imprisoning self-enrapture or intangible desire. 

From this analysis, one might ask : what does all this have to do with Horace 

Odes 1.17? This ode, addressed to a young woman named Tyndaris, details how Faunus, 

the god of pastures, often comes to Horace's farm, warding off the heat and winds 60m 

Horace's goats (1-4). Moreover, the she-goats and kids roam safely through the pastures 

and do not fear poisonous snakes or wolves while the valleys echo with the noise from 

the country god's pipes (5-12). Horace goes on to say that the gods protect him and hold 

his devotion and Muse dear (13-14)- and that rich abundance of the fields is provided for 

him (14- 16). Should Tyndaris come to Horace's f m  she would be able to escape from 

the heat of the Dog-star in a secluded valley and sing about Penelope and glassy Circe 

('vitreamque Circen'), two women both enamoured of Odysseus (1 7-20); and while 

drinking Lesbian wine in the shade (21-22) she will be fiee from drunken brawls and 

such violence as the jealous and lecherous Cyrus in Rome offers her (22-28). 

From this summary of the surface details of the ode there seems to be little in 

common between Horace's and MacNeice9s poems. Steele Commager, however, in his 

analysis of Horace's ode makes a revealing comment : 

In reducta valle ['in a secluded valley'] (1 7) names not so much a physical 
location as a spiritual one. The land that Horace conjures up for us has its truest 
existence in the private and inherently isolated world of the poet's imagination, 
like the remoti mpes and the v a m m  nemus in the Odes to Bacchus or the empty 



woodlands of 'fertile Tibur' in the Ode to Melpomene. All are scenes of chill 
withrawal - we think as well of thefons Budusitre (C. 3.13) or the elidum 
nemus to which Horace retreats in the introductory ode (C. 1.1 -30). 1% 

And Gordon Williams states that 

what unifies the poem and gives it significance is a harmonious sense of the 
pleasure that comes fiom bein remote 60m all that the world normally regards as 
the blessings of civilization. 12 

These comments sound somewhat reminiscent of MacNeice's 'Circe', in the sense that in 

both 'Circe' and Odes 1.17 the scene is one of 'fled to the beasts' and desiring 

withdrawal fiom the unpleasantness of civilization (illustrated by a howledge of 

Timon's misanthropy in MacNeice's poem and by the violence of Cyrus in Horace's) to 

the isolated countryside or wilderness. MacNeice's poem does not, however, suggest that 

escape fiom the world will necessarily be the pleasurable experience that Horace's ode 

seems to promise; nor does Horace's ode imply that retreating from civilization is 

desirable in order to find 'the self, unless one reads that Tyndaris' singing and drinking, 

along with the general peacefulness to be had in the country, constitute a 'self she does 

have in Rome. 

Alternatively, MacNeice's and Horace's poem might be read as dealing with 

poetic inspiration. In Horace's oeuvre inspiration is something that occurs when he is 

alone in the countryside or wilderness e.g., Odes 1.30, 1.3 1,2.1,2.19,3.25. Thus lines 

13-20 of Odes 1.17 might be read as : 'the gods protect me, to the gods both my devotion 

and my muse [i-e., my inspiration] are dear. Here [in the countryside] rich abundance of 

the glories of the field [i.e., inspiration] will flow to the full for you from a bounteous 

horn. Here in a secluded valley you will escape the Dog-star's heat, and sing on Teian 

14s Commager (1%2), 350. 
Williams (1x8). 137. 



lyre [i.e., the lyre of the Greek lyric poet Anacreon] of Penelope and glassy Circe, two 

women enamoured of the same] man [i-e., Odysseus].' 

The special point of 'glassy Circe' is that Circe was the prototypical 'femme 

fatale in the dark wood' and that millefiori glass, to which Horace is probably referring, 

was translucent (but not transparent) and produced a 'complex, distorting, and enigmatic' 

image. Thus is added the commentary that inspiration can be an enigmatic and 

mysterious thing, perhaps even dangerous if one were to give up all in pursuing it. 

Penelope, whom the suitors found enigmatic and unattainable in Odyssey Book X, may 

also share in the epithet 'glassy', but it is more likely that she is meant to contrast with 

her rival Circe than equate with her. 

Inspiration (or its lack) and impediments to writing were particularly important to 

MacNeice at the time he was writing 'Circe'. In 1929, the year he got engaged to 

'Mariette', i-e., Mary Ezra, MacNeice realized that 'I could no longer write poetry; 

Mariette required a soundproof room and you cannot write poetry in a soundproof 

room.' "' Of the next year he later remembered that 'I wanted to 'write"; however, 

The trouble is that you cannot write in a hot-house. Mariette would plug a leg of 
lamb full of rosemary and cloves and that was the event of the day. To write 
poems expressing doubt or melancholy, an anarchist conception of fieedom or 
nostalgia for the open spaces (and these were the things that I wanted to express), 
seemed disloyal to Mariette. Instead I was disloyal to myself, wrote a novel which 
purported to be an idyll of domestic felicity. Faking, I thought, doesn't matter so 
much in prose and one must at least keep one's hand in."'' 

Indeed, 'Circe' is one of only two poems from t 93 1 included in MacNeice's Collected 

Poems, and from 1932 there are only two more, a poor quantitative showing for someone 

known for being prolific. 

"' The Strings.ln False (1 965). 124. 
'" bid. 137. 



Concerning inspiration coming fiorn the wilderness, MacNeice's biographer Jon 

Stallworthy writes of him that 'nothing so quickened his imagination as lonely journeys 

149 in the darkness and silence beyond , and in the introduction to his critical work 

Vmieties o j  Parable ( 1 965) MacNeice writes : 

it is easy to identify with St Brandon and the others in their adventures on the 
western sea. The longest of these stories, The Voyage of Maelduin, was used by 
Tennyson as the basis for a poem. In the original the hero, who is intelligibly 
engaged in a vendetta, is blown out to sea and comes to thirty-one islands, one 
after the other. These, or some of them, as can be seen fiom Tennyson's poem, 
are what would be called parable islands : thus there is an island corresponding to 
Homer's island of Lotos-eaters, and another, the 'Isle of Witches', corresponding 
to those of Circe and Calypso.. . Such a voyage, like any form of quest, has an 
immemorial place in legend. And the theme crops up again and again in 
sophisticated literature : look at 7he Ancient Mminer. The great majority of 
folktales include journeys, sometimes on sea, more often on land, and the quest 
which in such stories is usually aimed at finding a fortune or a bride can become 
in other hands the Quest for the Grail or of the City of Zion. lS0 

Thus in 'Circe' the 'her', who is 'something of glass . . . of dead water I Far more fatal 

than painted flesh [etc.]' may be a reference to inspiration, which is enigmatic, desired, 

and troubling when it does not come, 'unfertile' as it were. As Narcissus got lost in his 

own reflection, so can a poet can get lost searching in vain for inspiration, his 'own 

heart's thought'. 

Finally, 'Fled away to the beasts' signifies that inspiration is to be sought and 

found in the wilderness, but 'a more importunate voice', i.e., the poet's (in)ability to 

shape his inspiration into a poem, may prevent him fkom creating anything. Thus, despite 

having had a 'vision'of it, inspiration becomes a 'never-to-be-touched . . . mistress'. 



MacNeice used the Horatian tag 'tam cari capitis' (C. 1.24.2) twice in his  own poetry : 

the first time in Section XIX of Autumn Journal (1938); the second as the title for an 

original poem (c. 1944-47). In Autumn Jmml the quotation comes in the midst of 

describing the city of London and its inhabitants on an autumn morning in 1938. As 

presented by MacNeice, London in 1938 is still recovering from the ravages of World 

War I twenty years before, which are manifested in the loneliness, poverty, broken 

homes, frantic pace, impersonality, et al. in the lives of its people. images of pigeons 

riddling the London air, shutters sliding from chain-store windows a statue which stands 

seemingly aloof in the square 'caring for no oneY, night-shifi men going home to bed, and 

preparations for breakfast are presented in a manner akin to a series of snapshots, and 

then MacNeice turns to the dead : 

A wistfbl face in a faded photo. 
Under the stairs is a khaki cap; 

That was Dad's, Dad was a plumber - 
You hear that dripping tap? 

He'd have had it right in no time. 
No time now; Dad is dead, 

He left me five months gone or over; 
Tmn cari cupitis, for such a well-loved head 

What shame in tears, what limit? 
It is the child I mean, 

Born prematurely, strangled; 
Dad was off the scene, 

He would have made no difference. 

There seems to be little connection with Horace's poem, a dirge for a dead friend, except 

for Horace's first stanza : 

Quis desiderio sit pudor aut modus 
tam cari capitis? praecipe lugubris 
cantus, Melpornene, cui liquidam pater 

vocem cum cithara dedit. 



(What shame or limit should there be to grief for such a dear head (i-e., for one so 
dear)? Teach me a song of mourning, 0 Melpomene, you to whom Father [Zeus] 
gave a liquid voice and music of the lyre!) (tr. C.E. Bennett, adapted) 

As regards similarities to Horace's poem, MacNeice has used the phrase 'tam cari capitis' 

in the context of someone's death, and he has loosely translated the first line and a half of 

Horace's poem. But Horace's remaining stanzas are quite different : 

ergo Quintilium perpetuus sopor 
urget; cui Pudor et lustitiae soror 
incormpta Fides nudaque Veritas 

quando ullum inveniet parem? 

multis ille bonis flebilis occidit, 
nulli flebilior quam tibi, Vergili. 
tu hst ra  pius, heu, non ita crediturn 

poscis Quintilium deos. 

quid? si Threicio blandius Orpheo 
auditam moderere arboribus fidem, 
num vanae redeat sanguis imagini, 

quam virga semel horrida. 

non lenis precibus fata recludere 
nigro conpulerit Mercurius gregi? 
durum : sed levius fit patientia 

quidquid comgere est nefas. 

(Does, then, perpetual sleep lie heavy on Quintilius? When will Honour, and the 
sister of Justice, unshaken Loyalty, and naked Truth ever find a peer to him? He 
died and is mourned by many good men, but by no one more than by you, Virgil. 
In vain, despite your devotion, you ask the gods (to give back) Quintilius, 
entrusted (to this life), alas! on no such terms. Even if you were to play more 
delightfully than Thracian Orpheus the lyre once heeded by the trees, would then 
the life return to the unsubstantial ghost, which with his gruesome wand Mercury, 
not kind to open the portals of the Fates to our entreaty, has gathered once to his 
shadowy throng? It is hard; but endurance makes lighter whatever is forbidden to 
change.) (tr. C.E. Bennett, adapted) 

From this it is established that Quintilius was peerless in Honour, Loyalty, and Truth, and 

that his death is mourned by many, especially the great poet Virgil, who prays to the gods 



that the man - obviously having died in the recent past - be restored to life. The poetry 

contains high-sounding mythological allusions and strives to create a feeling of pathos. 

A well-loved and extraordinary man was Quintilius to be sure. 

MacNeiceYs deceased subject in 'Tam cari capitis', however, is a 'wistfUl face in a 

faded photo'. This suggests that he has been dead for some time, perhaps having been 

killed as a soldier in World War I, as the khaki cap implies. Moreover, unlike the 

extraordinary Quintilius, he was an ordinary man, a plumber, and the mood is prosaic; 

'Dad' is not eulogized as having been peerless in Honour, Loyalty, and Truth, but is only 

described as having been able to quickly fix dripping taps. Nor, despite what we might 

think at first, does 'tam cari capitis' apply to him; MacNeice sets us up so as to disabuse 

us : 'tam cari capitis' here refers to the plumber's child, 'Born prematurely, strangled'. It 

is really the child's premature death by strangulation in a difficult birth which is to be 

pitied; and unlike Horace's poem, which 'rings the changes on the commonplaces of 

c on sol at ion"^^ for Virgil's grief, MacNeice does not offer any consolation : Dad was off 

the scene (probably serving in the war), having left me, i.e., his wife, who was five 

months pregnant, and yet, in any event, his presence would not have been sufficient to 

prevent the child's death. This is certainly a bleaker picture than Horace's 'sed levius fit 

patientia', and exemplifies how a particular sentiment or phrase in one poet's poem may 

be put to entirely new uses by another poet, perhaps even having spurred him or her to 

151 Landor. however, did not think that Horace was capable of arousing real pathos and most fkquently 
applied this criticism to this pea See Ruoff, inArion 9.2-3 (1970), 192-93. for Landor's comments; also 
West (1995), t 12-14, for refirtations of Landor's criticisms. Concerning the first stanza of the p m .  which 
obviously a f f i  MacNeice since it is fiom this staraa that k got the phrase 'tam cari capitis', Page 
(18%), 225. wrote : 'It is much to be wished that Horace had omitted the hrst stataa with its weak atui 
a 8 1 d  invocation of the Muse'. 
'" West (1999, 112. 



those new creations. In this case MacNeice has used Horace's phrase to suggest a certain 

situation, and has then subverted it. 

MacNeice's poem entitled 'Tam cari capitis', from Holes in the Sky (1948), is again 

much different from the ode of Horace that had supplied the quotation. Whereas Horace's 

ode is concerned with consoling Virgil, and the death of Quintilius is mentioned mainly 

to explain Horace's grief, MacNeice7s poem is concerned with how he, MacNeice, feels 

at the death of a friend, 'so dear a head' to him as Quintilius presumably was to Vigil. 

MacNeice's friend was Graham Shepard, a good friend since adolescence who had been 

killed in the line of duty during World War 11. MacNeice eulogized Shepard in many 

other works of the time as well, viz., 'The Cyclist', 'The Casualty', and as 'Gavin' in 71w 

Dark Tower and Autumn Sequel. In 'Tam cari capitis', however, Shephard is not 

'grandly' eulogized, as Quintilius had been in Horace's poem, and the pathos is more 

subdued. The poem begins by lamenting the loss of a shared relationship and past : 

That the world will never be quite - what a cliche - the same again 
Is what we only learn by the event 
When a fiiend dies out on us and is not there 
To share the periphery of a remembered scent 

Or leave his thumb-print on a shared ideal; 

This feeling of losing the past was also felt by MacNeice a few years previously when he 

was returning to the war-torn England of December 1940 tiom a trip to the United 

States : 



I am going back to a past which is not there (that England - or Europe for that 
matter - will never be the same is already a cliche). ).. . returning somewhere I 
belong but have not, as it now is, been. The world for me has become inverted; 
America is the known and England the unknown.. . for me the day before 
yesterday is smoke gone up the chimney and even the chimney is gone. There is 
no more fireplace and no more fbel. IJ3 

Saying that 'England.. . will never be the same is already a cliche' does not invalidate 

MacNeice's claim that 'the world will never be quite - what a cliche - the same again' as 

being learned only by a friend's death. A place can be just as familiar as a fiend, and a 

place that has changed since one was last there might seem to have died. Similarly, 

because his friend had died and the fiendship could no longer be shared, MacNeice's 

friendship might have seemed 'gone up the chimney and even the chimney is gone. There 

is no more fireplace and no more fuel.' 

MacNeice rounds out the poem by giving new twists to commonplaces, by 

dwelling on the small things as the important ones rather than on the grand. It is not at at 

times of action or excitement or 'floodlit moments' that we most miss a friend, says 

MacNeice, 

Nor the full strings of passion; it is in killing 
Time where he could have livened it, such as the drop by drop 
Of games like darts or chess, tuming the faucet 
On full at a threat to the queen or double top. 

Horace himself often dwelt on the small things in preference to the grand, taking 

his cue from Callimachus. Writing against the 'Telchines', those who thought that great 

poetry must be in the form of long Homeric epics, Cdlimachus says : 

Begone, you banefil race of Jealousy! hereafter judge poetry by [the canons] of 
art, and not by the Persian chain [i.e., a long measure of length], nor look to me 
for a song loudly resounding. It is not mine to thunder; that belongs to Zeus. For, 
when I first placed a tablet on my knees Lycian Apollo said to me : '. . . poet, feed 
the victim to be fat as possible but, my fiiend, keep the Muse slender 

in MacNeice. The Shings Are False ( 1 %5), L7-18. 



[poGua hm~ahiq]. This too I bid you : tread a path which carriages do not 
trample; do not drive your chariot upon the common tracks of others, nor along a 
wide road, but on unworn paths, though your course be more narrow. For we sing 
among those who love the shrill voice of the cicala and not the noise of the . . . 
asses.' Let others bray just like the long-eared brute, but let me be the dainty, the 
winged one. '" (tr. C. A. Trypanis) 

Horace employed Callimachus' 'slender Muse' throughout his work, most notably in the 

so-called recumtiones, or refusals to write on grand themes (e.g., Odes 1.6,2.12,4.2, and 

4-15), In OJes 1.6, for example, Horace informs Agrippa, the great general of Augustus 

Caesar, that Varius, 'a poet of Homeric flight', will sing Agrippa's praises. Horace 

himself will not even try to sing such deeds as Agrippa has done any more than he would 

try to sing those of the great heroes of myth. He goes on : 

tenues grandia, durn pudor 
imbellisque lyrae Musa potens vetat 
laudes egregii Caesaris et mas 

culpa deterere ingeni . (9- 12) 

nos convivia, nos proelia virginurn 
sectis in iuvenes unguibus acrium 
cantamus vacui, sive quid urimur, 

non praeter soliturn leves. ( 16-20) 

(too feeble am I for such lofty themes, since modesty and the unwarlike Muse that 
presides over the lyre forbid me by defect of skill to lessen noble Caesar's glory 
and your own.. . I sing but of banquets, I sing but of combats of maidens fiercely 
attacking the young men with trimmed nails, easy as is my wont, whether fancy 
free or fired by a spark of love.) (tr. C.E. Bennett, adapted) 

Horace refuses to sing Agrippa's great deeds because of modesty and because his Muse, 

certainly the same as Callimachus' 'slender Muse', forbids him. It is not his 'to thunder'; 

his theme is to be banquets and love, a 'narrow course' in comparison to Varius' heroic 

themes. 



Thus, having employed Callimachus' 'slender Muse', as Horace himself did in 

Odes 1.6,2.12,4.2, and 4.15, MacNeice's 'Tam can capitis' subverts Horace's grander 

manner in Odes 1.24 by dwelling upon how 'it is not at floodlit moments' that we miss a 

deceased friend most, but rather in those less exciting moments of 'killing time'. He 

accordingly gives us a poem not 'loudly resounding' or 'lofty' and not 'upon the common 

tracks of others', but deeply moving nonetheless, and a wonderfbl example of creative 

imitation. 

C. 'age icun meonim finis a m o m  ' 

MacNeice used the Horatian tag 'age iarn meorum / finis amorum', From Horace Odes 

4.1 1.3 1-32, as the epigraph to his 196 1 volume of poems, ~olslices. Horace's poem is 

built on the premise of the invitation of a young woman named Phyllis to a banquet at 

. 

' " For other examples of MacNeice making the commonplace .novelty' (d. sMemoranda to Horace' IV). 
cf. the contempomaus poem 'The National a e r y ' .  Speaiang of artists and their works. MacNeice 
says: 

Armed with the hll mystique of the commonplace. 
The lusts of the eye. the gullet, the loins. the memory - grace after 

living and grace 
Before some plain-clothes death grab at the artist's gemmy. 

leaves us yet one more half-sotved use. 

For the quickness of the heart deceives the eye. 
Reshuflling the themes : a Still Life lives while portrayed flesh and 

feature die 
Into fugues and subterfuges of being as enveloping and as aloof as a 

frosty midni@t slq.  

So fling wick the windows. this winQw and hat. let the air 
Blowing fiom times unconfined to Then from palaces W e r  and 

fuller tbaa There, 
Purge our paxticular tirne-bnd lmliving lives, reldndle a pentemst in 

T-garwa=- ' " He had also used it earlier in cbapcer 13 of the hdc I Crossed the iCFnch (1 93 8) while parodyi-ag the 
style of Walter fater. 



which Horace (now about fifty years old1'') and Phyllis are apparently to be the only 

ones present. The first three stanzas describe the elaborate preparations Horace is making 

for the banquet and the next two relate the reason for the banquet : to celebrate the 

birthday of Horace's patron Maecenas. The remaining four stanzas run thus : 

Telephum, quem tu petis, occupavit 
non tuae sortis iuvenem puella 
dives et lasciva tenetque grata 

compede vinctum. 

terret ambustus Phaethon avaras 
spes et exemplum grave praebet ales 
Peg asus t errenum equitem gravatus 

Bellerophontem, 

semper ut te digna sequare et ultra 
quam licet sperare nefas putando 
disparem vites. age iam, meorum 

finis amorum 

- non enim posthac alia calebo 
fkmina -, condisce modos, amanda 
voce quos reddas : minuentur atrae 

carmine curae. 

(Telephus whom you seek, a lad above your station, a maiden rich and wanton 
has secured and holds bound with pleasing chains. Scorched Phaethon serves as a 
warning to ambitious hopes; and winged Pegasus, who did not brook 
Bellerophon, his earth-born rider, affords a weighty lesson, to always foliow what 
befits you, and to shun an ill-assorted mate, deeming it wrong to hope for more 
than is permitted. Now, come, the last of my loves (for hereafter I shall glow with 
passion for no other woman), learn verses to render with your lovely voice! Black 
cares shall be made to wane by the help of song.) (tr. C.E. Bennett, adapted) 

Eduard Fraenkel described these closing stanzas in a paraphrase of his own : 

The poet does all he can to make his invitation attractive. It is as if he said in a 
quiet voice : 'My dear child I am an old man, really no company for a pretty girl 
like yourself, though I do care a great deal for you. You need not pretend to be in 
love with me; I know all about your affair with Telephus and how it came to an 

15' According to Horace himself (Epis. 1.20.26t; Epod. 1.13.6: Odes 3 -21.1) and to Suetonhi' Mtu 
Horati. Horace was born in 65 B,C, Book 4 of the O&s is generally thought to have been pblished in 13 
B.C. 



end. What a pity! But you remember what happened to men and women in the old 
stories when they overreached themselves, and you know the saying of Pittacus.. . 
[Greek text omitted]. But let us not moralize. You are a fine musician, and I think 
I know something about music myself. Here I have a new tune; I should very 
much like to hear you sing it with your lovely voice. Shall we tly and practise it 
and, perhaps, forget ow womes for a while?' 

It is all gentleness and mellow resignation. When the poem is over, we 
still hear one deep note, meorumfinis amorurn - rton enim posthac alia calebo 
feminn. Horace could not have said more in so few words, nor could he have 
spoken with greater simplicity. 'j8 

Charles Martindale notes that 'Fraenkel's insight into the mind of Horace leads at times 

to a virtual fusion of identities' and has this to say about Fraenkel's paraphrase : 

Is this a convincing recreation of the voice of Horace? Or could the accents rather 
be those of an elderly academic addressing a favourite young graduate student? 
Fraenkel must have known, better than most, that the function ofpsaitriae [i.e., 
female singers] at a symposium was to provide entertainment, including sex, for 
the men, and that mnor in Horace cannot be equated, unproblematically, with one 
particular form of the twentieth century language of sentiment. All sense of 
alterity, of otherness, has been lost in a moment of romantic - and self-indulgent - 
identification. 15' 

Point well-taken. Nevertheless, MacNeice (who was fifty-two when Solstices was 

published) may have shared some of Fraenkel' s romanticisms, and another of Horace's 

odes may have helped : in Odes 4.1.1-8 (published at the same time as 4.1 1 and in the 

same book), Horace had written : 

Intermissa, Venus, diu 
rursus bella moves? puce precor, precor. 

non sum qualis eram bonae 
sub regno Cinarae. desine, dulcium 

rnater saeva Cupidinum, 
circa lustra decem flectere mollibus 

iam durum imperiis; abi, 
quo blandae iuvenem te revocant preces. 

( Venus, again thou mov'st a war 
Long intermitted, pray thee, pray thee spare : 

'" Horace (1957), 418-19. 
' 59 lntroduction to Madnbale and Hopkim eds. (1 993), 12- 13. 



I am not such, as in the Reign 
Of the good Cynara I was : Refiain, 

Sour Mother of Sweet Loves, forbear 
To bend a man, now at his fiftieth year 
Too stubborn for Commands so slack : 

Go where Youth's soft intreaties call thee back.) (tr. Ben Johnson, 1640) 

Horace goes on to argue for the greater suitability of a younger man for the goddess of 

love to 'bend' (9.28)' blusters that he is no longer susceptible to love or revelry (29-32), 

and then confesses all the symptoms of love (33-40). The fifty-two year-old MacNeice, 

who had recently entered into a new love, probably felt the same way : in 1962 (a year 

after SoIstices was published) MacNeice wrote a poem in third person narrative entitled 

'The Introduction', which is certainly about his new love. The poem begins by saying 

that 'They were introduced in a grave glade 1 And that she frightened him because she 

was young / And thus too late' (i.e., too young for him). Later he notes that 'he frightened 

her because he was old 1 And thus too early' (i.e., too old for her), and that they should 

have met 'Long since . . . or else not now'. 

Like Horace, MacNeice feels that he is too old for love, but he cannot let go of the 

feelings; he is 'a sun that lacked the nerve to set'. Moreover, 'The string quartet in the 

back of mind was all tuned up with nowhere to go' (i.e., love and romance were present 

but would be wasted on such a fbtile relationship). The poem ends with a line which 

highlights the old I young contrast between the man and the woman as well as the faise 

optimism for a relationship doomed to be brief; it also poignantly varies the first line's 

'They were introduced in a grave glade' as 'They were introduced in a green graw. ' 

But back to Solstices. In an introductory note for the Poetry Book Society Bulletin, 

no. 28 (Feb. 196 I), MacNeice wrote : 



The poems in So2~1ice.s were mainly written in 1959 and 1960; in particular, in the 
spring and early summer of 1960 I underwent one of those rare bursts of creativity 
when the poet is first astonished and then rather alarmed by the way the mill goes 
on ginding. 160 

The cause for this creativity was clearly his new relationship with the actress Mary 

Wirnbush. MacNeice had begun an affair with her in the winter of 1959-60 and in 

September of 1960 MacNeice's wife Hedli told him 'to go'; at this point he moved in 

with Mary, 'the last of his loves.' 

Mary was thirty-five to MacNeice's fifty-two years, and he felt like an old man in 

love with a young woman (see above), but in the spring he had written and given her a 

typescript of 'Apple Blossom'. This poem intertwines various strands : MacNeice 's 

personal mythology, his relationship with Mary, the story of Adam and Eve in Genesis 3, 

and Horace Odes I. I 1. The 'first blossom' of the first stanza probably refers to 

MacNeice's fwst love and first wife, Mary Ezra. He had been a heavy drinker, 'whom 

whisky had led astray', when he met her, but had stopped drinking heavily when they got 

married : i62 starting a new life, as it were, 'the morning after was the first day.' 

The 'first apple' of the next stanza again refers to first love as well as to the apple 

from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil in Genesis 3 which the serpent beguiled 

Eve into eating against God's commandment. (She herself shared the apple with Adam.) 

When God learned of the sin he threw Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden, revealed 

to Adam that he would thereafter have to till the fields for his and Eve's sustenence ('the 

trees were his to plant for all'), and placed 'a flaming sword' at the entrance so that the 

two might not come back inside. 

'60 In Heuser. ed (1987), 223. 
SlaUwonhy (1995), 444-50. 

'" MacNeice. The Shings Are False (1 969, 152. 



First love is also the 'first ocean' of the third stanza for the agnostic MacNeice, 

who had spent his childhood in Carrickfergus a town in industrial Uister ('the child from 

streets of doubt and litter'). First love opened up new vistas for him ('the skies unfiuled7, 

'his first love was his first world'). 

'The first verdict' of the fourth stanza again refers to the punishment of Adam and 

Eve for eating of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, but also to MacNeice's 

divorce from Mary. 'Yet when the bitter gates clanged to / The sky beyond was just as 

blue' : eventually, MacNeice met, fell in love with, and married Hedli Anderson. 

So, the 'next ocean' of the fifth stanza refers to Hedli, who gave a new world to 

him as Mary Ezra had previously done, and the 'last ocean' is Mary Wimbush, the 'last' 

of his 'loves7. She too gives him a new world. in Horace's poem the word 'last' is (if 

serious) resoundingly final, as be adds : 'for hereafter I shall glow with passion for no 

other woman'. This addition is probably implied in MacNeice's poem as well. 

In the final stanza MacNeice relates that loving Mary Wimbush opens up a new 

world to him, just as Mary Ezra had, so that 'when from Eden we take our way I The 

morning after is the first day.' Similarly, Horace's 'black cares' are 'made to wane7 by 

Phyllis, the 'last' of his 'loves'. 

Another poem written for Mary was the title poem, 'Solstice'. The question 'How 

did midsummer [i.e., middle age turning to old age] come so soon' and the statement 

'And what was nowhere now was here' in the first and second stantas, respectively, hark 

back to the prospect of a loveless middle age becoming old age which is instead 

enlivened by a new love in Horace Odes 4.1 1 (and prefigures MacNeice's 'The 

Introduction'). Love for Mary Wirnbush has given MacNeice 'the wish to live', and as 'A 



new thing dawns upon our eyes' or 'The morning after was the first day' in 'Apple 

Blossom', so, because ofthe new love, in this poem 'who was he was not the same'; in 

effect, he is revived. 

It is the last stanza, however, which impinges most upon Odes 4.1 : 

Nor was there question who was she 
For whom his years were blessed to wait,la 
Whose opening eyes to him were now, 
As his to hers, an open gate, 
One entrance to one constant song. 
How can midsummer stay so long? 

MacNeice and Horace, both aging, are both in love with younger women and 'one 

constant song' conjures up 'Now, come, the last of my loves [which might imply 

constancy henceforth] (for hereafter I shall glow with passion for no other woman) [i.e., 

'one'], learn verses to render with your lovely voice! Black cares shall be made to wane 

by the help of song'. In Horace it is important to note that Phyllis can lessen the poet's 

black care, but she will not eliminate it; the poem ends on a note of pessimism. 16' 

Similarly, in MacNeice's poem, the last line reads : 'How can midsummer stay so long?' 

This suggests that, to MacNeice, his ability to love with youthfbl passion is lasting much 

longer than his age should permit; he is becoming old. Is it possible that this love will last 

even longer? He hopes that the love will last and be 'constant', but he has doubts. 

'" The -gush of green' in the first stanza, besides the summer counotations and those for the 'greener'. i.e.. 
younger. Mary Wimbush (introduced to MacNeice in a 'green gave' in 'The Introduction'), also conjures 
up the name of Phyllis. Horace's love in Odes 4.11. Phyllis in Greek. as M.C.J. Putnarn notes. means 
;p spout' ~4rti~'ices of Efemip : Horace 's Fourth Book of Odes ( 1986). 186-87). 

Cf. MacNeice's lines about his wife HedIi in Autumn Stpel  Canto V? (1953) : 

My autumn journey ended in 'Thty-Eight; 
Nor bad Iknown,abveandapartfromall, 
Her for whom all my years were warned to wait. 

Without whom spring would be empty. the Fall merely a fall, 



D. ?he radio scripr 'Cmpe Diem ' 

MacNeice's radio fwture 'Carpe Diem' was broadcast by the BBC on October 8, 1956. 

Since the script has not been published in book form and is only available to readers who 

care to travel to the BBC library and read it there, it will not be analyzed in depth here. 

However, since it has some bearing on MacNeice's later poem 'Memoranda to Horace' 

(The Burning Perch, 1963), a brief outline seems appropriate : 

MacNeice described 'Carpe Diem' as 'a tribute to the Roman poet Horace' which 

was 'partly the portrait of a modem Horatian and partly an anthology - of translations, 

paraphrases, and original, but Horatian, English poetry.' The main character, named 

Quintus (as in Quintus Horatius Flaccus), is being tended in what may be his last illness 

by Elaine, the last of his loves (the phrase from Horace, 'age iam meorurn / finis 

amorurn', was, as we saw above, later used by MacNeice as the epigraph to Solstices). 

Through his character Quintus, MacNeice expresses his kinship with Horace : he 

'didn't live in Cloudcuckooland - nor in the Waste Land. He enjoyed himself on earth - 

though he saw its drawbacks. And he had a sense of human decency. He was 

civilized.. . 1 166 

The feature is much given to protesting against the modem world, opening with a 

quotation from Odes 3.29 ('fastidiosam desere copiarn.. . ') : 'Say goodbye to arrogant 

luxury and to the towering buildings that reach the clouds and cease to admire the smoke 

P u t ~ m  ( 1986), 195. Cf. The Irish poet John Momague's remarks on MacNeice's p~eay in g a d  in 
'Despair and DelightT, in Brown and Reid eds. (1974), 127 : 'melancholy [is] only briefly vanquhed by 
companionship and love. Under the delight that glitters on the surf" there is always the hidden ice.' 
I' Highlighted by B. Coulton h i s  MacNeice in the BBC (1 980), 156-57. 



and riches and the racket of wealthy London [Rome]', which, as Robin Marsack notes, 

7 167 could serve as an epigraph to 'Memoranda to Horace . 

Characterizing the period between the two world wars, Quintus quotes from Odes 

o fortes peioraque passi 
mecum saepe viri, nunc vino pellite curas; 

eras ingens iterabimus aequor 

which he translates : 

0 my brave comrades, who with me have suffered 
worse things often, now dispel your cares with wine. 
Cras - tomorrow : ingens - the huge : iterabimus - we 
shall repeat, have another slap at : aequor - the sea. And 
whatever the sea stands for. 

This anticipates the theme of some of 73re Burning Perch poems, such as 'Round the 

Comer', or 'Thalassa' (1963), and the Quintus' next lines are quoted in section V of 

'Memoranda to Horace' : 'Iusisti satis edisti satis atque bibisti : I tempus abire tibi est 

. ..'(Epistles 2.2.214-1 5), which he renders : 'You have played enough, you have eaten 

enough, and drunk enough. It is time for you to depart'.168 

E. 'Memoranda to Horace' 

MacNeice wrote the long poem 'Memoranda to Horace' in 1962 and included it in his 

1963 volume of poems, The Bunring Perch. In a note about the volume for the Pwty 

B w k  Society Bulletin, no. 3 8 (Sept. 1963) (The Burning Perch was the society's Autumn 

1963 'Choice'), MacNeice had these words to say about 'Memoranda to Horace' : 

I notice that many ofthe poems here have been trying to get out of the 'iambic 
groove' which we were all born into [sc. as writers using the English language]. 



In 'Memoranda to Horace' there is a conscious attempt to suggest Horatian 
rhythms (in English of course one cannot do more than suggest them) combined 
with the merest reminiscence of Horatian syntax. This technical Horatianizing 
appears in some other poems too where, I suppose, it goes with something of a 
Horatian resignation. But my resignation, as I was not brought up a pagan, is 
more of a fraud than Horace's : 'Memoranda to Horace' itself, I hope, shows this. 
So here again, as in poems I was writing thirty years ago (I myself can see both 
the continuity and the difference), there are dialectic, oxymoron, irony. I would 
venture the generalization that most of these poems are two-way affairs or at least 
spiral ones : even in the most evil picture the ood things, like the sea in one of 
these poems, are still there round the comer. 18 

Concerning 'Horatian rhythms' in 'Memoranda to Horace', Robyn Marsack notes 

that MacNeice suggests al~aics,"~ the most common of the metres used by Horace, but 

she does not say where or analyse the poem's metrics. Section I, for example, is basically 

iambic pentameter blank verse, albeit with many variations. Sections I1 and IV seem to be 

more along the lines of alcaics, however. The fist stanza of Odes 2.3 is as good as any 

example of Horace's alcaics : 

Aquiim mbmentci / r8bGs in 8rdCiis 
sErvW mentern, / n6n seciis i n  bdnis 
ab ins6lZnti ti5rnp5ratii.m 
lactiti& rndfit0rEi DeIli, 

to which might be compared the first stanza of Section iI of 'Memoranda to Horace' : 

RGtUrned fi6m myw fm-neiir country ' myw erstwhile, 
f w6ndSr h6w moth we ire defined by ' ntigiltives, 

Wh6 have n6 mare seen the Bandtisiiin 
Spring th8n have yoti the heidiiblli i\t latic, 

in which MacNeice includes clusters of stressed syllables in the first three lines to 

approximate Horace's clusters of long syllables, and, similarly to Horace, includes 

dactyls in the fourth line. As for syntax, Marsack notes that MacNeice spreads sentences 

over several stanzas, has anaphora, and, although he does not follow Horace in 



hyperbaton, the separation of adjectives from their nouns, a similar effect of suspension is 

achieved in the first stanza of section III : 'And another called it 'intense' but admiringly 

'levity".'7' 'My erstwhiley is also fairly Latinate, and the interjection of a personal name 

in the midst of a sentence as MacNeice's 'Had you, Flaccus been alive . . . ' is another 

Horatian characteristic, e.g., Odes 3.30.16, '. . . et mihi Delphica / lauro cinge volens, 

Melpomene, comam' ('. . . and with Delphic laurel graciously crown, Melpomene, my 

The 'Horatian resignation' to which MacNeice refers is the Epicurean resignation 

concerning death. The three translations of Horace's odes examined above all contain 

some of this resignation : in 1.4, for example, the commonplace that death awaits rich and 

poor alike is strengthened by Epicurean overtones stressing the need to enjoy life while 

we can.172 Kenneth Quinn, remarking on Horace's 'domus Plutonia', which occurs a few 

lines later in the same poem, says that 

The image is conventionally poetic - no belief in the reality of the undenuorld is 
implied, rather the contrary [he instances contemporary unbelief in Cicero and 
book 3 of the Epicurean philosopher Lucretius' De Rerum Nat~~ra]; we can 
assume that for H[orace], as for Lucretius and Cicero, death meant annihilation; 
the conventional language provides none the less a valid poetic code for the 
expression of genuine feeling. I+) 

Horatian, or Epicurean, resignation to death occurs in 'Memoranda to Horace' in 

section V where MacNeice says : 

 ati is"^ - remember? Likewise but otherwise 

Ibid 
17' Quinn (1980). 129. 
i73 Ibid 
"' This is h m  Horace Epistles 2.2.214. d. Sadres 1.1.118, where. as here. Horace has in mind the lines 
ffom Lucretius De Rerum !Vatura 3.938-9 : 'Cur non ut plenus vitae anviva red is .  / aequo animoque 
capis securam stuite, quietem?' 



To opt out now seems better than capitulate 
To the too-well lighted and over-advertised 
Idols of the age. 

What MacNeice means by 'my resignation, being brought up a pagan, is more a tiaud 

than Horace's' might be best explained by a comparison to Dante's I~ferno. Dante, 

whom MacNeice had enjoyed since his school days,175 was a man brought up in a 

thoroughly Christian world, as MacNeice had been (the latter's father was an Anglican 

minister). And in the Infirno Canto 10.13- 15, Dante noted : 

Suo cimitero da questa parte hanno 
con Epicuro tutti suoi seguaci, 
che l'anima col corpo rnorta fanno. 

(Within this region [i.e., the Sixth Circle of Hell reserved for Heretics] is the 
cemetery / of Epicurus and his followers, I all those who say the soul dies with the 
body.) (tr. Allen Mandelbaum) 

The it$ierno itself begins with these words : 

Nel mezzo del cmmin di nostra vita 
mi ritrovai per una selva oscura, 
chi la diritta via era smarrita. 

Ahi quanto a dir qual era e cosa dura 
esta selva selvaggia e aspta e forte 
che nel pensier rinova la paura! 

Tant' e amara che poco e piu morte; 

( When I had journeyed half of our life's way, 
I found myself within a shadowed forest, 
for I had lost the path that does not stray. 

Ah, it is hard to speak of what it was, 
that savage forest, dense and difficult, 
which even in recall renews my fear : 

so bitter - death is hardly more severe!) (tr. Mandelbaum) 

Thus, for Dante, death is something that is feared. The Epicureans professed to not fear 

death because they believed that the soul died with the body; many of those brought up in 

a Christian world, however, fear death, presumably because of the divine judgment after 



death which assigns people to heaven, hell or purgatory. MacNeice, who was not a 

convinced Christian, probably did not fear death so much for this reason, but the 

environment in which he grew up had nonetheless instilled in him a fear of death and 

purgatorial nothingness. The second stanza of his own poem 'Selva Oscura' (the title 

taken fiom the second line of Dante above), written sometime between 1957 and 1960, 

may most truffilly reveal MacNeice's thoughts concerning death : 

A life can be haunted by what it never was 
lfthat were merely glimpsed. Lost in the maze 
That means yourself and never out of the wood 
These days, though lost, will be dl your days; 
Life, if you leave it, must be left for good. 

One cannot go back and live one's life differently, death is final, and this is frightening. 

As a result, MacNeice's 'resignation' to death in 'Memoranda to Horace' 'is more of a 

fraud than Horace's'. This aspired-to resignation hampered by a fear of death was present 

from the earliest of MacNeice's poems, and is not only the death of the individual that 

frightens MacNeice; the death of civilization frightens him as well. C. Day Lewis had 

noted this latter point as early as 1936 (as well as an affiliation with Horace), and began 

his discussion with a quotation from one of MacNeice's poems : 

The tide comes in and goes out again, I do not want 
To be always stressing either its flux or its permanence, 
I do not want to be a tragic or philosophic chorus 
But to keep my eye only on the nearer fbture 
And after that let the sea flow over us. 

Concerning this Day Lewis noted : 

That is a familiar enough note in poetry, though it has been out of fashion lately. 
How it all comes back! Ccnpe diem. Gather ye rosebuds while ye may. But there 
is a difference. Horace, Hemck and the rest of them were seldom seriously 
discomposed by the idea of death when they wrote like this. Death was only the 
dark background which happened best to set off their joied-vivre, their dancing 

''' The Sningsdre False (1%5), 81. 



fancies - an almost theatrical background. But to-day the shadows are getting 
longer. Death refuses to stay upstage. And it is not so much the death of you and 
me : it is the death of civilization which  threaten^."^ 

The other elements mentioned by MacNeice in his bulletin for ?'he Burning Perch 

(see above) were dialectic, oxymoron, and irony. These elements are common to both 

'Memoranda to Horace7 and much of Horace's oeuvre. The antithetic images of life and 

death and winter and spring in Odes 1.4 are an example of Horace's dialectic, as are 

statements throughout MacNeice7s 'Memoranda', such as the opening stanza of section 

I1 (the more notable dialectic is italicized) : 

Returned fiom my far-liem country, my erstwhile, 
I wonder how much we are definrd by negatives, 

Who have no more seen the Bandusian 
Spring than have you the unreadable Atlantic, etc. 

Oxymoron is found in Odes 1.22 (a poem dealt with below) in lines 1 5- 16, for 

example : 'Iubae tellus . . . leonum I arida nutrix' ('the parched land of Juba, nurse of 

lions'), and the oxymoron is highlighted by the juxtaposition of 'arida' and 'nutrix'. In 

'Memoranda' oxymoron is present in such phrases as 'far-near' from the above quotation 

or 'let commonplace be novelty' in section IV. 

As for the last point, M. S. Santirocco notes that 'Irony is the characteristic 

Horatian posture', often manifesting itself in the 'dying close' of odes such as 2.1 or 3.3, 

or even 1.38, a small, simple poem which follows the large and complex 1.37 and ends 

the first book of Odes on a rather anticlimactic note? MacNeice himself was well aware 

of Horace's irony and had noted it, in passing, in an article written in 1946, 'The 

Traditional Aspect of Modem English Poetry7. Concerning the poet A.E. Housman, 

~MacNeice had said : 

176 'Postscrigt 1936', inA Hope for Poetry (1936), 82-83. 



if we examine Housman's own work we find it consistently 'adulterated' with 
meaning; he even makes ample use of rhetoric, irony, and point - the special 
tricks of writers who want to plug their meaning. His poems have indeed far more 
in common with a calculatory meaning-plugger like Horace than with his own 
chief example of 'pure poetry', [William]   lake. 17* 

The intimation is that Horace 'makes ample use of rhetoric, irony, and point', and 

this use of irony is another attribute shared by Horace and MacNeice. In 'Memoranda7 

there is irony in section N's recognition that, with MacNeice and his peers getting old, it 

is desirable for them to 'manoeuvre a compromise / With horrible old fellows, glazed and 

jowly, / Who were the ones we always avoided [sc. as young men]'; for the older 

MacNeice and his peers will soon resemble these horrible old fellows, while 'our juniors 

resemble ourselves in avoidance. ' 

Decked out in dialectic, oxymoron, and irony, 'Memoranda' is a 'two-way' affair 

or at least a 'spiral' one, and 'even in the most evil picture the good things . . . are still 

there round the comer.' This last point is evident in section I1 where MacNeice says that 

'It is noisy today as it was when Brutus / Fell on his sword [i-e., in the period of the civil 

wars that the young Horace grew up in]'; however, 

through wars and rumours 
Of wan I would pitch on the offchance 

My voice to reach you. Yours had already 

Crossed the same gap to the north and f ~ t u r e , ' ~ ~  
Offering no consolation, simply 

Telling me how you had gathered 
Your day, a choice it is mine to emulate. 

The phrase 'gather the day' is how MacNeice translated Horace's 'carpe diem' (Odes 

1.1 1.8, see above), and despite the 'wars and rumours of wars' in MacNeice's day, 

'" Santirocco (1986), 108. 
"' 111 Heuser. ed (1983, 13748. 
'19 i-a. to MixNeice in twentieth century Britain. 



through emulating Horace's philosophy of 'carpe diem' MacNeice too can find a way to 

deal with the evil of his present surroundings. In 'Memoranda' then, Horace's poetry is 

the 'good thing round the comer.' 

Section I 

The first section of 'Memoranda to Horace' states that Horace's poetry, despite its claims 

to immortality, no longer seems relevant to most of the people in MacNeice's own time; 

they have stopped being concerned with both the classics and humanism. Nevertheless, 

Horace's poetry is still as powerfbl as it ever was, and, though neglected, can never be 

destroyed. 

The first phrase of the poem, 'aere perenniris ', is a quotation From Odes 3.30, the 

first two sentences of which read : 

Exegi monumenturn aere perennius 
regalique situ pyramidurn altius, 
quod non imber edax, non aquilo impotens 
possit diruere aut innumerabil i s 
annorum series et hga temporum. 
non omnis moriar multaque pars mei 
vitabit Libitinam : 

(More durable than bronze, higher than Pharaoh's 
Pyramids is the monument I have made, 
A shape that angry wind or hungry rain 
Cannot demolish, nor the innumerable 
Ranks of the years that march in centuries. 
I shall not wholly die : some part of me 
Will cheat the goddess of death,) (tr. James Michie) 

But in 'Memoranda to Horace' MacNeice is unsure that Horace's 'monument', his 

poetry, has survived well to his own day or will continue to survive in a world that is 

Latinless, unliterary, prosaic, rapidly changing, and perhaps doomed. He asks why 



Horace troubles to be 'lapidary7, for posterity will not have the education or ability to 

metrically scan or understand his poems or language. Indeed, posterity will not be 

comfortable with literary pursuits at all, 

Being confined to the usual and cozen 
Channels, communicants in frozen sperm, 
Caught between cosmic and comic radiation, 
Against which world we have raised a monument 
Weaker and less of note than a mayfty 
Or a quick blurb for yesterday's detergent? 

Nevertheless, MacNeice realizes that Horace could not have envisaged such an age as the 

modem one and only 'presumed' on fame in a world with which he was familiar. 

MacNeice takes up Horace's next lines from 3.30, 

usque ego postera 
crescam laude recens, durn Capitolium 
scandet cum tacita virgine pontifex : 

( for while High Priest 
And Vestal climb our Capitol in a hush, 
My reputation shall keep green and growing.) (tr. Michie) 

alluding to them in his next paragraph, and noting that the backward-looking Pope in 

Rome might be the one link left in the modem world to Horace's field of 

Fame you no longer presumed on than pontifex 
And silent Vestal should continue daily 
Climbing the Capitol. Whether that proviso 
Has been properly kept seems open to question 
Even though a coiffed and silent figure 
Has been seen by some on Michelangelo's piazza 
With eyes turned down on the past. 

In closing, MacNeice alludes to lines 13- 14 of Horace's ode : 

ex humili potens 
princeps Aeolium carmen ad Italos 
dedwcisse rnodos. 



( I shall be renowned 
As one who, poor-born, rose and pioneered 
A way to fit Greek rhythms to our tongue.) (tr. Michie) 

acquiescing that Horace's claim that his poetry will be 'More lasting ['durable' in 

Michie's translation) than bronze' is acceptable : 

Yet your image 
'More lasting than bronze' will do : for neither 
Sulphuric nor other acid can damage, 
Let alone destroy, your Aeolian measures 
Transmuted to Latin - aere perennius. 

Section /I 

In Section I1 MacNeice turns to the differences and similarities between his and Horace's 

circumstances, and to how he has tried to emulate Horace by 'gathering7 his day, or 

living in the present to the best of his ability. He begins with (and spends most of his time 

on) the differences between himself and Horace. Having recently returned to England 

from Ireland, his home-country (but not home), MacNeice wonders 'how much we are 

defined by negatives', he who has never seen Horace's beloved Bandusian Spring (while 

Horace had never seen MacNeice's Atlantic Ocean). Similarly, the elements of Christian 

and Gothic culture in MacNeice's world, like seraphs and gargoyles, were unknown to 

Horace, and MacNeice himself prefers the boreens of Ireland (a country Horace's Rome 

had never conquered) to Roman roads. What could he and Horace possibly have in 

common? Additionally, MacNeice never had a literary patron like Horace's ~ a e c e n a s ; ' ~ ~  

1 80 However, MacNeice8s job in the BBC Features Qpartment might be seen as a sort of patronage in return 
for the work that MacNeice did here. MacNeice's fiiend Dan hvia in his book of remembrances of 
friends. Closing hmes (1975), wii. 60. notes that the BBC gave MacNeice security and a sense of 
obligatiou. and 'It could be argued that it was the job. the obLigttion he felt to it, that led to his untimely 
death [i.e.. white working on a feature for h e  BBC MacNeice's conscientious crafsmanship impelled him 



Horace, unlike MacNeice, had never seen a modem metropolis like New York, nor would 

he even have known of the existence of the Americas; Horace had never lived in a 

Christian world, nor MacNeice in a pagan one; and neither had found the Islands of the 

Blessed, i.e., 'Tir na nog' in the ancient Irish mythology to which MacNeice, an 

Irishman, felt closest, and 'the Hesperides' of Horace's Greco-Roman mythology. 

The references to Tir na nog and the Hesperides, where heroes lived a happy 

existence after death, seem to be an allusion to Horace W e s  16. In this poem Horace 

urges his fellow citizens to flee Rome and its civil wars and to seek the Happy Fields 

('arva beata') and the Islands of the Blessed ('divites insulas'), or Hesperides, with 

Horace as their vaies. Of course this never happened, and Horace, like MacNeice, must 

do his best to make a place for himself in the real world. 

MacNeice goes on to note the point at which he and Horace meet : 

It Iooks as if both of us 
Met in the uniqueness of history a premise 

That keeps us apart yet parallel, 
The gap reducible only by language. 

Peter McDonald notes that the 'premise' is time and that attempts to cope with time are, 

for both Horace and MacNeice, 'attempts to fill a 'gap' with language, to construct a self, 

in poetry at least, which acts as 'an antidote I To the poison of time' (IV).''~' 

MacNeice continues to mark the affinity between the wars of Horace's time and 

his own, saying that 'It is noisy today as it was when Brutus I Fell on his sword'. The 

reference is to the Brutus who was the leader of the Republican party that assassinated 

the dictator Julius Caesar in 44 B. C. (when Horace was about twenty) and briefly restored 

to go underground to record some sound effects: while there be caught pleumonia and died from it soon 
after] .' 
18' McDonald ( 199 1), 194-95. 



the Roman Republic until Caesar's heir Octavian (later taking the name Augustus) and 

Caesar's lieutenant Mark Antony defeated the Republicans in a series of battles, the last 

of which ended with Brutus taking his own life. Octavian and Antony proceeded to split 

the empire of Rome between them, but their alliance was never very strong and they 

eventually plunged the Roman world into civil war until Octavian emerged triumphant in 

3 1 B.C. MacNeice himself had lived through World War 11 and was now living through 

the Cold War between capitalist and communist countries (among other wars), 'yet 

through wars and rumours 1 Of wars' he would 'pitch on the offchance' his voice to reach 

Horace. Horace's voice 'had already / Crossed the same gap' to MacNeice in the British 

Isles some two millenia after the Roman poet's death, and, though Horace had offered 

'no consolation, simply / Telling me how you had gathered your day', MacNeice resolves 

to cope with the times by emulating Horace's advice of living for the present moment, 

i. e., 'gathering the day'(cf. 'carpe diem', Horace Odes 1.1 1 -8). 

MacNeice7s remark that Horace offers no consolation is a personal one, however. 

As h tony  Lentin notes, Odes 3.3, for example, 

has proved a universal favourite in trying times with its stunning evocation of the 
'just and resolute man' (iushmm et tenacem propositi vimrn) : 

SI fiactus ilIaban~r orb IS 
impaviiii~rn ferient minae 

(if the whole world should break asunder. the ruins, crashing down on 
him, will find him fearless)'.'* 

Lentin fbrther notes that the lines of Horace quoted above were described by Eduard 

Fraenkel as 'a vision of Michelangelesque force'; recommended by a Russian prince, 

Michael Shcherbatov, to the young nobles of the age of Catherine the Great as models of 

'" Lentin Innoduction to H m c e  : The Odes (1997). xiv. 



courage and resolution; repeated by the Dutch statesman Cornelius de Witt to the lynch 

mob that killed him, and by the philosophe Condorcet as he awaited the guillotine, among 

many other examples. 

section I l l  

In Section UI MacNeice moves on to the conflict between the public and private selves of 

Horace and himself; neither wishes to live a public life, and both prefer the escape into 

their private worlds. The section begins in this way : 

'Or with the tangles' as one of our own said 
And another called it 'intense' but admiringly 'levity', 

This in the Nineteen Thirties 
Had you, Flaccus, been alive and improbably 

Tempted by the Party would as usual 
Have served as a second string. 

'The tangles' is a reference to the English poet John Milton's 'Lycidas' 69; 'intense 

levity' is a reference to T.S. Eliot's description of Catullus' poetry; and the 'Party' 

doubtless refers to the Communist Party to which MacNeice's fellow Thirties poets 

Auden, Day Lewis, and Spender either belonged or were closely affiliated. MacNeice 

himself was never affiliated with the Communist Party and, although he thinks that 

Horace would not have joined the Party in spirit, he also thinks that he would have 

expediently supported it. 

As for 'Lycidas', this was Milton's pastoral elegy concerning a dead friend, 

similar to Horace's Odes 1.24, to MacNeice's 'Tam cari capitis' examined above, and to 

Virgil's Eclogues. At line 64 of Milton's poem begins a passage on the poet's conflict 

between the public and the private selves, between the laborious and the relaxed lives : 



Alas! what boots it with incessant care 
To tend the homely, slighted, shepherd's trade, 
And strictly meditate the thankless Muse? 
Were it not better done, as others use, 
To sport with Amaryllis in the shade, 
Or with the tangles of Neaera' s hair? 
Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise 
(That last infirmity of noble mind) 
To scorn delights and live laborious days; 
But the fair guerdon when we hope to find, 
And think to burst out into sudden blaze, 
Comes the blind Fury with thy abhorred shears, 
And slits the thin-spun life. 

The reference to 'the tangles of Neaera' hair' itself comes from Horace Odes 3.14. In this 

ode Horace announces that Augustus is victoriously returning from the wars in Spain, and 

Horace is preparing to celebrate. He asks his slave to bring festal wreaths, perfume, and 

wine, and then : 

dic et argutae properet Neaerae 
mumeurn nodo cohibere crinem : 

(And ask Neaera - she's the girl 
With the sweet voice - to knot her brown 
Hair and come quickly.) (tr. Michie) 

But Horace is not as young as he once was, and Neaera for him is a pleasant diversion 

from the 'black cares' of the state (cf Odes 4.1 1) rather than an all-consuming passion. I" 

Concerning Augustus' return he has stated : 

hic dies vere mihi festus atras 
exiget curas : ego nec tumulturn 
nec mori per vim metuarn tenente 

C aesare terras. 

(I celebrate, and with good cause, 
A day that banishes dark cares. 
While the world's bound by Caesar's laws, 

1 84 MacNeice may have seen this diversion as somewhat dangerous, however. In his radio play, 77re Dark 
Tower (1947). there is a seductive temptress named Neaera who tries to impe& the hero from completing 
his quest 



I need not apprehend 
War or a violent end.) (tr. Michie) 

And Horace will not get himself into a lather if Neaera does not come : 

si per invisum mora ianitorem 
fiet - abito. 

Ienit albescens animos capillus 
litium et rime cupidos protervae : 
non ego ferrem calidus iuventa 

consule Ptanco. 

( If her churl 
Porter creates delay, 
Don't wait, leave right away. 

Grey hairs have cooled a heart once hot 
For provocation and wild brawls. 
When blood was young and boiled . . . I'd not 

Have let an insult slip 
In Plancus' consulship!) (tr. Michie) 

The consulship of Plancus had occurred in 42 B.C., the year in which the battle of 

Philippi was fought by the armies of Brutus against those of Antony and Augustus (then 

called Octavian) and the nobility of Rome was iargely wiped out. Horace, inflamed by 

Brutus' talk of liberty, had fought on Brutus' (losing) side, but had since come over to 

Augustus as the only sure guarantor of peace. And so Odes 3.14 'closes with a purely 

reflective stanza which carries the poet away from present celebrations into ambiguous 

thoughts that combine regret for lost youth with relief at dangers past',185 and thus might 

be described as an example of 'intense levity.' 

The phrase 'intense levity' itself comes &om T.S. Eliot's 192 1 essay on the 

seventeenth century poet Andrew Marvell. Eliot here remarked that the 'voice' of 

Marvell' s literary age 

"* G. Williamr 7he Third Bwk of Horace 's Odes (19691,93094. 



LOO 

speaks out uncornmoniy strong in ~arvel17s] Coy Mistress. The theme is one of 
the great traditional commonplaces of European literature. It is the theme of 0 
mistress mine, of Gather ye rosebuds, of Go. rove& rose; it is the savage austerity 
of Lucretius and the intense levity of Catul l~s . '~~ 

MacNeice thought that the sentiment 'intense levity' might also be applied to Horace's 

odes. D.S. Came-Ross concurs : 

Eliot, in his essay on Marvell, seeking to define the kind of wit found in the 
seventeenth-century lyric, spoke of 'a tough reasonableness beneath the slight 
lyric grace'. Omit the word 'slight' and from the same essay add 'this alliance of 
levity and seriousness (by which the seriousness is intensifed)', and you might 
think that Eliot was speaking of the 0desIg8. 

Eliot was aware of this himself, though he was not particularly fond of Horace. 

Remarking that Marvell's poem begins pleasantly but makes an abrupt transition similar 

to Horace Odrs 1.4.13 ('Pallida Mors.. . '), Eliot began by quoting Marvel1 : 

Bur at my back I ahvays hear 
Time 's winged chariot hurryi~ig near, 
And yonder all before 11s lie 
Deserts of vast etenlity. 

A whole civilization resides in these lines : 

PalIidb Mors a e p o  p t t l ~  pede pat(pemm tubernas. 
Regrcmqie tzirris .. . 

And not only Horace but Catullus himself : 

Mobis, aim seme f occidit brevis lux, 
Nox est perpetua una donnienh. 

The verse of Marvell has not the grand reverberation of Catullus' Latin; but the 
image of Marvell is certainly more comprehensive and penetrates greater depths 
than Horace's. 

- 

'Andrew Maml17. in F.  Kenno&. ed, Selected Prose 0fT.S. Eliot ( 1  9751, 163. 
I" See also ~bioclern Poetry (1938), 183. 
1 88 Introduction to Horace in English ( 19%), 44. 



MacNeice's poem continues firom the note that Horace would not have been 

'Tempted by the [Communist] Party [but] would as usual / Have served as a second 

string' : 

Yes, Augustus had to arrive in a sealed train 
And you had to praise him and even think you meant it 

The way you meant it for Regulus; 

The allusion here is to Augustus returning from such wars of conquest as the Spanish 

War noted in Odes 3.13 which Horace, as MacNeice saw it, was duty-bound to praise. 

This view may have been coloured by that of the influential historian Ronald Syme, who 

considered Horace a propagandist, 'favoured by the government' of the tyrannical 

dictator Augustus for whom Horace 'proceeded to celebrate in verse the ideal of 

3 183 renascent Rome . To Syme, the new Roman literature created by Horace and Virgil 

was 'designed to be civic rather than individual, more usefbl than ornamental'. '90 But 

MacNeice did not think that Horace was a convinced Augustan and the allusion to 

Horace's preference for such a man as Regulus is based on Odes 3.5. Regulus was a 

Roman general who had been captured by the Carthaginians in the First Punic War and 

subsequently sent on parole to Rome in order to negotiate a peace or, at least, an 

exchange of prisoners. He advised against either course, however, and against the pleas 

of his fellow Romans honourably returned to Carthage to face death. In Odes 3.5 Horace 

memorably retells this story and his esteem for Regulus is easily apparent. 

In the next lines of 'Memoranda' MacNeice throws in his lot with those who find 

the real Horace in the private poems as opposed to the public ones. He guesses that 

189 The Roman Revolution (1939). $60. 
lgO bid. 46 I : cf 2 W S S .  See C.O. Bri& Horace on Poetry : E w e s  Book II : 7'he Letters to Augustus 
and Horns (1982).523-25 for a swmnary of m&m scholars' views on the relationship between Horace 
and Augustus often at variance with Syme's. 



'between politics and personal ties7 and making his 'expected bow' that Horace really 

preferred 'Slipping away to [his lover] Lalage'. For 'there in the shade of an ilex', 

presumably at some country retreat, Horace could forget the city of Rome with its 

military monuments and cormpt government which bribed electors for votes. Alone with 

Lalage, 

the repetitive 
Cicadas endorsed your sleep after lovemaking 

From which deliciously laughing 
She woke and gave you a phrase, 

Which you dressed out in nonsense, that old yarn 
Of the routed wolf 

The allusion here to the wolf is From Odes 1.22. In this ode Horace states that the pure 

man innocent of sin may walk the world unarmed and ail1 remain safe from ham. He 

then relates (with much mock-seriousness) that once he had come across a monstrous 

wolf which, as it heard Horace singing of his lover Lalage, fled from him - the 

suggestion being that Horace is pure because he is a lover! Horace then says that he could 

be banished to the most temble lands and climates. but still : 'dulce ridentern Lalagen 

amabo, / dulce loquentem7 ('I shall love my sweetly laughing sweetly chattering 

Lalage '). 

MacNeice continues 'Memoranda' by saying that, like Horace, he can find solace 

in troubling times through poetry, laughter, and lovemaking : 

and yet today in London 
When all the loudspeakers bellow 

'Wolf repeat Wolf17 I can find asylum, 
As you did, either in language 

Or laughter or with the tangles. 



The allusion to 'Wolf repeat Wolf!' seems to be to the fable of the boy who raised false 

alarms so many times by crying 'wolf, that when a real wolf came and he cried out, no 

one believed him and he was eaten. MacNeice had used this fable before to illuminate 

how no one really believed that the troubles in the Europe of the 1930s would break out 

into World War II. Recalling his return to England fiom America by ship in the spring of 

1939, MacNeice wrote in his autobiography : 'the radio announced the Albanian crisis 

but international crises by now were a case of 'Wolf, Wolf. 'Ig' In 'Memoranda to 

Horace' the militaristic phrase 'Wolf repeat Wolf!' surely suggests the repeated, but 

false, alarms of the so-called Cold War, which was going on at the time. 

Section W 

Section IV states that Horace and MacNeice are set apart from others by an 'appetitive 

decorum', and dwells on how both of their times had given up quality for quantity and 

security. One might make the best of this by refising to accept conventions and looking 

at old things in new ways, however, and, as a result, would inject new life into the old 

and tried. 

The section begins by finding a particular point of correspondence between 

Horace and MacNeice which separates them from others : 

Though elderly poets profess to be inveterate 
Dionysians, despising Apollonians, 

I find it, Flaccus, more modest 
To attempt, like you, an appetitive decorum. 

MacNeice was probably thinking of T. S. Eliot's preference for the passionate, 

'Dionysian' poet Catullus over the more reserved, 'Apollonian' Horace (see above), 

- - -- - 

The Snings Are Fnlsp ( 1969, 199. 



though Eliot was only thy-three when he wrote his article on Marvell. (The 

'Apollonian' and 'Dionysian' categories themselves derive from Nietzsche's Birth of 

Tragedj, which was, as we have seen, another important influence on MacNeice.) Ezra 

Pound's article 'Horace' (1930), written when Pound was forty-five, may have been 

another influence. In that article Pound describes Horace as : 

Neither simple nor passionate, sensuous only so far as he is a gourmet of food and 
of language, aere perennius, Quintus Horatius Fiaccus, bald-headed, pot-bellied, 
underbred, sycophantic, less poetic than any other great master of literature, 

and again : 

Against the granite acridity of Catullus' passion, against Ovid's magic, and 
Ovid's sense of mystery, Horace has but the clubman's poise and no stronger 
emotion than might move one toward a particularly luscious oyster. His jibes at 
old women are like petty personal fusses lacking the charm of Palladas' impartial 
pessimism or the artistic aloofhess, the Epicurean and really godlike 
impersonality of Catullus' poem containing the phrase, 'habet dentes', which is 
the first Wvndharn Lewis drawing, perhaps the only Wyndham Lewis drawing, in 
literature. '" 

The wish to be passionate and 'Dionysian' when old is also to be found in William Butler 

Yeats' poem 'A Prayer for Old Age' f?om Panlell 's Funeral m ~ d  Other Poems (1 93 5) ,  

published when Yeats was seventy : 

I pray - for fashion's word is out 
And prayer comes round again - 
That I may seem, though I die old, 
A foolish, passionate man. 

In 'The Scholars' £tom The Wild Swans at Cook (19 17), published when Yeats was fifty- 
two, Yeats had also written of elderly scholars professing to be passionate like Catullus, 
but noted that this was more affectation than reality : 

Bald heads, forgetful of their sins, 
Old, learned, respectable bald heads 
Edit and annotate the lines 



That young men, tossing on their beds, 
Rhymed out in love's despair 
To flatter beauty's ignorant ear. 

All shuffle; all cough in ink; 
All wear the carpet with their shoes; 
All think what other people think; 
All know the man their neighbour knows. 
Lord, what would they say 
Did their Catullus walk that way? 

MacNeice goes on in 'Memoranda' to illustrate that his own time has no decorum and 

has invented contraptions unknown to Horace's time (things like hearing aids, false teeth, 

birth control devices, etc.) which ostensibly help people but, to MacNeice, seem more to 

degrade them. For MacNeice, these contraptions are indicative of a generation 'For 

whom quality has long been in pawn to security. 

Though Horace was called 'a time-serving parasite', MacNeice felt that the 

Roman poet would have understood this exchange of quality for security. After all, 

Horace's period had given up republican government for the dictatorship of Augustus, 

even though his contemporaries never could have foreseen 'such appalling / Stress upon 

mere irredeemable quantity. ' 

Regarding the remark about Horace as a 'time-serving parasite', this sentiment 

can be seen in Syrne's and Pound's comments above, and is traceable at least as far back 

as Suetonius, a bit more than a century after Horace's death.Ig4 In his Vita Horn (Life of 

19)  A notable stop along the way is John Dryden's description of Horace : 'a temporizing poet. a well- 
manned court slave. and a man who is . . . ever &cent because he is naturally servile. ' Many modern 
scholars reject that Horace was a time-server. however. Antony Lentin in his I n W o n  to Horace : The 
Odes (1997). .mxiii-iv. gives many of their reasons : 'morace] never &med his reprblican past or his 
republican comrades-inarms, He made a point of admitting his inglorious flight from Philippi and he 
dedicated o&s to replblicans who carried on the struggle afterwards. He &erred admin'ngIy to the *noble 
b t h '  of Cato. JI he also came to accept and welcome the peace of Augustus, he had cause. He had 
personal e.xpaience of the bitter decacks of bloodshed, proscriptions, anarchy and uucmahty, Iiving half 
his We against that background and the rest with those memories. He could not know whether the civil 
wars which dragged down the republic in bloodshed were truly over. Yet he sometimes felt uncomfortable 



Horace) Suetonius remarks that, after Horace's party was defeated at the battle of 

Philippi, Horace was pardoned and returned to Rome, at which point, primo Maecenati, 

mox Az~g~s to  insirn~attis non mediocrem in amborurn amicitia focurn fenuit ('he 

insinuated himself into the favour, first of Maecenas and later of Augustus, and held a 

prominent place among the friends of both.') Suetonius also quotes a letter of Augustus 

to Maecenas in which the emperor asks that Horace be released from Maecenas' 

patronage so that the poet might become Augustus' personal secretary : Vetiiet ergo ab  

ista parmitica memu ad hanc regiam, et nos in ep is f~l i s  scribendis iuvabit. ('Therefore 

he will come from your parasitic table to my imperial board, and help me write my 

letters. ') 

'Memoranda to Horace' goes on to relate that the troubles of MacNeice's time 

might be remedied in the same way as Horace had remedied his troubles : looking at old 

things in new ways, refbsing to accept stale and meaningless conventions, and being able 

to predict future outcomes by analogy with past experiences : 

So now, when faced by a too well evacuated 
Sanatorium or mildewed junkshop, 

The point is never to recognize 
Any preconception : let commonplace be novelty. 

Which you, had they called you a legacy hunter, 
Would yet have agreed, no matter how the market 

Jittered : the point was to recognize 
The unborn face and the nigger in the woodpile. 

with the laureate's mantle and the public approval of the regime which he was e.xpected to provide, 
Augustus himself put his finger on Horace's misgivings when he asked if he feared that 'posterity will 
think the worse of you for appearing to be a friend of mine?' He wrote the 'political' o&s, but urbanely 
evaded other similar commissions. claiming that he couid not emdate Homer or E'dar. He prized and 
could claim to have maintained his inckpencknce and integrity. Obe L .nxvii, which celebrates Augusbs' 
victory at Actium also pays startling mi te  to the heroism of the mquh&ed Cleopatra. 'One cannot help 
feeling' as Chris Emlyn-Jones puts it, 'that this was not e . d y  the victory ode Augustus would have 
chosen-'' 



Section TV ends by saying that 'Non-recognition' and 'pre-recognition' might also be a 

remedy to the problems of time and aging themselves and 'manoeuvre a compromise' 

with MacNeiceYs elders. MacNeice was in his mid-fifties when he wrote 'Memoranda', 

and could now recognize that, as a young man, it had primarily been age which separated 

him from his elders. That distinction in age between him and his elders was no longer 

relevant, although now there was a distinction between him and his juniors. As MacNeice 

and his contemporaries saw their elders as'honible old fellows, glazed and jowly, 1 Who 

were the ones we always avoided', so now do MacNeice and his contemporaries appear 

to their juniors who similarly avoid hem. 

Section V 

In Section V MacNeice has finally rejected Horace's advice of 'gathering' the day, and 

has resigned himself to his inability to cope with the present. He is led into fantasy, 

escapism, and childhood remembrances; he has 'played' enough in life, he says, and 

opting out now seems more desirable than continuing on in a world that has no longer has 

any room for him. The section begins in this way : 

Flaccus, there are creatures for you over-Gothic 
Met only by twilight, who daylong dozing 
By night are too wary : to these I am grateful, 
To Cocksnook, Lilith and Harum Scarum. 

Horace, who lived in a classical age before the superstitious and fantastic 'Gothic' culture 

of the Middle Ages and the 'Gothic revivai' in the Romantic period, is presumed not to 

be able to understand Gothic culture. Ln Autmn Sequel Canto XXI MacNeice had stated 

that 'For me I The Eighteenth Century, like Ovid's Rome, / Makes a fine show for 

sightseers to see / But never a context where I feel at home', and that he needed to 



'counteract / . . . [the] classic with some Gothic7 such as Arthurian knights, Gothic 

architecture, the Devil, Jack Frost, etc. Among the elements of Gothic culture in 

'Memoranda to Horace' are such inventions of the imagination as Cocksnook, probably a 

name for one of MacNeice's 'degenerate goblins' mentioned later, but also apparently 

someone (or thing) who 'cocks a snook' (British slang for making a contemptuous 

gesture with the thumb to the nose and the fingers spread). In Auhcnm Sequel Canto II 

MacNeice had stated that Gwilym (i-e., Dylan Thomas) cannot be 'bought' by the lure of 

money because 'he has powerfbl friends / Who are his own inventions', among them 'the 

Knave of Fools / Who cocks his snook and blows his dividends'. This Knave of Fools 

and the other inventions are the 'friends' of all poets; 'we need them late and soon / To 

fight our false fiends for us'. 

Joining Cocksnook, the Knave of Fools, is Lilith. Presumably another 'degenerate 

goblin', the name also recalls the Lilith of medieval Jewish lore, who was said to be 

Adam's first wife (before Eve), but, refusing to submit to him, was turned from Paradise 

and became a spectre. Perhaps, to MacNeice, she is also a personification of free will and 

the disobedience of authority 

The last 'degenerate goblin' is Harum Scarurn, the name of which is a 

colloquialism based on a rhyming formation of 'hare, scare' and meaning a wild and 

reckless person. Thus, the degenerate goblins are also types of anti-authority figures, and, 

like criminals, resultingly lie low in the day, only coming out (furtively) in the relative 

concealment of twilight, 

With whom to hobnob is a mortification 
Of self-respect, one's precious identity 
Filtered away through what one had fancied 
Till now were one's fingers, shadows to shadows. 



Not that MacNeice had much time for self-respect. In The Strings Are False, speaking of 

his first experiences with drunkenness, MacNeice says : 

Coming of a temperance family, drunkenness had always been for me a symbol of 
freedom. It was a kicking overboard of the lumber of puritan ethics; it was a quick 
road to fantasy; it achieved a communion among those whom sobriety divided. I 
had heard a temperance lecturer explain that alcohol impairs the mind through 
weakening the synapses of the brain, and I was willing to believe this; we have 
more mind than is comfortable anyway, the same again and to hell with the 
synapses. And the distortions of drunkenness made things more real, more 
'significant', even on a morning-after emphasising, as Picasso did, the jugness of 
the jug and the bowlness of the bowl. . . 

My father had never mentioned synapses but I knew that his chief 
objection to drink was that the drunkard loses his self-respect. But that again from 
my point of view was all to the drunkard's credit, self-respect being one of the 
roots of evil.. . Self-respect was the Evil Genius of half the world's trouble- 
makers - of the sectarians and the militants, the nationalists and imperialists, the 
captains of industry anf the moral reformers. To get tight, therefore, to stagger 
round the quadrangles being sick or making water, even if it was not always 
enjoyable, was all in a good cause; one was laming and debilitating one's private 
Satan, one's Tempter, one's self-respect. 195 

So Cocksnook et al. and drink mortify one's self-respect and 'precious identity', yet this 

'means relief from the false identity / Assumed in the day and the city7, 'the pompous 

cold stereotype' that Horace tried to escape by retreating to his country estate. Here 

MacNeice has thrown in his lot with those who find the real Horace in his country 

persona rather than in the 'false identity' of his city persona. He notes, however, that even 

in Horace's day the so-called 'country' was more urban and 'civilized' than isolated, and 

not nearly as remote as it had been in the past. Moreover, retreating to the country is even 

less of an escape for someone of MacNeice7s time, in which the Roman religion and 

culture (exempified by the Lares and Penates, the numinous household gods which, in 

Horace's day, were still-surviving relics of the primitive, rural Roman culture) 'are 

nothing but rhetoric, / Funerary urns from the supermarket'. How far removed even from 



the small pockets of rural life in Roman times must someone be who lives in a mundane 

age of supermarkets, which the Romans could never even have imagined! 

Going back to the Gothic culture known to MacNeice but not to Horace, 

MacNeice finds it 'strange to think that degenerate goblin / And fetch have outlasted' 

classics like Horace and he turns again to the escapism that Gothicism affords him : 

at twilight 
I go to my tryst, the sky was dirty 
All day, there is snow to come, there are monsters 

To come and corrupt me, it is almost cosy, 
The sly paw gripping the lapel, the hurried 
Old lag's tip in the lobby : 'Plead guilty 
Before they acquit and adopt you.' 

The 'old lag' (lag is slang for an 'habitual convict') is another of MacNeice's 'degenerate 

goblins' who urges him to 'plead guilty', doubtless to a life of fantasy, drunkenness, et al. 

(forms of anti-social 'criminality', as it were) before 'they', i.e.. society, reclaim him into 

a worfd he is not suited for. 

This feeling of being separate from the current crop of humanity leads into the 

next lines of 'Memoranda', beginning with a direct quotation tiom Epi~lIes 2.2.214 : 

Satis - remember? Likewise but otherwise 
To opt out now seems better than capitulate 
To the too-well-lighted and over-advertised 
Idols of the age. 

MacNeice has decided it best to opt out of a vulgar and mercenary society which he can 

no longer endure. It is instructive to compare all of Horace's Epistles 2.2 to 

'Memoranda', particularly the closing section. The epistle is ostensibly written for 



Horace's fiend Florus, but the 'you7 at the close is more general, also applying to the 

author himself. After a section on the dangers of avarice, Horace writes : 

non es avarus : abi. quid? cetera iam simul isto 
cum vitio hgere? caret tibi pectus inani 
ambitione? caret mortis formidine et ira? 
somnia, terrores magicos, miracula, sagas, 
nocturnos lemures portentaque Thessala rides? 
natalis grate numeras? ignoscis arnicis? 
lenior et rnelior fis accedente senecta? 
quid te exempta iuvat spinis de pluribus una? 
vivere si recte nescis, decede pent is. 
lusisti satis, edisti satis, atque bibisti : 
tempus abire tibi est, ne poturn largius aequo 
rideat et pulset lasciva decentius aetas. 

(You are no miser. Good! What then? Have all the other vices taken to flight with 
that? Is your heart free from vain ambition? Is it fiee from alarm and anger at 
death? Dreams, tenors of magic, marvels, witches, ghosts of night, Thessalian 
portents - do you laugh at these? Do you count your birthdays thankfblly? Do you 
forgive your friends? Do you grow gentler and better, as old age draws near? 
What good does it do you to pluck out a single one of many thorns? If you know 
not how to live aright, make way for those who do. You have played enough, 
haven eaten and drunk enough. 'Tis time to quit the feast, lest, when you have 
drunk too freely, youth mock and jostle you, playing the wanton with better 
grace.) (tr. H.R Fairclough) 

So MacNeice, having had his time and no longer young, feels it best to leave the world to 

his juniors, who are better equipped for it. The poem is closed out with MacNeice stating 

that he would rather escape into his twilit, Gothic fantasy world than remain in the 

present. He feels that the present has no room left for him (besides, he has always 

detested its authority figures), 'and even I A second childhood remembering only 1 

Childhood seems better than a blank posterity'. This notion of remembering one's 

childhood is also the theme of many other poems in The Burning Perch, such as 

'Soapsuds', 'Star Gazer', 'Children's Games', 'Round the Comer', and 'Chheau 

Jackson'. In 'Memoranda to Horace' it serves to provide an escape from a modern world 



that has restricted MacNeiceY s Life 'to standing room only', i.e., being unable to get a seat 

in the sold-out theatre of life, as it were. 



CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSION 

Louis MacNeice was all his life an admirer of Horace and was influenced by the Roman 

poet in his own poetry and criticism. As I revealed in Chapter 2, MacNeice's criticism on 

Horace consisted mostly of obiter dicta tossed off in essays and articles about other 

subjects, but Horatian criticism was nevertheless a recurring subject throughout his life. 

In the obiter dicta MacNeice was primarily concerned with remedying earlier scholars' 

conhsion over the seemingly irreconcilable two-sidedness of Horace's persona and the 

apparent disunity of his poems, and with proving Horace's originality, a trait which most 

earlier scholars had denied to Horace. In remedying the perceptions of Horace's two- 

sidedness and disunity MacNeice advised scholars to apply a dialectic of opposites to the 

poems, thereby synthesizing the dichotomy of Horace's genres and personae as well as 

his unity. Concerning Horace's originality, MacNeice urged scholars to look for those 

aspects in the poems which the Rommzs, and not the twentieth century, considered to be 

original, such as how Roman poets would skilfblly redeploy and reshuffle set myths, 

images, and cliches in order to create something new and originai. In suggesting these 

approaches to Horace MacNeice was breaking from his predecessors and contemporaries 

as well as prefiguring much of the Horatian scholarship that came after him. 

Additionally, as with many critics who are also poets, MacNeice's criticism of Horace 

tells us much about how MacNeice wanted his own poetry to be judged. Like Horace, he 

too wrote many poems in fabricated personae, and critics should be aware that the 

speaker of the poem is not necessarily speaking as Louis MacNeice, and is therefore not 



'inconsistent' with differing personae in other poems. Moreover, MacNeice often 

followed Horace and other Roman poets by seeking originality through reshuffling set 

myths, images and cliches, and his originality should be judged by his success in these 

areas rather than in the invention of new subjects or forms which twentieth century 

criticism usually considers to be 'original. ' 

The three Horatian odes which E.R. Dodds included in 7ke Collected Poems all 

express an element of 'Horatian resignation', i.e., the Epicurean sentiment urging the 

reader to enjoy life while one can because death is potentially at hand, and this 'Horatian 

resignation' also appears in many of MacNeice's original poems, such as 'Memoranda to 

Horace'. In his translations of Horace MacNeice closely adheres to the theories of 

translation which he had outlined in various articles on the subject : the three translations 

examined in this thesis are all roughly line-for-line, metrically accomplished, and faithhl 

to the word and spirit of their Horatian originals. Studying and translating Horace also 

had an effect on the technical aspects of MacNeice's own poetry. In many of his 

translations and original poems ('Memoranda to Horace' again comes to mind) 

MacNeice adapted Horatian rhythms and syntax to English verse, and employed such 

Horatian devices as dialectic, oxymoron, and irony. 

Amongst MacNeice's original poems, 'Circe' is not only an accomplished poem 

in its own right but suggests an original interpretation of what Odes 1.17 has to say about 

the desire to withdraw from the unpleasantness of civilization to the isolated countryside 

or wilderness, as well as regarding poetic inspiration as something which occurs in the 

wilderness. The desire to withdraw from civilization is another topic common to both 



poets, while both were also at pains to seek inspiration, often being accused by critics of 

being uninspired. 

In Autumn Journal and the original poem 'Tam cari capitis' the Horatian 

quotation serves to establish the subject of grief for a loved one, but MacNeice subverts 

Horace's grand manner for more prosaic and subdued treatments on the theme of death. 

These treatments create an originality akin to the practice of Roman poets who 

redeployed set themes, myths, and cliches to create somethins original. Another Horatian 

tag, 'age iam meorurn 1 finis amorum', advertises that Solstices is by an older man in love 

with a younger woman and anticipates the explorations of this relationship in 'Apple 

Blossom' and 'Solstice'. 

Finally, the five sections of 'Memoranda to Horace' employ an Horatian tone, 

resignation, and technique (adapted to English verse), as well using quotations and 

paraphrases of Horace's poems and examining various scholarly problems concerning the 

Roman poet. In section I MacNeice relates that Horace's poems have had little effect on 

the modern world but affirms that their poetry can never be damaged or destroyed; he 

himself certainly wanted a similar legacy for himself, as is attested in the concluding 

lines of a poem written during World War I1 , 'Epitaph for Liberal Poets' : 

we shall vanish.. . 
Yet leave behind us certain fiozen words 
Which some day, though not certainly, may melt 
And, for a moment or two, accentuate a thirst. 

In section II of 'Memoranda to Horace' MacNeice turns to the differences and 

similarities between himself and Horace and relates that, due to the chaos which is a 

feature of both his and Horace's time, he has chosen to cope by emulating Horace and 

enjoying the present moment to the best of his ability : curpe diem. In section In 



MacNeice deals with the wishes of both poets to escape &om their public lives into 

private worlds, and notes that, as Horace did, he too can find asylum f?om the world's 

chaos in language, laughter, and the lighter sides of life. Section IV goes on to highlight 

the differences of the two poets fiom the rest of society (which sacrifices quality for 

quantity and security) but, again following Horace's lead, argues that all this can be 

endured by refbsing to accept conventions and endeavouring to find novelty in the 

commonplace. In section V, however, MacNeice notes that his own world is much more 

malevolent than Horace's and finally rejects the Horatian notion of enjoying the present 

moment. Instead, he resigns to escape fiom society into a world of fantasy. Despite this 

apparent break fiom Horace, MacNeice does not seem to have abandoned his love for the 

Roman poet, however : the translation of Odes 1.1 1 examined in chapter 3 was 

apparently made in 1963 (the year of MacNeice's death), only a year after 'Memoranda 

to Horace' was written. 
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